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MASTERCARTRIDGES  Presentation 
Distribution  MASTERCARTRIDGES FRANCHISE 

 
Thaifrance Group 
Information concerning affiliating. 
Company name: Thaifrance supplies Co.,Ltd.Legal form Co.,Ltd. Limited liability 
company. 
Address registered office: 
65/1 Moo 8  Nongphalai  Banglamung, Chonburi 20150  Thailand. 
 
Nature of  the activities: 
Distributions  concept  of   franchises  from  distribution  centered  on  the  filling   
of Cartridges  from  printers  laser/toner  and  ink  jet.  Distribution  and  
maintenance  of machines, trade of cartridges, ink, papers, Mp3, Mp4, accessories 
data processing  and office  automation, refilling   kits, inks.  Provisions   of   
services in personalized shop, trade of material going to the object, trade of all 
procuced impressions and derived like office automations and data 
processing,communication and management of company,formations, technical aid 
and commercial.Names of  principal  management:  Florent   Pellegrin  General  
Manager.Experiments  professionals  of  the  principal  leaders. Florent   Pellegrin. 
 
Florent   Pellegrin   the  manager has more than 8 years of experiment in the field 
of the recycling of cartridges printers, inventor, innovator of process of refill and 
manufacturer  of  machines  to  fill the cartridges for printers, with export 
international in more than 50 Countries.He was the 1st European to manufacture 
machine to fill the cartridges and only French on this market. 
 
Florent  Pellegrin  is  an expert recognized universally on the remanufactured 
cartridges business  of   cartridges   for  printers. This  one was a pioneer in this 
field, president of Association of the remanufactured company of  Thailand. 
 
Florent Pellegrin is the general manager of Thaifrance group,Thaifrance supply 
Co.,Ltd. And Thaifrance export Co.,Ltd. Manufacturing plant located in Southeast 
asia remanufactured inkjet in large series and manufacture of accessories of filling, 
technical training, research and development and owner of the Mastercartridges 
mark. He is general manager of company Mastercartridges EURL Charbonniéres in 
FRANCE company do diffusion for Europe of the products Thaifrance group. 
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MASTERCARTRIDGES  Presentation 
 
Bank domiciliation 
EXIM  BANK  THAILAND  export  bank. Member of association exporter of 
Thailand 
 
Information concerning the mark 
The Mastercartridges mark is deposited INPI (FRANCE) since the 7-9-2006  
registration number  06/3449484. Deposit carried  out  by Florent  Pellegrin 
manager of the company 
Mastercartridges  EURL FRANCE  owner of initial mark Thaifrance group 
Thailand. 
The  deposit  of mark   INKJET  was  deposited with  the  INPI  (FRANCE) 
 
History of mark 
March 2001,creation  by Florent Pellegrin of the group Thaifrance 
Thailand.Thaifrance group  is  at  the  origin  of  the  name  of  the  
Mastercartridges  mark and owner of  the Mastercartridges  mark  of concept or 
franchises from distribution. The creation date of Thaifrance  group  date  of  
March 2001 Thaifrance  supplies  Co.,Ltd. And  Thaifrance export Co.,Ltd),factory 
on 3200 sq.m2  plot of  land, 500 m2  dedicated to the production and the 
manufacture of products,  For employee’s habitat, Located at  65/1  Moo 8, 
Nongphalai  Banglamung, Chonburi  Thailand . Its object is the remanufacture ink 
jet in series and the manufacture of machines of filling of cartridges printer,the 
manufacture of accessories  of  filling , the technical  training, the  research  and  
development. Florent Pellegrin is the manager and owner of the Mastercartridges 
mark. 
 
January 2004, creation of EURL Mastercartridges in FRANCE Company of 
diffusion of The products Thaifrance group, and study of the possibilities of 
establishments of the  
Mastercartridges mark. Florent Pellegrin is the manager 
 
Hotline  manager@thaifrance.com 
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How to read the book 
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Tip for begin refilling 
Here you will find all you need to know, to quickly setup your refilling 
business. 

To start the business you should have at least : 

1) A refilling machine  

2) Tools and accessories for the refilling machines  

3) knowledge (training) on how to use your equipment .  

1) Refilling machines  

To select the right equipment, you should have an idea on how many cartridges you 
want to refill monthly and which kind of cartridges. 
If you want to refill all cartridges brands, you need to buy a machine which abling 
you to refill all types of cartridges. 
If you focus for your business on refilling one type of cartridges, you need to get a 
refilling machine for specific cartridge.  
Select a pneumatic machine if you can afford the constraints of an air compressor 
(space, noise...). Otherwise select an electric machine (air compressor is not 
required) 

The selection of the right machine is also a question of budget : 

• For small quantities (200p / months), a small machine like TF 
microfull or compact full will do.  

• For a medium production (700p / months), you need a medium 
machine such  as TF Hp/Lexmark 6 colors  

• For a larger production (1000p / months), you need a machine like 
the TF maxifull  

   ( See our refilling machine page for details on each machine.) 
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Tip for begin refilling 
The machines are classified by 

1) technology (electric or pneumatic),  
2) cartridge type (specific or universal) 
3) sorted by sales price.  

Rem 1: a machine for specific cartridges is for one model of cartridges. 

Rem 2: a machine for universal cartridges is able to refill various cartridges 

2) Tools and accessories for the refilling machine : 

To operate the machines you need at least the following accessories : 

• 1 ultrasonic head cleaner  
• bulk inks (for the machines)  
• Basic tools (plugs, cap opener... etc.) 

To make it easy, we selecte a special starter package for you including all necessary 
tools and accessories. See the "starter packages"  

(section on our refilling machines page.While your business is growing, if you 
need additional accessories, just request a quote from our impressive list of 
accessories in our accessories page ) 

3) Knowledge (training) on how to use your equipment .  

Once  you  got  your  machines and equipments, you still need to know how to use 
them!!! The refilling industry has lots of tips and tricks. Therefore, we have setup 1 
to 5 days  training's courses  in France or in Thailand on how to use our machines... 
or "à la carte" training day by day. (See our personal training page) 

If you can not participate in our REAL TRAINING, you can also acquire our books 
for Inkjet cartridges or Laser toner. (Go to the books section in our accessories 
page. ) 
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Tip for begin refilling 
Remark : For non-industrial laser toner refilling, your minimum equipment should 
be : 

• 1 soldering equipment (holes and cover plug)  
• 1 special vacuum cleaner for laser powder  
• bulk toner powder.  

CONCLUSION : 

In our “easy start concept page” , you will find everything  you need (machines + 
accessories & tools + training)  in  one  single  package. Should  you  need  further 
information, do not hesitate to contact us.  

Introduction : 
 
Why is better to refill by machine rather than by hand ? 
 

- Machines are equipped with vacuum cleaning  station ! It is very important 
to remove all the old ink before refilling. 

 
- Machines will set up the exactly the amount of ink. 

 
- Machines work more faster than hand.time is money… 

 
There are two kinds of refilling purposes 
 

1) Large production  
 

In this case you must a complete machine  production, many tools, testers 
and printers. 
 

2) Front shops,corner shops 
 

In this case you must have a minimum of one vacuum universal machine and 
many hand tools. 
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How  Inkjet Printers Work? 
 
 
Inkjet printers’ technology development starts in the early 1960s. The first inkjet 
printing device was patented by siemens in 1951, which led to the introduction of 
one of the first inkjet chart recorders.  The continuous inkjet printer technology was 
developed later by IBM in the 1970s. The continuous inkjet technology basis is to 
deflect and control a continuous inkjet droplet stream direction onto the printed 
media or into a gutter for recirculation by applying an electric field to previously 
charged inkjet droplets.  
 
The drop-on-demand inkjet printer technology was led to the market in 1977 when 
Seimens introduced the PT-80 serial character printer. The drop-on-demand printer 
ejects ink droplets only when they are needed to print on the media. This method 
eliminates the complexity of the hardware required for the continuous inkjet 
printing technology. In these first inkjet printers ink drops are ejected by a pressure 
wave created by the mechanical motion of the piezoelectric ceramic. 
 
One of the most popular and affordable printers available today is the inkjet printer. 
But how exactly do these common printers work?  
At the most basic level, what the printer does is place small drops of ink onto the 
paper. Inkjet printers are considered a type of non impact printer, as opposed to dot 
matrix, since the ink is transferred to the paper by way of nozzles. These nozzles 
spray the ink directly onto the paper. 
 
There are two different methods that inkjet printers often employ: the thermal 
bubble and the piezoelectric. The first lends its name to the bubblejet type of 
printer, and handles things quite differently from the piezoelectric method. 
 
With the thermal bubble, or bubblejet resistors create heat, which then creates a 
bubble in the ink. The bubble expands and forces ink out from the nozzle. 
Eventually, it will collapse, drawing more ink into the cartridge. On average, a 
bubblejet printer will have a range of three hundred to six hundred nozzles. 
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How  Inkjet Printers Work? 
 
The piezoelectric utilizes small crystals in the nozzles which will vibrate under the 
influence of an electric current; this in turn pushes ink out and draws more ink into 
the cartridge. The drops of ink that come from the piezoelectric type printer are 
significantly smaller than those of the bubblejet printers, allowing for greater 
control over the image quality. This method is patented by Epson, which accounts 
for its smaller market penetration; the thermal bubble method is used by the 
majority of printer manufacturers. 
 
These printers were first mass produced in the 1980s, but it took until the 90s for 
the price to drop to a point that the average consumer would take notice. Since 
then, inkjet printers have been used in the home, the office, and even in the 
commercial printing environment. 
 
The low cost and relatively high quality of prints that are offered by the inkjet 
printer is suitable for most day to day tasks; unfortunately, if you do a great deal of 
printing; the price of cartridges might drive you out of house and home! Well 
maybe not that bad, but keep in mind that if you do a great deal of heavy duty 
printing, that the ink cartridges cannot hold that much ink, and you might end up 
buying many times the cost of your printer in ink. 
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How cartridges work 

 

Cartridge  Construction 
 
 

Réservoir  Type Cartdrige 
 

 

 

All In One Disposable Print Head Type: 
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How cartridges work 
Heads, Nozzles and Nodes: 

The Thermal Inkjet Print Head: 

A thermal inkjet print head is equipped with a resistor, which heats the ink using 
electricity. The vapor inside the print head's firing chamber expands and pushes the 
ink out of the nozzle, while the remaining vapor bubble collapses after cooling 
sucking new ink into the firing chamber. Through changing the heat energy , the 
ink drop size can be tuned according to the application required. 

 
 
The main drawback with thermal inkjet print heads is that they have a shorter life 
span. Problems can be caused either through the collapse of the vapor bubble - 
creating a rapid thermal shock, which can cause damage to the print head. - or 
through the early drying of the heated ink in the nozzle. The ink formulation, 
therefore, usually has to be adapted to help the print head withstand any thermal 
shock and to minimize any such kogation. 

The piezo print head: 

In Piezo inkjet technology, where the electrically charged piezoelectric crystal 
pressurizes the firing chamber in the print head and pushes the ink out. Even 
though an electric pulse is utilized, it essentially triggers a mechanical jetting 
process, so vapor bubbles do not have to be generated and the ink is not subject to 
thermal  shock. 
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How cartridges work 
 

 
 

 

Piezo ink  technology   gives more  flexibility in the inks that can be used,  such as  
water based and solvent based ink types, and ink viscosity can be higher, so the 
risks of kogation are reduced. It has also become easier to develop special inks for 
substances that have special requirements as the piezo print head is more resistant 
to aggressive chemicals. Finally, a major advantage of piezo is the possibility of 
making smaller units, resulting in more nozzles per print head, which allows a 
higher resolution  of print to be achieved. 

 
Oem ink volume confusion 
Confused about how much ink a cartridge holds ? no wonder. The other day I 
overhead a couple at office depot talking to a clerk trying to decide which cartridge 
they needed for their HP ink jet printer. One called his cartridge a C1823. The other 
said it was a 23G and the salesclerk offered them either a 23D or 23T. when asked 
the difference the clerk said the price.on closer examination they found the 23 
represented the cartridge were physically identical the amount of ink in them 
differed. HP introduced the G or economy cartridge that holds 15 Ml of ink (5 Ml 
of each color). The D held 30 Ml and the T was a twin pack of the D type cartridge. 
To get them a replacement cartridge he said they were out of stock on G but they 
did carry the D which about 30% higher than the G. 
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How cartridges work 
The customer saw a  similar looking  cartridge on the self  labeled a 78 the cartridge 
number was C6578AN and the price was 58.99$. the clerk yold him that it looks the 
same but it would not work in his printer. They left shaking their head.HP and other 
printer manufacturers are having a hay-day numbering the remain competitive  in 
the market place and to generate more profits.  Keep in mind that the HP cartridge  
has a print head in the cartridge and they complete with Epson that has the print head 
in the printer thus it is less expensive to produce the Epson cartridge than the HP but 
HP must remain competitive. HP’s answer was the economy cartridge but put about 
½ the amount of ink in it. You’ll see a lot more of this in fact Lexmark offers the 
12A1970 and the high capacity 12A1975. 
 
As a remanufacturer you should thank HP as the more economy cartridge that enter 
the market the bigger the opportunity is for you.Also you can add more value by 
filling the economy cartridge to the high capacity level and sell it at a greater 
savings.  
 
Canon BJC printer: Here is another confusing cartridge program. Canon has three 
types of printers each with a unique print head configuration. One has the print 
head in the printer BJC 600 series that uses the BJI201 cartridges another uses a 
cartridge that has the print head installed as part of the cartridge BJ200 240 that 
uses the BC02 BC05 BC06 cartridge. The other uses either an ink cartridge with 
the print head installed in the cartridge and shell with a print head installed and the 
shell that accommodates in tanks. This type printer includes the popular 4000 series 
using a BC20 monocomponent black cartridge that has the print head as part of the 
cartridge. It also takes the BC21E which is a cartridge shell that has a print head in 
the shell but accommodates both a black and color ink thank. These are the BCI121 
black and BCI121 color ink tanks. Now they have a similar machine the BJC6000 
and the BJC8200 that use the ink tanks. We know it is confusing but just remember 
if you see  BCI you know it is the tank. 
HP and Epson have recently thrown a new snag in the market place by placing 
chips on certain of their cartridges. according to the OEM’s the chips are designed 
to let the user know how much ink has been consumed. It also makes it more 
difficult to effectively refill them. Many remanufacturers are filling the HP4840-
4844 cartridges with success but the jury is still out on the new Epson cartridges. 
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How cartridges work 

Using nozzle cleaning fluids 
Nozzle  cleaning  fluids  work best it is heated and forced into the cartridge through  
the print nozzles in the print head. Then it is evacued out of the cartridge through 
the print head nozzles. Nozzle cleaning fluid is to be used inside the cartridge. 
Please note that a cartridge should not be allowed to soak in the formula as is 
especially the case with the new HP BIFF cartridged we be ruined if the maze 
soaks in liquid for up to a couple of hours. The adhesive that holds the maze to the 
cartridge swells and blocks the channel. 
 
WDG: this solution is good but has higher percentage of surfactants that causes 
suds or foaming. It is sold as a concentrate and requires of 10 parts Distilled Water 
to 1 part WDG Concentrate and then add 8 ounces of alcohol to the mixture. This 
formula can be placed inside the cartridge and left for several hours. The recycler 
then should put water in the cartridge and then evacuate again to get the surfactants 
out. Otherwise the characteristics of the ink may change slightly. 
 
Jet5 Nozzle Blaster: this solution was developed primarily to clean the print head 
on the Epson cartridge Epson currently uses a very similar product for cleaning 
their print head. Unlike WDG this solution is homogeneous with the ink so rinsing 
the inside of the inside of cartridge with DI water after removal of WDG is not 
necessary. 
 
Nozzle Cleaner by Coates: Coates is owned by one the largest ink manufacturers 
and chemical companies in the world according to an internal memo from Coates 
the scientists in the UK laboratory have now approved this new cleaner. They have 
had great results an average of 30% increase in recorved cartridge. 
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INTERNET RESOURCES 
  

 The WWW as a business resource is by far the best place to look for new 

product information and specs printer software technical support and bulletins 

vendors and competitors new business contacts and much more. Most all 

information is very up to date and best of all it is free. The list of Web Sites below 

are should prove valuable to all those in the ink jet business. Add them to your web 

browser’s bookmark list for handy retrieval. 

 Example you search  How to refill Hp 45 goto www.google.com  and  
 
write How to refill  Hp 45  after you look many website show How to do.  
 
Canon:  http://www.canon.com 
 
Hewlett Packard:  http://www.hp.com 
 
Epson:  http://www.epson.com 
 
Lexmark:  http://www.lexmark.com 
 
Apple:  http://www.apple.com 
 
Xerox:  http://www.xerox.com 
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General Introduction (all brands) 
  

CANON/EPSON generality  

Canon BCI-3BK CMY 
Used on BJC-6000 Series. These are your basic ink tank with a simple design. The 
small design is versatile so except to see these in lots of devices on the lower end. 
One of 2 new designs that will define Canon’s product for the next few years. 
These cartridges are easy to refill but alas are available in a quality compatible at 
low prices. They savvy inkjet entrepreneurs sells a new replacement at 3-4 time  
markup rather than refill these cartridges. Refill black with high quality pigmented 
ink and charge a premium for these. 

Canon BC-60 61 62 
Used on BJC-7000 Series. These are big ink tanks with a simple design. The black 
tri color photo line up versatile and one the new designs that will define Canon’s 
product line for the next few years. These cartridges are easy to refill but alas are 
available in a quality compatible at low prices. They savvy inkjet entrepreneurs 
sells a new replacement at 3-4 time markup rather than refill these cartridges. Refill 
black with high quality pigmented ink and charge a premium for these. 

Epson TOO Series  
Recently Epson introduced two new Photo printers the 875 and 1275 and new 
cartridge with micro- chips installed. Epson states the printers have a “  Smart 
cartridge System”. This feature allows the user to know how much ink is remaining 
in the cartridge. A handy feature especially when printing photos that consume 
large amounts of ink. 
 
Some in the recycling industry accuse Epson of installing the chips to discourage 
refilling of the cartridges. In fact the smart chips do make it difficult for reffilers 
and the compatible manufacturers. You can fill the cartridge just as easily as filling 
other Epson cartridges Epson’s representatives stated that there would be some 
legal ramifications in making refilling impossible. However the printer apparently 
does not accept the refilled cartridges. Also compatible manufacturers have not 
introduced their cartridges for these printers as of this date. We will keep you 
abreast of changes.  
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General Introduction (all brands) 
 

Epson 3000 – 9000 printer cartridges 
 
The   Epson  3000  printer  is  now  the  most  widely  used  printer for  prepress 
applications  and  for high quality desk  top publishing. This is great news as the 
cartridges are a snap to refill. The cartridge is comprised of plastic shell box.Each 
bag has 110 Ml capacity. Make sure the ink you use is of the highest quality. The 
last think you want to contend with is plugged print heads. 
 
The 9000 cartridge is similar to the 3000 but has capacity of 220 Ml. Also Epson 
added a light magenta and a light cyan cartridge to provide 6 colors printing on this 
wide format device. Again the cartridge is simple to fill and offers a good profit 
margin.  
 
Lexmark partners. 
Another twist in the Lexmark Inkjet Cartridge licensing program saga. If you think 
it is confusing don’t fell alone. So is the general public. 
If  you have not seen them yet you soon will. We are talking about the cartridges 
that look like Lexmark inkjet cartridges but are labeled for Kodak, Samsung, 
Brother, Xerox and Compaq printers. What are they? Lexmark has developed many 
excellent ink jet printer and they license them to other companies such as Brother, 
Xerox, Samsung and Kodak. Initially to differentiate the cartridge for each vendor 
they made the cartridge caps a unique color and they designed the cap so it could 
be used only in that vendor printer.  
 
The problem Lexmark could not produce enough cartridges to keep pace with the 
demand and the big box super stores refused to carry all the products. When people 
couldn’t find cartridges for their printer they set them aside and bought a new 
printer.Back to the cartridges. You should know that these inkjet printers typically 
use black color and photo cartridges that are easily distinguishable bye size of their 
print head. The Lexmark cartridges are numbered in the 12A series with 12A1970 
black 12A1980 tri-color and 12A1990 photo. Now they are also numbered in the 
15 series. The 15 have a new cap that designed to fit all of these licensed products. 
Again confusing at first but once you understand it easy. 
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General Introduction (all brands) 
 
If you are called upon to refill the cartridge here is what to look for. The black tank 
that is the black part of the cartridge that holds the ink and a built in print head and 
circuit board will be identical. The caps will be different in a couple of ways. First 
the color and next the design. When you look at the Compaq some brother IN700 
and some Xerox you’ll see slots in different shapes and location in the cap. This 
keeps the consumer from using the Lexmark in the Compaq etc. Don’t fret they fill 
the same way and use the same type and amount of ink. 
 
Also you can normally modify the cartridge docking station in your Lexmark 
printer so it will accept all these cartridges. If it looks like a Lexmark except for the 
cap and label it most likely is a Lexmark. Refill test and sell it. 
 
About Photo-Colour Inks 
 
Inkjet printers may be four-colors or six-colors. Four-colors printers use cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black. Cyan is similar to blue, and magenta is similar to 
purple. Six-colors "photo" printers use two additional ink colors: light- magenta and 
light-cyan., 
If the cartridge drips ink after being refilled, do not install the cartridge into the 
printer. In most cases, this indicates that the cartridge has been overfilled, the seal is 
bad, or the cartridge pressure is equalizing. Place the Cartridge where it can safely 
drip ink for a few hours. If the cartridge is still leaking after four hours, check the 
seals to ensure that they are airtight and check our web site for troubleshooting 
steps for your cartridge model. 

An Introduction to Inkjet Refilling, Continued 
Colour of the sponge is white. Overfilling the cartridge changes the colour of the 
sponge from white to the colour you are Refilling. To avoid overfilling, stop filling 
the cartridge when the ink just begins to surface at the top of the sponge. 
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Generality about refill ink 
 
Technical Ink: 
 
Black model—must have a minimum of 3 kinds: 
 

 Lexmark-HP-Kodak-Dell 
 Compaq-Samsung-Sharp-Panasonic-Olivetti 

 
This model can be used every type base pigment (HP45), Epson and Canon must 
use a specific ink technical for this model. 
 
Color Model 

 Kodak, Dell, Compaq, Sharp Lexmark y/m/c can be used in every model 
color Lexmark. 

 
 Epson and Canon must use a specific ink technical for this model. Normally, 
every ink Epson or Canon can refill every model. 

 
 

 HP:  
Ink type 78 can refill HP23/41/6625. 
Ink type 57 can refill 93/95/97/343/57/28/22. 
Ink type 49 can refill HP49/41. 
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Refilling  Tips 

Please read all instructions carefully 
and read these general tips below before refilling. 
 
1. To avoid mishaps, refill cartridges over a protected surface such as a kitchen sink 
    or work bench. 
 
2. To  fill  a  syringe, insert the needle into your ink container and slowly pull up on 
    The  plunger  and  withdraw ink from the bottle being careful not to xtract any 
    air bubbles in with your ink. 
 
3. For best results,always refill a cartridge before it is empty. It is not recommended 
    that you refill a cartridge that has been empty for longer than two weeks. The  
    sponge will  have dried out, may not absorb ink properly, and the cartridge may  
    also leak. 
 
4. Make certain not to put the wrong colour ink into the wrong colour chamber.  
    You can identify the colour in each chamber by inserting a toothpick into each  
    chamber and seeing what the colour is. Remember Magenta is the technical 
    name for red and  Cyan is the technical  name for blue. 
 
5. It is recommended to withdraw or extract a small amount of ink once the 
    cartridge has become full when filling a cartridge that contains a sponge.  
   You want the sponge to be soaked with ink but not floating in ink. It is better  
    to slight under fill then to overfill. 
 
6. Try to keep a cartridge from drying out. Use print head tape sealer or put the  
    Cartridge in a cartridge holder. This will prevent the print head from damage, 
    drying out or deteriorating. 
 
7. Handle cartridges gently and avoid touching any metallic parts. 
 
8. Cartridges with a print head should be stored as follows: After refilling, clean 
    the print head with print head cleaning solution. Heat seal blue print head tape  
    or use printhead tape or place in a cartridge clip.Store at room temperature in  
    a plastic Ziploc bag containing a small square of damp paper towel. 
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Refilling  Tips 
9. You can set the cartridge on paper towel to catch any drippings but the print head 
    must not touch the paper towel or the ink will be absorbed by the paper towel or 
    wicked out. 
10. Do not install a dripping cartridge into the printer. Let the cartridge sit until it 
      stops dripping. 
 
Tips for refilling Epson cartridges 
Leave the transparent tape on the bottom of Epson cartridges. When an Epson 
Cartridge is inserted into the printer, the printer will brake the tape, establishing a 
new seal and telling the printer that a new cartridge has been installed. If you do not 
a good seal, the printer will not be able to draw ink from the cartridge and you will 
get  Poor print quality.  
Tips for Refilling Hewlett Packard Cartridges: If you are refilling an HP or 
Lexmark colour cartridge, be aware that the original 
 
Cartridge Types 
Basically ink jet cartridges can be divided into two main groups Reservoir and All-
in-One disposables. The following section examines each type. See illustration.Ink 
Reservoir,this cartridge can be simply understood as a bladder or bag that 
collapses as the ink feeds into an internal print head called a remote. Examples are 
the Canon BJI 642 and the Epson stylus 800/1000. the print head is inside the 
printer and is a permanent part. This poses some potential problems and liability 
questions for people providing a refilling service. Unlike the All-in One cartridge 
that have disposable print heads the printers with remote print heads can be 
damaged by improper ink formulas. However by using both the proper ink and 
refilling procedure nearly all difficulties can be avoid. One particular printer the 
Canon BJ 300/330 seems to be prone to more problems than most. 
 
All in One disposable print head type 
These cartridges were developed in part to resolve clogging issues with models 
where the print head was located in the printer. Popular printers that first used this 
cartridge were HP Think Jet and HP DeskJet series. These were soon followed by 
Canon introduction of the BC 01. The idea was to develop a process for mass 
production do disposable print heads rather than trying to prevent a pint head from 
clogging. The new product came with a few trade off but worked beautifully. 
However the cost of the new disposable was high and the number of pages were 
low which made the cost per page  
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Refilling  Tips 
expensive. The developpement was a feat in itself. It required lasers to make holes 
for nozzles smaller in diameter than a human hair. As mentioned before few third 
party manufacturers have the resources available to develop such a cartridge in 
generic form. But as the number of base users of these machines continues to grow 
we will probability see a generic version of the most popular cartridges come to 
market. In fact HP print head cartridges are now available in a compatible. In 
summary you can expect all consumer ink jet cartridges to be either the All in One 
type or Reservoir type. A sponge might be used in either type. The HP hi capacity 
(HP 51626) is pressurized and has twice the ink capacity making it more 
economical than the standard sponged DeskJet cartridge (Hp 51608) which has 
been discontinued. It requires a refilling method that is a little more complicated 
than your average sponged cartridge. 
 Also  many  of  these  cartridges have  a copper colored flex circuit. Try to 
avoid touching this circuit with your hands or anything else so as not to 
compromise these connections. 
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Ink  Difference 
What is the difference between standard dye-based ink and 
pigmented ink? 
 
1. Water Resistance 

o The dye in the dye-based ink dissolves in water like sugar does in water -- 
completely.  

o Pigment does not dissolve completely. It is more like a flour and water 
mixture.  

o Because of this, dye-based inks flow better and have been the standard in 
inkjet printers. But the dye will re-dissolve and the ink will flow across 
the paper if drops of water hit the paper.  

o Pigmented ink particles tend to settle into the tiny fibers that make up the 
paper. As the ink drys, the pigment particles get stuck in the fibers. Thus, 
the pigmented inks are more water resistent than the dye-based inks. Only 
about 5 to 10 percent of the ink will re-flow if the paper is hit by water. 

 

2. Fade Resistance 
o The molecules in dye-based inks are spread out. You might think of dye-

based ink on paper as similar to a beach covered with sand. Because of 
this, dye-based ink tends to fade quicker, since all of the molecules are 
exposed to the chemical and sunlight-caused reactions that fade the ink. 
You may notice fading of dye-based inks exposed to direct sunlight 
commonly in 6 to 12 weeks, although when protected from air and 
sunlight, these inks can last several years.  

o Pigment particles are similar to large pebbles on a beach. It is much more 
difficult for sunlight and chemicals to react with all of the pigment 
molecules, since most of them are hidden inside the "pebbles". Pigmented 
inks will usually last for several months before fading becomes 
noticeable, and when protected from air and sunlight, these inks can last 
for many years.  

o Special Pigmented inks are those which are rated as "Archival Quality" 
Archival quality pigmented inks use special pigments to improve the fade 
performance beyond that of normal pigmented inks. Fading becomes 
noticeable when exposed to direct sunlight in 6-12 months, and when 
protected from air and sunlight these inks will last for decades.  
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Ink  Difference 
 
3. Print Quality 

o It is possible to get more "color" into dyes than into pigments. Therefore, 
dye-based colors tend to be more vibrant than pigment-based colors. And 
pigmented black inks tend to be slightly lighter than dye-based inks.  

o "Special Pigmented" inks have color vibrancy similar to that of dye-based 
inks. 

 

4. Price 
o You can't get something for nothing. Pigmented inks cost more to make 

than dye-based inks, so they cost more. Check our pricing for details.  
o "Special Pigmented" inks are significantly more expense than regular 

pigmented inks.  

 

5. Usability 
o Canon BC-23, BCI-3BK, BCI-3EBK, BCI-5BK, and BCI-6BK cartridges 

use pigmented ink. All other Canon cartridges normally use dye-based 
ink.  

o Compaq Black cartridges all use pigmented black ink.  
o HP Black cartridges 51629, C6614, C6615, and 51645 can be filled with 

either dye-based or pigmented ink. #56, #10, and #14 black cartridges use 
pigmented black inks.  Black cartridge 51626A and most other HP Black 
cartridges are only available with dye-based inks.  

o Most Epson cartridges only have a single ink available. The black ink 
used in most newer Epson cartridges is a dye-based black ink. Color also 
but some new model use pigment color .Some of the new Epson 
printers use Special Pigmented black inks.  

o Lexmark cartridges of the xxxx620 part numbers use a dye-based ink. 
Lexmark cartridges of the 12A1970 part number or the xxxx400 part 
numbers use a pigmented ink.  
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Empty criteria inspection 
 

Good Refill/Good Empty/ bad empty /bad result 
 
In refilling business, the success will  increase if you have a good empty. 
 
You must  recognize all model (see inspection for every models next page) 
 
And generality is: 
 

1. No crack on the body case.  
 
2. Perfect electronic chips tested by printer or tester before refill. 

 
3. No scratches in the nozzles plate. 
  
4. Have no holes.  
 

FRESH EMPTY = GOOD REFILL 
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Empty criteria inspection 
Tips for Determining if Inkjet Cartridges are Virgins 

 
White dress at the wedding? 
If the brokered inkjet cartridge were a bride, white would be worn at the joining of 
the empty and the recycler - after all a virgin wears white - right? Regardless of 
tradition, you see more white dresses at weddings these days but unlike a person, a 
non-inkjet cartridge does not perform better with age. Unfortunately many in our 
industry irresistibly dress up rejected and known bad cartridges in “white”. 
 
What is more important in baking a wedding cake – the flour or the milk? 
Those companies that are consistently successful in quality recycling have an 
important ingredient in their quality recipe. Aside from a sound recycling process, 
they almost exclusively collect their own empties from end users.  
Many of us have found that you can get up to 100% bad cartridges when acquiring 
from sources other than the end user. The temptation to resell rejects from the end 
of the production line is inversely proportional to the quality of the empties going 
in to the production line as those that do not have a handle on the empty quality 
attempt to minimize losses at someone else’s expense.     
 
Why honeymoon in Fresno when you can go to Hawaii? 
In the recycling game, the person with the most empties and best quality empties 
wins. I have often wondered - in the high demand and high profit potential for 
quality-recycled cartridges, why would a recycler sell true virgin empties? I also 
have wondered – if brokers have great access to virgin empties, why don’t they 
recycle or partner with someone who does? Other industries look hard to find 
alternative ways to capitalize from their main business – why not brokers?  
The answer to these questions is the same and should be obvious. The temptation to 
make a buck often overrides principle. Empty quality can be poor and is often 
blatantly peppered with cartridges that have been rejected from the end of a 
recycling line. Are we throwing stones at a glass house? No - in the learning curve, 
all of us have probably recycled a portion of a “lot” of brokered cartridges with 
limited success. We probably sold the rest because we did not know what to do 
with them, blaming the high failure rate on our equipment, processes or 
inexperience. However this is a far cry from intentionally selling our production 
line rejects. Whether all sellers intentionally pass along non-virgins is another 
issue. The fact is that it happens. 
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Empty criteria inspection 
 
Bad in-laws (condition of the brokered cartridge: 
 
We expect that the spent cartridge that we buy is actually a virgin.  One thing must 
be realized – that recycling virgin cartridges to a high quality level is simple.  A 
recently collected virgin cartridge can be rejuvenated with ease – rinse, vacuum fill, 
print test, package and ship. Assuming the right process and equipment, the biggest 
reason that recycling fails is that non-virgin cartridges are thrown into the mix. 
Loose nozzle plates compound the virgin problem in many ways. Many of the 
popular spent cartridges have loose nozzle plates whether they are virgins or not. 
However, testing  
shows that the number of loose nozzle plates from actual virgins is manageable. In 
the recycling game, it is when the brokered lot is peppered with loose nozzle plate 
rejects, and other rejects, that we all become losers.   
   
Body of evidence 
If you look close enough, you can find evidence of non-virgin inkjet cartridges. 
Obvious ones like drilled holes and aftermarket labels will not be discussed (but 
surprisingly they often show up in “virgin” lots. 
 
Plugs 
In the case of the HPC 6578 style cartridges (C1823, C6625, etc), often the fill 
plugs at the top of the cartridge are pushed in, needles are inserted and the cartridge 
is then filled. There is no reason to put plugs back into this cartridge unless it has 
been successfully recycled. However, to make the cartridge look like a virgin, all 
you have to do is empty the cartridge and replace the plugs with plugs from another 
old cartridge. Some are even able to pop the original plugs in and others push them 
into the cartridge. Look for wrong color or discolored plugs. This is evidence of a 
non-virgin. You can pop the plug out at autopsy and inspect it as well, but be aware 
that after-market plugs can be purchased that are similar to the original. 
Before processing, shake the cartridge. If you can hear rattling, the original plugs 
may have been pushed in and replaced.  You may not be able to determine this type 
of deception until after the cartridge has failed (or re-failed) at your line. If the 
deceiver delicately pushes the plug in, the plug will jam between the plastic and 
foam and the cartridge will not rattle. You can autopsy your failure by carefully 
opening the cartridge and inspecting the top area of the cartridge. 
 
 

Em 
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Empty criteria inspection 
 
Ink 
 
It is time consuming and relatively difficult to empty a cartridge after it has been 
filled. Only on rare occasions will a true virgin be overweight. Upon inspecting the 
incoming “lot” of cartridges, any overweight cartridges should be suspect.  
 
Foam 
 
The suspect foam based cartridge can be autopsied and it can be determined if a 
cartridge recycling attempt has been made. Open the cartridge observing safety 
rules (gloves, safety goggles, etc) and observe the condition of the foam. Look for 
stains that are uncharacteristic of the OEM fill marks. If you know the ink 
“fingerprint” that your particular recycling process has on the foam, it is easy to 
find a previous fill attempt. This inspection is destructive and time consuming and 
is not practical but can be used with other inspections to statistically evaluate the 
quality of your empty purchase and learn about your cartridge source.  
 
Weight due to age 
 
Recycled  cartridges  are  in  high demand  so  you  would  not expect to purchase 
extremely old cartridges.  However, extremely old  cartridges are being sold all of 
the time. Suspect any cartridge that is extremely empty. Weigh a new cartridge and 
then print it until it is empty. Weight it again. This weight is the typical “just spent” 
weight. Take this cartridge and bake it at around 120 degrees F until the cartridge 
will not loose any more weight. The new weight is the “extremely empty” weight. 
Compare  the weight of your empty purchases to the data that you collected. The 
closer  the  weight is to the “extremely empty” weight the more likely it will fail.  
 
Weight due to stubborn end-users 
 
Besides age, another reason to reject an extremely empty cartridge is stubborn end 
users.  In the case of the more popular HP color ink jet cartridges, some customers 
will continue to print after one color has run out – either color blind or determined 
to get their money’s worth, it makes no difference.  When one color runs out, that 
color will attempt to print if the cartridge is allowed to print beyond empty. The 
nozzles for the spent color will generate heat in the nozzle area when attempting to 
create the drops.  
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Empty criteria inspection 

 
In this case, the heat has nowhere to go because the ejected ink transports most of 
the heat away from the print head. No ink ejection means little heat removal. The 
excess heat stresses the print head and nozzle plate (differences in various print 
head materials’  
thermal expansion rates cause shear forces that can result in a loose nozzle plate). 
The majority of cartridges with loose nozzle plates delaminate in the cyan area first 
as cyan is usually printed the more than yellow or magenta. 
 
Filling equipment 
 
Recyclers that use equipment that fills the cartridges through the nozzles are 
confronted with a higher degree of temptation to sell rejects as virgins because, 
short of analyzing the ink, there is no easy way to determine that the cartridge is a 
virgin. However, there are some considerations in the case of the popular HP 
51645. Filling these cartridges through the nozzles is a double-edged sword. It is 
easy and fast but yields a lower level of quality coupled with an increased 
temptation to sell your rejects.  
Cartridges that are filled through the nozzles exhibit a significant drop in quality, as 
filling in this manner causes microscopic particles to clog the nozzles resulting in 
jets not firing and / or semi-clogging of the nozzles resulting in small drops or 
directionality.  If your “Pass Criteria” for black cartridges is that all jets fire, 
ignoring jet directionality and drop size, then filling through the nozzles is for you. 
However, the recycling industry has to continue to push the envelope in print 
quality. Many ink companies are developing phenomenal inks with beautiful print 
quality - as good as, and often better, than the OEM. Why buy good ink when the 
biggest contributor to quality is under your control? Overweight cartridges may 
indicate that the deceiver is too lazy to empty this cartridge before reselling his 
rejects. Another indication of this fraud is streak patterns at the print tester. When 
you have a cartridge with nozzle clogging damage, no matter what you do 
(priming, refilling, steaming), the defect pattern at the print tester does not change 
and in fact can get worse.  Often this defect is mistakenly attributed to electrical 
failure or dried ink. 
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Empty criteria inspection 
 
Nozzle plates 
Sometime ago I authored an article on how to check for loose nozzle plates. 
(Recharger’s February 2002 issue). Manually probing for loose nozzle plates is 
labor intensive. Probing can be a good tool in performing an autopsy on failed 
cartridges, but many recyclers probe cartridges before recycling and if the nozzle 
plate is loose, the cartridge is often re-sold. Although technically a virgin, the 
cartridge likely has telltale signs of the probing. Destructively probing a cartridge 
and reselling it is equal to selling a recycled failure as a virgin. 
 
Recycling the recycled scenario 
 
When you have a collection program from end users, you will collect an occasional 
recycled cartridge. Often this cartridge will recycle just fine, which seems like a 
mystery 
when many of your brokered cartridges fail. This is because the cartridge was 
originally a true virgin the first time it was recycled. After printing at the 
customer, you collected it within a reasonable time frame. When you recycle it 
again, it works just fine. Ink companies know that a cartridge can be filled and 
printed over and over. An HP 51645  
can often be filled, and printed, over 10 times without nozzle heater damage. The 
difference from the lab to real world is; time, handling, environment and 
unfortunately a cartridge source that has been sprinkled (or showered) with known 
rejects.   
 
It’s a nice day for a white wedding 
 
Even though Billy Idol was not singing about recycling - comparisons can be made. 
The marriage of a recycler with a purchased empty is a shotgun wedding to say the 
least. I have purchased cartridges from brokers who use a multi-point inspection 
process in an attempt to assure you that they will sell you the best cartridge 
possible. Although they make this claim, some never ever even look at the 
cartridges they ship. One example is that I purchased cartridges form Broker “X”, 
but when I checked the shipping origination, they were drop shipped from a totally 
different broker. Would their multi-point inspection have helped anyway?  When I 
did purchase directly from them, I inspected the cartridges and found varying  
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Empty criteria inspection 
 

degrees of problems that a trained monkey could have sorted out (wrong cartridge 
type, electrical pad damage, low weight, over weight, severe age). Not all brokers 
operate in this manner, but a discussion of what is possible (and unfortunately is 
often happening) is healthy. 
 
How do you tell a good broker from a not-so good broker? Assuming you have a 
sound recycling process it is trial and error – and even then, you may get a good lot 
one week and a bad lot the next.  If you collect cartridges directly from end users, 
then you can gauge your yield of the “brokered” lot to your yield from the 
“collected” lot. If the “brokered” lot’s yield is 75% of your “collected” lot, then 
you should be happy.   
 
Many factors play into what is acceptable for your situation. Armed with an 
understanding of the potential empty condition, along with a sound recycling 
process, your quality and profit can be optimized and returns minimized. 

 
Tips (one bad egg spoils the wedding cake) 
 
1) Consider your empty source. (Conflict of interest? Does your broker recycle  
    cartridges as well? Does your broker buy “virgins” from other recyclers? 
    Does your broker supplement his orders by buying cartridges from other  
    brokers?) 
2) Serialize  your  cartridges  relative  to  cartridge  source  and  other  special  
    processing  that may have been done on a cartridge. Track your line success  
    relative to a particular broker and track your returns relative to the broker and   
    any special treatment you may have given a cartridge to get it to work (often it 
    is your stubborn production cartridge which eventually prints that will be 
    returned to you). 
3) Inspect your cartridges and look for evidence of non-virgins before you process  
    them. 
4) Autopsy your line failures to determine the failure mode and look for evidence  
    of non-virgins. 
5) Talk to your broker before purchasing the empties and tell him you want to  
    return any cartridges, purchased as virgins, that 
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 Empty criteria inspection 
 
a. are obviously damaged (deep scratches across the electrical pad for example) 
b. are of the wrong cartridge type (you ordered 6578s and got a 51641 for  
    xample 
c. have clear signs of previous recycling (other labels, plugs, etc.) 
d. have less obvious, but provable signs of previous recycling attempts (fill hole 
plug color, rattling, overweight, scratches on the nozzle plate)  
You should be happy to get a quality replacement for your return request, which 
eliminates the need for messy money transfers and financial tracking. 
6)  Start a collection program. Why do some recyclers pay a broker $5.00 for a 
cartridge and offer a small business or church $1.50 for the same cartridge model 
via their web site collection program? Tell the church or small business that you 
will pay more (set a fair price) for a cartridge that has not been recycled and this 
true virgin cartridge will be worth more than $5.00!  
 
Tips for Brokers:  
 
a. Set a multi quality standard and increase your quality. Stop playing dumb (“I just 
collect them”) and start to earn the (up to) $8 that you charge your customers for 
one cartridge. 
b. Know your cartridge sources. Suspect cartridges that you purchase from 
recyclers and other brokers. 
c. Serialize your cartridges and give them your mark. This will certify that the 
cartridge has been collected as a virgin and that you are willing to stand behind it. 
Let’s say your company, Company Z, serializes and certifies your cartridge.  Burn 
in a serial number with your mark or logo - “Z”. This means that this cartridge has 
undergone your inspection and is only certified a virgin if the marked cartridge was 
purchased from your cartridge. This way, if a recycler rejects it, he cannot sell it as 
a virgin quality. 
 
A true marriage: incoming inspection – brokers and recyclers unite 
 
If company “Z” purchases plastic parts from a moulder to make aftermarket Epson 
cartridges, company “Z” will have a part (or assembly) drawing and they will have 
developed an incoming inspection process. Isn’t an empty cartridge a kind of raw 
material for the recycler’s end product? Can recyclers have incoming inspection 
criteria on their empty purchases and make similar demands common to other 
industries?  
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Empty criteria inspection 
 
 
The recycled inkjet cartridge industry has had an impressive and steady pace of 
improvement over the years, following the industry’s growth and change. Quality is 
like marriage where happiness is not the destination, but the journey. Quality is also 
an ongoing process. We must continue to follow the path that precedes us, realizing 
new ways to forge the quality road ahead of us.   
 
 
ALL CARTRIDGES MUST BE 100% VIRGINS  All cartridges must be inspected 
for the following signs 
OEM Label must not be - replaced, missing or dirty. 
OEM Sealing ball or fill hole cover removed or tampered with 
No visible changes - glue/adhesive scratches that can be attributed to being 
previously remanufactured  
Circuit flex tape - bubbling, corrosion, peeling, separation, scratches 
Damage to air vent hole 
Missing or Damaged nozzle plate 
Bubble generator area must not be damaged or tampered with 
Cracks in body, cap, welds, or bubble generator area 
Cartridge cannot be cracked in any location 
Cannot be Worn, scratched or show signs of being retrieved from the trash 
CARTRIDGES must be separated by part number & brand name 
No cartridges to be polish with shoe polish or other chemical to cover blemishes 
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Empty criteria inspection 
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Generalities  Canon 
 

1) Introduction to refilling Canon cartridges  
 

BC-01 - enlarge the vent hole sufficiently to allow the needle to enter the cartridge.  
BC-02 - drill a 2mm hole at the same location - see image. 
Fill the syringe with about 15ml of ink. Insert the needle fully through the hole and 
SLOWLY inject the ink into the sponge. Insert and withdraw the needle at different 
angles to expose the entire sponge to the ink.  
Refit into printer and run a few 'clean cycles' as per handbook. 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BC-05  Cartridge:  Fill  using  the  same  method as for the black cartridge as seen 
above. Each colour chamber will accept no more than 5mm of ink. Clean the refill 
kit between colour changes by rinsing under running water.  
  
General Tips  
refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of 
ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
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Generalities  Canon 
 
Canon 4000 series 
 

 
 
Large Capacity Black Cartridge (BC-20) - use a small drill to enlarge the fill hole 
on top of the cartridge. This can also be achieved by heating a needle (held by a 
pair of pliers) and  melting the existing hole to a size that can accomodate the 
hypodermic needle.The hole be covered by a label.  
 
Smaller BCI-21 cartridges need to have the cap removed first -see photo- the top 
can be levered off using a screwdriver. This will expose the fill hole (which may 
need to be slightly enlarged to accept the fill needle). 
Inject the Black BCI-21 cartridge with about 4 ml of ink. (Use about 30 ml for the 
BC-20 cartridge.) The colour cartridge has three vent holes, one for each colour. 
Refill each chamber with the correct colour, approximately 2ml per chamber, 
rinsing the refill kit under running water between colour changes. 
 
Important:  Refill  the cartridges  slowly  to avoid  introducing air which will 
interfere  with  the  flow of  ink when printing. Avoid overfilling – the  BCI-21 
cartridges  hold  a very tiny quantity of ink. Be sure to remove and re-insert the 
needle a few times to expose the entire sponge to the ink. Re-fit the cartridges 
and run the printer clean cycle a few times.  
 
Common fault: When refilling the colour cartridge cross-contamination of colours 
may occur as the cartridge outlets are close together. This can result in the 
wrong colours appearing when use. To correct the problem, introduce further ink to 
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Generalities  Canon 
 
the contaminated chamber(s) to force the contaminated ink out (i.e. the ink coming 
out should be the same colour as the ink you are putting in!).  
 
Tips: The printhead has a tendency to dry out, particularly if you use the printer in 
a centrally heated environment. Use regularly to avoid this as the printhead is 
expensive to replace. 
 
General Tips - refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a 
continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many 
more refills. 
 
Canon 3000 series 
 Remove the cartridge from the printer and use the original orange exit port covers 
to cover the exit port on the cartridge being filled. Apply a piece of tape to hold the 
exit port cover in place. Remove the top label. Use a suitable implement to slightly 
widen the Sponge Fill Hole and to create a tank fill hole in the circular area next to 
the arrow located at the back area on top of the cartridge. Draw ink of the correct 
colour into the syringe and fill the Tank area through the Tank Fill Hole.  
After filling the tank, seal with hot glue (ideally) or waterproof tape. Use the 
sponge fill hole to apply additional ink into the sponge area.  
 
DO not over fill. DO NOT seal the sponge fill hole as this acts as a vent when the 
cartridge is in use.  
 
Please feel free to print out these instructions for reference. 
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Generalities  Lexmark 
 

Introduction to refilling Lexmark cartridges  
  

Use our inks to refill the following Lexmark, Samsung, Kodak & Compaq inkjet 
cartridges 
 
Lexmark:  
 
Z11, Z12, Z13, Z22, Z23e, Z24, Z31, Z32, Z25, Z25l, Z33, Z34, Z35, Z42, Z43, 
Z45, Z51, Z52, Z53, Z54, Z54se, Z55, Z55se, Z65, Z65n, A10 X125, i3, A10 X63, 
X70, X73, A10 X74, X75, X80, X84, X85, Jetprinter 1000, 1020, 1100, 2030, 
2050, 2055, 2070, 3000, Execjet lic, Winwriter 150c, Medlay 4c, 4x, 4sx, 3200, 
5000, 5700, 5770, 7000, 7200, 7200 V, OptraColor 40 & 45, Execjet II, Winwriter 
100  
Samsung:  
Smartjet, SF4500 Series, Msys4700, Msys4800, MJ4500C, SF3150, SF4700 
Series, SCX1000 Series, SCX1100, SCX1150, SF4300, SCX1050F, SF4750C, 
SF3100P, SF4100, SF4120, SF4200, SF4220, SF3000, SF3000T, SF3100, 
SF3100P, SF3100T, SF3200, SF4000, SF4020, SF3000, SF3000T, SF3100, 
SF3100P, SF3100T, SF3200, S4000, SF4020, SF4120, SF4200, SF4200  
 
Kodak:   Personal Picture Maker PM100  
 
Compaq: 
 IJ650 Series, A900, C3-1000, IJ300, IJ700, IJ750, IJ900, A1000, A1500, A3000, 
A4000, IJ1200, 1400P, IJ600, IJ200  
 
General tips: 
All Lexmark cartridges are incredibly simple to refill but very difficult in good 
print test result, therefore saving you a small fortune in the cost of printing in 
addition to the convenience of always having a refill to hand. Typical refill costs 
would be around 0,50$ per cartridge depending on quantity of ink purchased. 
 
All cartridges illustrated are refilled in the same manner, and no special tools are 
needed other than a refill syringe and needle which InkjetUK supply FREE with 
each order for ink. Refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. The refilled 
cartridge will then print without problems and the cartridge will last for many more 
refills. 
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Generalities  Lexmark 
 
If you let the cartridge runs dry the print head may become damaged. Some 
cartridges have sensors at the back of the cartridge - handle them with care. If 
refilling tri-colour or photo cartridges you will need to rinse the needle and syringe 
thoroughly under cold running water between colour changes. 
 
If you're unsure which colour goes into which chamber, wipe the copper print head 
with kitchen towel and insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. Gently 
blow into the needle while holding some kitchen towel over the print head. Wipe 
clean and mark that chamber fill hole with the colour that appeared. Do the same 
for the other chambers. 
Never be tempted to overfill. If you fill a colour cartridge to the extent that ink 
drips out of the copper printhead at the bottom of the cartridge, the ink is likely to 
run into the next chamber and mix with that colour! For instance you may find 
orange printing in place of yellow. There is no reason to overfill. However, if you 
do accidentally overfill and contaminate the colours, simply print out a large area 
of the three primary colours, cyan, magenta and yellow, and the contaminated 
colours will soon clear. 
 
 
Lexmark black cartridges 
 

  
  
  
 
 
 
 

 
Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge if necessary to enable the 
hypodermic refill needle to fit (Do not remove the top). Fill the syringe with 15 ml. 
of ink, insert the needle into the vent hole and push down into the centre of the 
cartridge. Slowly inject ink into the cartridge.  

 
Empty cartridges should be refilled immediately. 
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Generalities  Lexmark 
 
Lexmark color cartridges 
 

 

 
  

The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the top cap. Remove the cap 
before refilling by carefully prying it off with a large bladed screwdriver. It is 
lightly glued in place. Insert the filling needle into the filler hole of the colour to be 
refilled. 
Slowly inject up to 5ml. of ink until the sponge is saturated. Note that the normal 
colour of the sponge inside is white. In order to prevent overfilling the cartridge do 
not change the colour of the sponge at the surface. It should remain white, if not 
you are over filling. When the ink shows at the surface the cartridge is full. Rinse 
the syringe between colour changes. 
 
 Lexmark photo cartridges 
 
                                
                                                          
                                       
                                        
 
 
 
The photo cartridge is filled the same manner as the regular colour cartridge using 
additional photo inks, pale cyan and pale magenta. 
Remove the plastic cap by carefully prying it off with a large bladed screwdriver. It 
is lightly glued in place. Avoid damaging the sensors at the back of the cartridge 
when handling the cartridge. Fill the syringe with around 5ml of the required colour 
of ink and push as far down as possible into the cartridge.  
 You will feel a slight pressure as the cartridge contains a sponge. Note that 
the sponge inside is white. In order to prevent overfilling the cartridge do not 
change the colour of the sponge at the surface. It should remain white, if not you 
are over filling. When the ink shows at the surface the cartridge is full. Rinse the 
syringe between colour changes under cold running water. 
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Generalities  Lexmark 
 
New desigh Lexmark cartridges 
 
Tips send kindly by Ben Morse:  
 
I have found that when I refill the 'new design Lexmark colour cartridges' the lid of 
the cartridge is hard to lever off using a penknife or something similar. I have 
found using a vice to snap off the lid is a good method especially if the lid is tightly 
glued in place. The idea is that you put the lid of the ink cartridge into the vice and 
tighten up the vice to clamp onto the lid (do not clamp the vice up too tight 
otherwise the lid will crack!) and then push/ wiggle the cartridge lid from side to 
side VERY carefully (there are little  
plastic plugs on the bottom of the lid which go down into the refill holes in order to 
prevent any ink leakage when the lid is in place) until the lid comes off. Please be 
VERY careful whilst wiggling and pulling on the lid otherwise you will crack the 
plugs on the bottom of the lid when you pull off the lid which will render the 
cartridge useless.  
 
Note: that 10N0016, 10N0026, 10N0217, 10N0227, 82, 83 and 88 cartridges are all 
of the same design and can be refilled by using the following instructions 
 
The cartridges contain foam, so some resistance will be felt when inserting the 
needle. 
 
Black cartridge 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge sufficiently to accept the refill 
needle.  
2. Fill the syringe with around 15ml. of ink, insert the needle into the vent hole and 
push down towards the bottom of the cartridge. Slowly inject the black ink into the 
cartridge  
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Generalities  Lexmark 
 
3. Refit to machine after ensuring the cartridge is not dripping.  
DO NOT cover the vent hole as the cartridge needs the hole to feed ink correctly 
 
Color cartridge  
 

 
 
1. The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the top. Remove the top before  
    refilling by carefully prying it off with pocket knife. 
2. For each colour, check the correct fill hole with the illustration. 
3. Draw ink into the syringe and insert the filling needle into the filler hole of the 
    colour to be refilled. Gently push down through the foam towards the print head.  
4. Before you begin injecting the ink is is important to note that the sponge is   
   white.You should only fill the individual colours until the colour just begins to  
   show in the white sponge.  
5. Slowly inject the ink bearing in mind (4). Beware of overfilling which may cause 
    ink to run over the top and  into an adjoining chamber which will 
    cross-contaminate the colours. Each chamber takes very little ink so it is easy to  
    overfill - be careful.  
6. After refilling the top can be put back on with adhesive tape or a dab of    
    superglue.  
Do not tape over the fill holes, they need to be open for the ink to feed correctly. 
 
7. Refit the cartridge to the printer and run a few cleaning cycles as per printer  
    instructions.  
 
General Tips 
refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of 
ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
 
Please feel free to print out these instructions for reference. 
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Generalities  Epson  
 
Introduction to refilling Epson cartridges  
 
Please note: if the cartridge has a micro-chip, or 'Intellidge'™ chip, you will need to 
purchase our universal Epson chip resetter in order to reset the chip to full 

 
Getting started:  
 
1. Before refilling,  there are two methods of treating the outlet hole(s)  
while refilling: You may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge with 
adhesive tape. You will need to ensure the outlet is clean and dry for the tape to 
seal. You can then either remove the tape and wipe clean the outlet hole after 
refilling, or insert the cartridge with the tape still fitted. The tape is punctured when 
the cartridge is fitted to the machine 
An alternative method that many experienced refillers prefer is not to tape up the 
outlet hole(s) at all. This tends to lessen the chance of producing an airlock in the 
cartridge, which is the main problem when refilling.  If you refill without covering 
the outlet hole, we suggest you press the outlet hole(s) against a damp cloth while 
refilling. This will eliminate mess, reduce leakage while refilling, and avoid cross-
contamination when filling colour cartridges, i.e. where one colour bleeds into the 
outlet hole of another After filling, wipe the outlet hole and while watching out for 
drips refit to printer and run a clean cycle 
2. To begin refilling: Assemble the syringe and filling needle and fill the syringe 
with the appropriate colour ink.  
Remember, Epson cartridges hold a very small quantity of ink, typically 17ml or so 
for the black cartridge and 8ml or so per chamber for the colour/photo cartridges 
3. With a pointed implement, make a small hole sufficient in size to accept the 
needle in the top of the cartridge. It is best not to interfere with the breather holes, 
or disturb the top label, simply make a hole (one per chamber for the colour) in the 
plastic at the top of the cartridge near the label. Push the needle through the hole 
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and press to the bottom of the cartridge towards the outlet hole. Resistance will be 
felt as the cartridge is full of foam. It is vital to inject the ink deeply into the 
cartridge to avoid introducing ink on top of air in the empty cartridge. Then very 
slowly inject ink into the sponge until the cartridge is full - if ink appears at the file 
hole, draw a little back out. It is important to fill slowly to avoid the ink foaming 
and introducing air 
4. There is no need to seal the refill holes as there are already breather holes 
situated on the top of the cartridge without which the cartridge would not feed ink 
5. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Clean the syringe with water and dry 
for future use, or for use with a different colour ink 
6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions 
 
Potential problems:  
 
Usually the cartridge will print immediately, or certainly after a few clean cycles, 
however it the ink stubbornly refuses to feed, leave the cartridge in the printer for 
up to 24 hours and try again (allows ink to flow to the print head and air to work it's 
way out of the cartridge). if you still get a feed problem after this we suggest you 
try introducing further ink using the method of not covering the outlet hole (see 1 
above). Ink will appear at the outlet hole and force any unwanted air out of the 
cartridge. Then draw out a little ink from the fill hole to avoid overfilling, wipe the 
outlet hole and refit to machine. Note concerning  
 
Photocartridges:  
 
These are filled using exactly the same process as above, but they contain two 
further chambers, one of Pale Photo Magenta and the other of Pale Photo Cyan 
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Generalities Epson 
 
Refilling Epson C70/ C80/ C82/ SP950/ 2100/ 2200 printer cartridges 
 
With these models, the cartridges retain their ink through a complex siphon design. 
However our compatibles are less complex in design, containing only a foam 
reservoir in the same manner as earlier Epson cartridges. 
We advise purchasing a set of our compatibles and refilling those when empty as 
they are simpler to refill, however we offer instructions for both OEM and 
compatible cartridges Both types of cartridge are fitted with a chip that will disable 
the cartridge  
 
when it decides it is empty. This can by overcome by using our univeral Epson chip 
resetter which will allow the newly refilled cartridge to function in the same 
manner  as a replacement cartridge 
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Generalities Epson 
 
Introductions for refilling an original Epson cartridge:  
 
Reset the chip using our chip resetter as described in the resetter instruction sheet. 
Temporarily seal the outlet port with sellotape so that the ink does not leak through 
the port during refilling. If you prefer not to use sellotape, another method  is  to 
push the outlet hole against a damp J-Cloth (or similar) while refilling, then wipe 
clean the outlet prior to refitting the cartridge to the printer to access the cartridge, 
drill a refill hole into the cartridge with a small drill sufficient to take the 
hypodermic refill needle in the area indicated by the picture. 

 
 
 
Drill a second hole in front of the first. This is required to allow the escape of air as 
the chamber refills with ink (make the hole toward the Epson label otherwise you 
will create a permanent leak) .You will observe from the internal diagram of the 
cartridge that there are two layers of plastic that you will need to penetrate. Be 
careful not to penetrate further into the cartridge and damage it 

 
Use the supplied syringe/ needle to inject ink extremely slowly. Be aware the 
needle will only penetrate 10mm before meeting an internal baffle. 
The ink must be fed slowly to allow it to run into the various chambers and allow 
any air to escape through the second hole. The black cartridge can accept a 
maximum of 25ml of ink, but if it overfills draw a little of the ink back out. The 
same applies to the colour cartridges which accept a maximum of 10ml. 
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Remove any sellotape from the outlet and ensure the area around the hole is clean.  
Do not seal the fill hole - if it is sealed the cartridge will not feed ink correctly.  
Refit to printer and run a few clean cycles as described in your printer manual. If 
the cartridge does not feed correctly it is due to air being present. Leave it in the 
printer for a few hours then print out a block of the relevant colour until a solid 
printout is achieved. Refilling compatible Epson cartridges: 
 
Refilling compatible Epson cartridges: 
 
Reset the chip using our chip resetter as described in the resetter instruction sheet. 
If the compatible chip does not reset you will need to remove a chip from an old 
original cartridge and replace the compatible chip. A dab of superglue will hold it 
in position. Temporarily seal the outlet port with sellotape so that the ink does not 
leak through the port during refilling. If you prefer not to use sellotape, another 
method is to push the outlet hole against a damp J-Cloth (or similar) while refilling, 
then wipe clean the outlet prior to refitting the cartridge to the printer.  
You will discover that the compatible cartridge will accept the ink much more 
readily. Simply enlarge the breather hole that is created when you first break off the 
transport clip, at the top of the cartridge. Insert the needle as far into the cartridge 
as it will go - there will be resistance as the needle is forced through the internal 
foam. Inject slowly and the foam will absorb the ink. Try not to overfill or leakage 
may occur during use. 
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Do not seal the fill hole - if it is sealed the cartridge will not feed ink correctly . 
  
General Tips:  
 
refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible.  
Ensuring a continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last 
for many more refills  
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 Generalities Olivetti 
 
Introduction to refilling Olivetti cartridges:  
 
Remove the yellow handle when refilling the colour cartridge to reveal the filling 
holes (colour cartridge only - the black is refilled through the centre hole). Pull, or 
lever off using a penknife. Insert the syringe through the appropriate filling hole, 
(see image for filling hole colour) and push into the centre of the cartridge.  
Note: The cartridges contain sponge and a slight resistance will be felt.  
Slowly inject up to 12ml. of ink (Black) or 5ml.(colour). When full some ink may 
overflow from the filling holes. Rinse the refill kit with running water between 
colour changes.  
Replace the yellow handle on the colour cartridge.  
Replace the cartridge and run a priming cycle as per printer instructions. 
Note: Empty cartridges should be refilled immediately.  
Note: Some Olivetti colour cartridges have four colours. The extra colour is black - 
simply use black to fill as per the other colours.  
 
General Tips  
refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of 
ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills.  
Please feel free to print out these instructions for reference. 
Why not order your inks now and start saving money 
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Generalities Hp 
 
Introduction to refilling HP cartridges  
 
General tips 
 
HP cartridges are straightforward to refill, therefore saving you a small fortune in 
the cost of printing in addition to the convenience of always having a refill to hand. 
Typical refill costs would be around 0,50$ per cartridge depending on quantity of 
ink purchased. Refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. The refilled 
cartridge will then print without problems and the cartridge will last for many more 
refills. If you let the cartridge run dry the print head may become damaged. If 
refilling tri-colour or photo cartridges you will need to rinse the needle and syringe 
thoroughly under running water between colour changes. If you're unsure which 
colour goes into which chamber, wipe the copper print head with kitchen towel and 
insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. Gently blow into the needle while 
hooding some kitchen towel over the print head. Wipe clean and mark that chamber 
fill hole with the colour that appeared. Do the same for the other chambers. Never 
be tempted to overfill. If you fill a colour cartridge to the extent that ink drips out 
of the copper print head at the bottom of the cartridge, the ink is likely to run into 
the next chamber and mix with that colour! For instance you may find orange 
printing in place of yellow. There is no reason to overfill. However, if you do 
accidentally overfill and contaminate the colours, simply print out a large area of 
the three primary colours, cyan, magenta and yellow, and the contaminated colours 
will soon clear. 
 
Refilling your empty HP Deskjet HP 51640, HP 51645, HP 51650, HP C6615 
inkjet cartridges 
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Black cartridges for the following printers 
 
DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 810C, 812C, 820Cxi, 820Cse, 830C, 832C, 
840C, 842C, 845C, 850C, 855C, 855Cse, 855Cxi, 870Cse, 870Cxi, 880C, 882C, 
890C, 890Cse, 890Cxi, 895Cse, 895Cxi, 920C, 930C, 932C, 935C, 950C, 952C, 
960C, 970Cse, 970Cxi, 980C, 995C, 1000C, 1000Cse, 1000Cxi, 1100C, 1100Cse, 
1100Cxi, 1120C, 1120Cse, 1120Cxi, 1125C, 1200C, 1200C/ps, 1200Cse, 1200Cxi, 
1220C, 
DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 810C, 812C, 820Cxi, 820Cse, 830C, 832C, 
840C, 842C, 845C, 850C, 855C, 855Cse, 855Cxi, 870Cse, 870Cxi, 880C, 882C, 
890C, 890Cse, 890Cxi, 895Cse, 895Cxi, 920C, 930C, 932C, 935C, 950C, 952C, 
960C, 970Cse, 970Cxi, 980C, 995C, 1000C, 1000Cse, 1000Cxi, 1100C, 1100Cse, 
1100Cxi, 
1120C, 1120Cse, 1120Cxi, 1125C, 1200C, 1200C/ps, 1200Cse, 1200Cxi, 1220C,  
1220C/ps, 1220Cse, 1220Cxi, 1600C, 1600CM, 1600CN, Color Copier 110, 120, 
140, 145, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 210, 210LX, 260, 270, 280, 290 PhotoSmart 
P1000, P1100, P1100xi DesignJet 700 Officejet R40, R60, R80, Officejet Pro 
1150C, 1150Cse, 1170, 1170C, 1170Cxi, 1175, 1175C,1175Cse, 1175Cxi  
 
Turn the cartridge upside down and using a pointed implement push through the 
plastic cap and push in the ball bearing which seals the filling hole.,or extract the 
ball with dentist tools. Slowly inject approximately 30ml. of ink into the filling 
hole. The cartridge contains a foil bag, so careful with that needle! You only need 
to introduce it 20mm or so. Seal the filling hole with a suitable plug while 
squeezing the sides of the cartridge. You can buy suitable ball seals -. If you use a 
clamp you can be sure of maintaining the pressure, which is required to create a 
partial vacuum. Fit the ball seal, and before releasing the clamp (or before releasing 
the pressure if you are manually squeezing the cartridge), turn the cartridge over so 
the print head is at the bottom - give it a shake - and then release the clamp (or hand 
pressure) Refit and run your printers cleaning cycle as described in the printer 
manual. If the cartridge drips there is insufficient vacuum and you will need to re-
clamp and then re-seal. If the cartridge does not feed ink correctly, you probably 
did not invert the cartridge before releasing the clamp. Again, clamp, re-seal and 
invert, then release the pressure.the seal and refit it as you squeeze the cartridge and 
set up a slight vacuum. Many company refill this model by print head with machine 
or refill tools. 
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Refilling your empty HP 51641, C1823, C6578, C6625 Cartridges 
 
Colour cartridges for the following printers: 
Deskjet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 810C, 812C, 820Cse, 820Cxi, 845C, 850C, 
855C, 855Cse, 855Cxi, 870Cse, 870Cxi, 880C, 882C, 890C, 890Cse, 890Cxi, 
895Cse, 895Cxi, 920C, 995C, 960C, 980C, 1000, 1000Cse, 1000Cxi, 1100C, 
1100Cse, 1100Cxi, 1120C, 1120Cse, 1120 Cxi, 1125C, Officejet Pro 1150C, 
1170C, 1175 OfficeJet T45, T45xi, T65, T65xi HP Officejet R40, R60, R80 Color 
Copier 140, 145, 150, 155  
 
Instructions are also suitable for the Deskjet 840C, 842C cartridges 
 

Simply push in the 3 plugs at the top of the 
cartridge with a suitable implement and inject the 
correct colour ink into each chamber. Use a 
hypodermic needle long enough to reach the 
bottom if possible. This will fill from the bottom 
up, avoiding the possibility of introducing an air 
pocket. we recommend a longer needle for these 
cartridges - order spinal needle (single extra long 
refill needle ideal for C6578/ C1823/ C6625 
cartridges) .There is no need to reseal the 
cartridge - in fact if you seal the holes you will 
encounter feed problems as each chamber 
requires a breather hole. Just refit to printer 
and run a few clean cycles.  

 
 
NOTE - If you're unsure which colour goes into which chamber, wipe the copper 
pinhead  with kitchen towel and insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. 
Gently blow into the needle while hooding some kitchen towel over the print head. 
Wipe clean and mark that chamber fill hole with the colour that appeared. Do the 
same for the other two chambers. Never be tempted to overfill. Potential problems:  
Colour(s) missing from the printout: Almost certainly caused by an airlock being 
created when you are filling. It is necessary to fill from the bottom up. Try using a 
longer needle if necessary and introducing a little more ink. 
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May also be caused by a print head blockage which usually manifests itself as 
'white lines' appearing through the print-out. Don a pair of rubber gloves and gently 
rub the printhead with a fingertip. The rubber will usually clean the head 
successfully.  
Please note that it is unusual for complete loss of a colour to be due to a print head 
blockage.  
 
If one or more colours stubbornly refuse to print, enlarge the fill hole(s) just enough 
to tightly fit the neck of the syringe (do not attach the needle). Fill the syringe with 
air and gently inject it into the hole of the problem chamber (point the printhead 
over a sink as ink will bubble out of the print head). This will force the ink level in 
the cartridge to migrate toward the head and hopefully remove any airlocks.  
You will almost certainly introduce a little cross contamination which may easily 
be removed as described below*. Repeat if necessary with the other chambers.  
Wrong colours appearing in printout: -range inks, therefore if you are getting 
incorrect colour this is due to: Filling a chamber(s) with the wrong colour ink - 
follow the diagrams closely. *Slight cross contamination when refilling caused by a 
small amount of ink migrating from one print head into an adjoining one. This will 
cause muddy colours to appear in printouts. Cross contamination can easily be 
cleared by printing the three primary colour until the colours correct, i.e. draw a 
block of blue, red, and yellow onscreen and print them out. You should see the 
colours gradually clear as the blocks print. 
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Refilling your empty HP Deskjet HP51626A, HP 51629A, HP 51625A, 
HPC6614A and C6628AN cartridges 
 
Black cartridges for the following printers: 
DeskWriter C, 520, 540, 550C, Plus, 400, 600 DeskJet 310, 320, 340, 340Cbi, 
340CM, 340CV, 400, 400L, 420C, 510, 560C, 600, 600C, 600Cse, 660C, 660Cse, 
670C, 670TV, 672C, 680C, 682C, 690C, 692C, 693C, 694C, 695C, 697C, Officejet 
300, 330, 350, LX, 500, 520, 570, 580, 590, 600, 610, 630, 700, 710, 720, 
Scanner/Copier 370, 380 HP Fax 200, 200VP, 300, 310, 700, 700VP, 750, 800, 
900, 900VP, 910, 920, 950 
 
Instructions are also suitable for the DeskJet 350c, 350Cbi, 610C, 610CL and 
612C cartridges 
 
HP 51626A & HP 51629A old and new cartridges 
Please note - there are two forms of HP51626A/ HP51629A cartridge. Some have a 
ball in the corner that needs to be pushed into the cartridge to refill.this model is old 
, others no longer have the hole, and need a hole to be made in that position (see 
diagram). , however if you drill a 3mm hole in the new style cartridges in the area 
indicated, our plugs will fit. DO NOT insert anything into the centre hole,is vent 
valve  (within the black arrow on the diagram), as this will result in damage to the 
internal diaphragm and the cartridge will not retain ink.  
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The ink in this cartridge is retained because the cartridge develops a slight vacuum. 
If the vacuum is lost, the cartridge will leak. Never insert anything sharp into the 
top centre hole as THE CARTRIDGE WILL BE RUINED! 
Sell tape over the bottom matrix hole (Aperture C) and the top centre hole 
(Aperture A). Be sure that the top centre hole seal is particularly air tight. 
Locate the top corner hole (Aperture B). Some newer cartridges don't have such a 
hole. If yours does not, point the arrow toward you. On the top surface of the 
cartridge in the left rear corner, drill a small hole to accommodate the refill needle. 
we supply suitable plugs for cartridges that have the hole. If you drill a 3mm hole 
in the new style cartridges, our plugs will fit. 
 
If your cartridge already has the hole, push the ball in the top corner hole into the 
cartridge with a suitable implement. Inject about 40 ml ink into the top corner hole. 
Keep the hypodermic needle against the side of the cartridge to avoid damaging the 
diaphragm. Now you must seal the top corner hole air tight with a suitable plug.  
It is vital that the seal you use does not allow air in during use as this will result in 
ink draining from the cartridge into the printer. Remove all tape. Let stand for a 
time until the dripping stops. If it does not stabilise within ten minutes or so, take 
the cartridge and turn it upside down, take the needle off the refill syringe, lay the 
needle aside, and use the syringe to gently blow air into the centre hole (Aperture 
A). Again, allow the cartridge to stabilise. The reason for this adjustment is that the 
diaphragm inside the cartridge stabilises the air pressure for a controlled feed of ink 
- if the pressure is not balanced the cartridges will simply drip ink. By gently 
increasing this pressure via the centre hole (Aperture A) the dripping will cease. 
Now many supplier sell refill tool for this model ,is easy to refill by the maze hole . 
 
Refilling your empty HP 51625A/HP 51649A Color Cartridges 
 
Colour cartridges for the following printers: 
DeskJet 310, 320, 340, 340Cbi, 340CM, 340CV, 350C, 350Cbi, 400, 420C, 500C, 
600, 600C, 610C, 610CL, 612C, 660C, 660Cse, 670C, 670TV, 672C, 680C, 682C, 
690C, 692C , 693C, 694C, 695C, 697C DeskWriter 660C OfficeJet 500, 520, 
550C, 560C, 570, 580, 590, 600, 610, 630, 700, 710, 720  
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Remove the green or blue top by levering it off with a large bladed screwdriver or 
similar implement. It is only lightly glued into place. 
Once the top is removed you will see three fill holes. Fill each chamber with no 
more than 8 ml. ink of the correct colour.  
NOTE - If you're unsure which colour goes into which 
chamber, wipe the copper print head with kitchen towel and 
insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. Gently blow 
into the needle while hoding some kitchen towel over the 
print head. Wipe clean and mark that chamber fill hole with 
the colour that appeared. Do the same for the other two 
chambers. 
If you fill to the extent that ink drips out of the copper print 
head at the bottom of the cartridge the ink is likely to run into the next chamber and 
mix with that colour!  For instance you may find orange printing in place of yellow.  
 
There is no reason to overfill. However, if you do accidentally overfill and 
contaminate the colours, simply print out a large area of the three primary colours, 
cyan, magenta and yellow, and the contaminated colours will soon clear. 
Put the top back on and sello tape in place - there is no need to seal it as its only 
function is to fit the printer carrier.  
GENERAL TIP - refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a 
continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many 
more refills. 
 
Refilling your empty C1816A Photo Cartridge 
Photo cartridges for the following printers: 
Deskjet 690C, 692C 693C, 694C, HP Printer/ Scanner/ Copier 370, 380 

 
Remove the cap by levering it off with a large bladed screwdriver or similar 
implement. It is only lightly glued into place. It is vital not to damage the sensors 
on the back of the cartridge. Once the top is removed you will see three fill holes. 
Push the needle all the way into the fill hole and fill each chamber with no more 
than 7 ml. ink of the correct colour. The original colour of the sponge is white. In 
order to avoid overfilling the cartridge do not change the colour of the sponge to 
the colour of ink you are injecting.  
When the ink begins to surface near the needle stop filling as the cartridge is full. 
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NOTE - If you're unsure which colour goes into which chamber, wipe the copper 
print head with kitchen towel and insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. 
Gently blow into the needle while hoding some kitchen towel over the print head. 
Wipe clean and mark that chamber fill hole with the colour that appeared. Do the 
same for the other two chambers. Never be tempted to overfill. If you fill to the 
extent that ink drips out of the copper printed at the bottom of the cartridge, the ink 
is likely to run into the next chamber and mix with that colour! For instance you 
may find green printing in place of blue. There is no reason to overfill. However, if 
you do accidentally overfill and contaminate the colours, simply print out a large 
area of the three primary colours, cyan, magenta and yellow, and the contaminated 
colours will soon clear. 
Rinse the needle and syringe between colour changes. 
Put the top back on and sellotape in place - there is no need to seal it as its only 
function is to fit the printer carrier. 
 
GENERAL TIP - refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a 
continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many 
more refills. 
 
Refilling your empty C3844A & C3845A Photo Cartridges and 
Refilling your empty HPC481A /C4842A / C4843A /C4844A  Cartridges 
Black and colour cartridges for the following printers 
HP 2000, 2000C, 2000CN, 2000Cse, 2500C, 2500C+, 2500CM, 2500Cxi, 2500Cse 
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Firstly, cut the label at the joint between the top cap and the cartridge case.  
Open the bottom cap of the cartridge and squeeze the sides of the cartridge case and 
carefully remove the mylar ink bag and pump assembly from the case.  
Screw a suitable eyelet screw into the centre of the rubber sealing plug (situated in 
the filling hole) until a firm grip is made and pull out the plug. (Keep the plug on 
the end of the eyelet screw).  
 
Inject the ink through the filling hole into the mylar ink bag. (Do not insert the 
needle more than 12mm to avoid the risk of puncturing the mylar bag).  
Fill until ink appears at the bottom of the filling hole and then reseal by pushing 
back in the rubber plug. (Push in with the plug on the end of the eyelet screw and 
then remove the eyelet screw from the plug).  
Remove any excess air from the Mylar ink bag and pump assembly as follows: 
A. Hold assembly at a 45° angle with outlet hole tube at the top.  
B. Insert needle of empty syringe (with plunger pushed in) into outlet hole tube.  
C. Press and release pump several times which will expel air into the syringe.  
D. Pull back the plunger on the syringe to remove any air from the outlet hole tube 
and then withdraw the needle.  
Replace the mylar ink bag assembly into the cartridge case and clip the bottom 
back into position. Install the cartridge back into printer. Note: Immediately refill 
any empty cartridges. 
 
Refilling your empty HP Deskjet HP 51608A, 51633A, 51639 inkjet cartridges 
 
Black cartridges for the following printers: 
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DeskWriter 310, 320, 340, DeskJet Portable. Draw 15ml of black ink into the 
syringe and push the needle through the centre filling hole of the cartridge (for the 
HP51633A you will need to remove the filling hole plug first). The cartridge 
contains sponge so inject deeply and gently inject the ink. If ink start to appear at 
the fill hole the cartridge is full.Stand the cartridge on some absorbent paper to 
draw ink from the print head and prime the cartridge. Refit the cartridge to the 
printer and run a number of clean cycles. Always try to refill BEFORE the 
cartridge has fully emptied. 
  
Refilling your empty HP#27, HP#28, HP#56, HP#57 & HP#58 inkjet 
cartridges 
HP #28 & #57 Tri-Colour Cartridge The ink in this cartridge is retained because the 
cartridge has an internal sponge. Remove the label on the top of the cartridge, 
which will reveal 5 holes. Hold the cartridge so that the holes are at the top. Turn 
the cartridge so that the single hole is furthest away from you and the other 4 holes 
are nearest to you. You may fill through any of the following holes: The single hole 
furthest from you accepts red magenta ink. The hole closest to you on the left 
accepts yellow ink. The hole closest to you on the right accepts blue cyan ink. To 
be certain of the chamber colours, insert a toothpick or similar into each hole to 
check the colour. To refill each colour, push the needle gently to the bottom of the 
cartridge and slowly introduce the ink. Once ink appears at the fill hole 
 
stop and draw a little ink back into the syringe to avoid cross contaminating the 
colours and overfilling the cartridge which can cause it to drip constantly. Do not 
seal the holes.  
When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few clean cycles.  
If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a time to allow 
the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
 
 
HP #27 & #56 Black Cartridge This is filled in the same manner as the colour 
cartridge above. You can access the cartridge through any of the holes. Do not seal 
the holes. When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few 
clean cycles. If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a 
time to allow the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
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HP No. 58 C6658AN Photo Cartridge Again, filled in the same manner as the tri-
colour cartridge. Remove the label on the top of the cartridge, which will reveal 5 
holes. Hold the cartridge so that the holes are at the top. Turn the cartridge so that 
the single hole is furthest away from you and the other 4 holes are nearest to you. 
You may fill through any of the following holes: The single hole furthest from you 
accepts pale red magenta ink. The hole closest to you on the left accepts standard 
black ink. The hole closest to you on the right accepts pale blue cyan ink. Do not 
seal the holes. When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few 
clean cycles. If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a 
time to allow the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
  
We hope that our refilling guide has demonstrated how easy and economical it is to 
refill. Why waste a perfectly good cartridge - refill it and print for pence! 
Please feel free to print out these instructions - to print, click on this frame, right 
click the mouse and select print 
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Introduction to refilling Xerox cartridges 
    
   
    
   
  
  
  
   
  
  
1. Drill 3mm holes in the locations shown in the illustration.  
2. Fill the syringe with the correct colour ink and slowly inject approximately 4 ml. 
of ink into the colour cartridges (8 ml. of ink into the black cartridge) filling hole 
until the chamber is almost full. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle.  
3. Use plugs to seal the holes - these plugs are re-usable.  
4. Rinse the syringe under running water between colour changes after use.  
5. Reinsert the cartridge and run a priming cycle as per printer instructions.  
Note: Immediately refill any empty cartridges.  
Replace the cartridge and run a cleaning/priming cycle as per printer instructions.  
  
Black cartridge 
 
Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge if necessary (do not remove the 
cartridge top ) Fill the syringe with 30ml of black ink, insert the needle into the 
vent hole and push downwards into the centre of the cartridge. Slowly inject until 
the reservoir is full. Note: Empty cartridges should be refilled immediately.  
  
Color cartridge  
 
The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the red top. Remove the top 
before refilling by carefully prying it off with a large bladed screwdriver. 
Insert the needle into the hole of the colour to be refilled, (see diagram above) and 
push downwards into the centre of the cartridge. Slowly inject up to 8ml. of ink 
until the sponge is saturated. Clean the syringe with running water between colour 
changes.  
After refilling refit the top using sellotape. Please feel free to print out these 
instructions for reference. 
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How to refill cartridges 
 

Table of Contents 
Model                           Page 
 
How to clean before refill            71 
 
Brother 
 
1. LC01BK, LC01C, LC01M, LC01Y                                73                   
     
2. LC02BK, LC02C, LC02M, LC02Y, LC04BK                    74-75 
  
    LC04C, LC04M, LC04Y, LC21BK, LC21C 
  
    LC21M, LC21Y, LC31BK, LC31C, LC31M 
     
   LC31Y, LC800BK, LC800C,LC800M, LC800Y 
 
3. LC41B, LC41C, LC41M, LC41Y, LC900BK,        76-78 
   
    LC900C, LC900M, LC900Y              
             
                    
4. LC 51B, LC51C, LC51M, LC51Y           79-80                
                                                   
 
Canon 
 
1. BC-01, BC-02, BC-03, BX-2                                   82                    
 
2. BC-05, BC-06                               83    
                                                            
3. BC-20, BC-23                    84  
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Table of Contents 
Model                          Page 
 
Canon 
 
4. BC-22e                    85                      
 
5. BC-60, BC-61                   86-89 
                                                                            
6. BC-62                     90-91                  
 
7. BCI-10, BCI-11                                  92                    
       
8. BCI-21, BCI-24, BC-232 BK                        93 
 
9. BCI-21, BCI-24 COLOR                                               94 
 
10. BCI-15, BCI-16           95 
  
11. BCI-3, BCI-3e, BCI-6, BCI-8BK, BCI-8C, BCI-8M,                    96-97 
                        
      BCI-8Y-BCI-8PBK  
 
12. BCI-8PC, BCI-8PM                98 
                                                                                
13. BJI-201, BJI-201BK, BJI-201C, BJI-201M, BJI-201Y               99-100            
      
14. BJI-642, BJI-643BK, BJI-643C, BJI-643M, BJI-643Y                        102       
 
15. BX-03, BC-03                                                                                   103 
        
16. CL-52                   104 
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How to refill cartridges 
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Model                           Page 
 
 
17. CLI-8BK, CLI-8C, CLI-8M, CLI-8Y,                   105-107 
   
      CLI-8PC, CLI-8PM, PGI-5BK,CLI-8                    
    
18. PG-40, PG-50                                               108 
      
19. PG-41, PG-51                                        109-110 
       
Dell 
 
1. J740 BK, COLOR                112-113  
             
2. A720 BK, COLOR                                                                               114-115 
              
3. A920-A940 BK, A920-A940 COLOR                    116-117 
            
4. 922 BK, 924, 942, 944, 962, 964, 725, 810 BK, COLOR                    118-119  
                                                     
6. 725, 810               120 
                         
Epson 
 
1.  S020025                      122-123 
                  
2.  S020034, S020036, S020066                                                             124      
               
3.  S020047, S0020049, S020097, S020062                                       125-126 
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How to refill cartridges 
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Epson 
      
4.  S020089, S020093, S020108, S0200187, S020110                          127-128  
 
    SO20189, S020191,T003011, T0030102, T003011 
          
    T005011, T005311, T020201, T013201, T014201 
 
    T019201, T020201 
 
5.  S020118, S020122, S020126, S020130, S020143, S020147            129                             
 
6.  S020136, S020138                                        130-131 
                                                
7.  S020193, T001011                      132-133                      
 
8. T003011, T005011           134 
                 
9. T007201, T008201, T009201         135-136 
 
10. T026201, T027201, T028201, T029201, T036120,               137-138 
  
     T037020, T038125, T039025, T036090, T041020 
 
11. T015201, T016201           139-141   
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12. T032120, T033220, T033320, T033420, T033520, T034620               142-143 
 
      T034720, T034820, T042220, T042320, T042420, T043120  
            
      T044120, T044220, T046120, T047220, T047320, T047420 
 
      T048120, T048220, T048320, T048420, T048520, T048620 
 
      T054020, T054120, T054220, T054320, T054420, T054720 
 
      T054820, T054920, T059120, T059220, T059320, T059420 
 
      T059520, T059620, T059720, T059820, T059920, T060120 
 
      T060220, T060320, T060420, T069120, T069220, T069320 
 
      T069420 
        
Hewlett-Packard 
 
1. HP-02, C8721, C8771          145-148 
 
2. HP 51604a            149 
                   
3. HP 51625, 51649, C1816, 51649, 51649                 150  
         
4. 51626A, 51626G, 51629G, 51629A, C6614A, C6628A                     151-153 
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Hewlett-Packard 
          
5. C6615, 51640, 51645, 51650         154-156 
 
6. C936W, HP 99               157  
 
7. C1892A, C1893A, C1894A, C1895A, C4805A, C4806A   158-160 
 
   C4836AN, C4837AN, C4838AN, C4841A, C4842A, C4844A 
 
  C4911AN, C4912AN, C4913AN, C5016A, C5017AN, C5018AN 
 
   C9425A, C9426A, C9427A, C9428A, C9429A 
 
7. HP 14,C5010AN, C5011DN         161-162 
 
8. HP 51641,C1823D,C65478,C66225,C6578                                           163 
                                                                             
9. C6656AN, C8727AN, HP 56, HP 27                                              164-165 
 
10. C6657AN, C8728AN, HP 57, HP 28                                          166-168                      
 
11. C6658, C8034A, HP 58                                                                     169-170 
 
12. C8304A, HP 110                                             171                            
                                          
13. C9351, C9351AN, HP 21                172-173 
 
14. C9352, HP 22                    174-175 
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Hewlett-Packard           
                                                                                                                       
15. C9361, HP 93                   176-177 
                                                                                                                           
16. C9362, HP 92              178-179                         
 
17. C9385A, C9386A, C9387A, C9388A              180-182 
                                                                                 
18. C9359AN, HP 59, C9368AN, HP 100, C9360AN, HP 102                 183  
 
19. Hp 10, 11, 12         184-187 
 
20. How to transform the chip Hp 45 in 15&23 in 6625 by hand           188-190 
 
Lexmark 
 
1. 10N0016, 10N0217, 18L0032           192 
                         
2. 10N0026, 10N0227            193 
                                   
3. 12A1970, 12A1975, 13400HC, 1380620, 15M0850       194 
  
    15M2971, 16G0055,17G005 
 
4. 12A1980, 12A1985, 13619HC, 1380619, 15M0120       195 
 
     15M0125, 15M0920, 16G0065, 17G0060 
 
5. 12A1990, 1361760 Photo Cartridge           196 
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Lexmark 
   
6. 18C0031, Lexmark 31             197 
              
7. 18C1428, Lexmark 28, 18C1528, Lexmark 28A                  198 
  
     18C0032, Lexmark 32 , 18C0034, Lexmark 34       
 
8. 18C1429, Lexmark 29, 18C1529, Lexmark 29, 18C0033       199 
  
     Lexmark 33, 18C0035, Lexmark 35 
 
9. 18C0190, Lexmark 2             200 
             
10. 18C0781, Lexmark 1             201 
             
11. 18L0042, Lexmark 83                                                 202 
        
Xerox 
 
1. 8R7638, 8R7639, 4004 Cartridges                      204 
            
2. 8R7994, 8R7660, 8R7661, 8R7662, 8R7663         205 
              
3. 8R7881               206 
                            
4. 8R7880, 8R7883, 8R12591            207 
 
5. 8R12728, 8R7972, 8R7973, 8R7974, Y100, Y101                208-211 
 
   Y102, Y103, H-100                                   
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How to clean before refill. 
 
You  can  use ultrasonic cleaner or steamer, Ultrasonic is more easy and fast just  

Put the print  head with 1 cm of distrilled water and run ultrasonic 1 to 3 minutes 

After vacuum cleaning the cartridges and refill. 

 

 
 

You can also use cleaning solution give some good  result or put in the water 20%  

of  Isopropyl alcohol 70% or Amoniacal solution. 

Clean the head to remove dry ink in the nozzles is important process before refill 
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How to 
Refill 

Brother 
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Brother 5000/7000 Series 

Model  LC01BK, LC01C, LC01M, LC01Y 

 

1. Cover the outlet hole with a small piece of tape.  If this is not done the ink may 
 

      run out of the outlet hole when the hole is drilled in the top of the cartridge.  

2.  Peel back label as shown in photo.  

3.  Using the thumb drill provided, drill into the recessed area under the label until   

    Drill  fully penetrates cartridge.  

4. Fill syringe with 10 ml. of black ink.  5-8 cc of color ink for the color cartridge. 

5. Very slowly inject the ink into the sponge until the cartridge is full.  

6. Seal the hole made in the top label with tape. Note: If the holes are not sealed  

    Properly  the cartridge will leak.  

7. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Clean the syringe with water and dry  

   for  future use, or use with a different colour ink.  

8. Replace the cartridge and print test. 
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BROTHER 
LC02, LC04, LC21, LC31, LC800 

Model LC02BK, LC02C, LC02M, LC02Y, LC04BK, LC04C, 
LC04M, LC04Y, LC21BK, LC21C, LC21M, LC21Y, LC31BK, 
LC31C, LC31M, LC31Y, LC800BK, LC800C, LC800M, LC800Y  
  
 

              
 

1. Remove cartridge and put a piece of tape over the outlet port to prevent ink drips 

   during   the  filling process. 

2. Pry off the black or color lid (cover) from the top of the cartridge by using a  

    small  flat  blade screwdriver.  

3. Remove the larger silver seal using a pocket knife or finger nail.  

4. Enlarge the Filling hole in the top of the cartridge(s) using the thumb drill  

    provided.  

5. Hold the cartridge so that the Vent hole (at the front of the cartridge) is slightly  

    Higher than the Filling hole. 

6. Insert the syringe through the Filling hole, and push all the way into the  

    cartridge.  The cartridge contains a sponge and a slight resistance may be felt.  
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BROTHER 
LC02, LC04, LC21, LC31, LC800 

7. Very Slowly inject up to 7 ml. of ink until the reservoir under the Vent hole fills   

    from the bottom to the top. 

8. Reseal both holes (Filling and Vent) with tape.  

9. Replace the cover by snapping the cover back onto the cartridge. 

10. Remove the tape from the outlet port when ready to reuse the cartridge.  

11. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle.  Rinse the syringe with warm water 

      and dry  for future use.  

12. Replace the cartridge(s) and  Print test. 
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BROTHER  LC41   

Model   LC41B, LC41C, LC41M, LC41Y, LC900BK,LC900C 

 LC900M, LC900Y 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Here are two methods you can use to refill this cartridge. Use the one that suits you 
the best. 

 
Method One 

1. Put the needle onto the syringe and suck up 25ml of   

    black or 20ml of color ink. 

2. Remove the needle from the syringe. 

3. Put the cartridge on a flat, ink proof surface, with the 

    bottom facing up. 

4. Push the tip of the syringe into the "ink exit hole" and  tilt the syringe to the side. 

    Remember, you should not have the needle on the syringe. 

   Note: Do not bump or press the "pressure release button". 
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BROTHER  LC41 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Pull  back  on  the syringe  plunger until 3-4 ml of air from the cartridge bubbles  

   up   through the ink. A slight vacuum will form in the cartridge. Then push on the 

  syringe  plunger slightly to inject 3-4 ml of ink. 

6. Repeat this step 5-8 times to pump the air out of the cartridge and replace it with  

    ink 

7. When  the  process is complete, the  syringe  will be filled with air.  Pull back on  

    The  syringe plunger one more time to a few extra ml of air out of the cartridge  

    and them  pull the syringe out of the "ink exit hole".  

8. Replace the cartridge(s) and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 

Method Two 
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BROTHER  LC41 

1. Put the cartridge on a newspaper or some paper towels in an area where you can  

   tolerate a spill.  

2. Turn the cartridge on its side and drill a hole 1/4 inch down from the black cap  

    into the clear part of the plastic (see Photo) 

3. Fill the syringe with 20 ml. of ink. 

4. Insert the syringe through the drilled hole, If the needle hits the inner part of the 

    cap then aim the needle in a downward position as seen in the photo. 

5. Slowly inject ink until you see the ink come up to just below the drilled hole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Cut a small square of aluminum tape and reseal the drilled hole.  

7. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle.  Rinse the syringe with warm water  

   and  dry for  future use.  

8. Replace the cartridge(s) and Print test. 
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BROTHER  LC51B, LC51C, LC51M, LC51Y 

 
  

   

  

   

   

 1. Cut label at joint between top and bottom halves of the cartridge case.  

2. Flip open the cartridge casing (shell).  

3. Remove the cartridge from the casing (shell). 

4. There is a round hole (well) in the top of the cartridge. Inside the hole or  

    well   is  a  rubber  stopper.  Use a thumb drill  and drill through the  

    rubber stopper. 

    Note: Do not bump or press the "pressure release button". 

5. Put  the  blunt  filling  needle  onto  the  syringe and fill the syringe with  

    ink. 
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BROTHER  LC51B, LC51C, LC51M, LC51Y 
6. Insert the blunt needle through the drilled stopper hole and into the cartridge  

   body.Be sure the needle (even though it is blunt) does not press up against the 

   bag and punctures it. 

7. Slowly inject 10cc of ink into the cartridge bag. 

8. Remove the syringe with needle and Seal the hole using the small set screw 

    and allan wrench provided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  Place the cartridge back into it's casing (shell) and use a piece of tape to 

      hold the two sides of the casing (shell) together. 

10. Replace the cartridge(s) and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
   
      instructions. 
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How to 
Refill 
Canon 
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CANON BC-01, BC-02, BX2 
Also Apple M8052GA, M8041GA, and M4609GA  

Also many different Canon and Apple Stylewriter Printers 

There are two different types of these cartridges. The older type has a single vent 
hole and the newer  type has two vent holes. 

 
 
       
     
   
 
   
   
    
    
    

Double hole model 

Locate the refill plug (top right of the cartridge).  Using the eyelet screw provided 
twist it into the vent hole 3 or 4 times and pull the plug out.  You are now ready to 
refill the cartridge.  Place the cartridge and Inject up to 20cc of ink into the 
cartridge. Replace the eyelet.  

Single hole model  

Locate the refill plug (top right of the cartridge) .  Enlarge the vent hole using the 
1/16" thumb drill provided.   Place the cartridge on several layers of 
newspapers.  Inject up to 20cc of black ink into the cartridge and Print test.   
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CANON BC-05 BC-06 Photo Cartridge  
Also Apple M8052GA, M8041GA, and M4609GA Cartridges. 

 

 

 

1.  Locate the three vent holes on the longest side of the cartridge at the opposite    

    end  from the print head. Each hole leads to a seperate color chamber.  

2. Use the Dentist tools to remove up these vent holes eyelet , using them as starter  

    holes. Drill just through the plastic top.  

3. Insert a toothpick or unbent paper clip into the holes to verify the color of the ink  

    In each of the three color chambers are yellow, magenta, cyan . 

4. Refill 5 ml.each chamber and Print test. 
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Canon BC-20/23, BX-20, BX-23 
Canon BJC-4000, BJC-4100, BJC-4200, BJC-4550, BJC-5000 

and Apple StyleWriter 2400 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Locate the eyelet round circle on top of the cartridge. There is a small hole  

    off-center inside this round circle.  

2. Use dentist toos for remove the eyelet. 

3. Inject 30 cc.of ink. 

4. Replace the cartridge and run Print test. 
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Canon BC-22e Photo Cartridge  

Canon BJC-2000/4200/4300/4400/4550/4650/5000 

  

 

 
  

 

1. Remove plugs on top of cartridge with included eyelet screw. 
 
2. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the appropriate color of ink. 
 
3. Slowly inject up to 10 ml. of ink, per chamber, then replace the original plugs 

    on the top of the cartridge. 

4. Print test.  
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Canon BC-60, BC-61 

Canon 7000 series printers.  
 

 

The ink in these cartridges is retained because the cartridge has an internal sponge.  

Special Caution 

The clear J811 fluid (print enhancer fluid) is particularly tricky to work with.If this 

fluid contacts the ink, the ink will instantly dry and be nearly impossible to remove. 

Canon uses this fluid to create a quick-dry effect when printing on non-coated plain 

paper. Unfortunately, if a drop of this fluid gets on a printhead which contains ink 

(or vice versa), the material instantly forms a substance similar to acrylic in texture.  

Use extreme caution handling this fluid near your printer and in handling inks 

near this fluid. Otherwise, you will find yourself with a clogged printhead!  

A few other comments 

1. Our chemist ran tests using the original Canon cartridges with the original ink. 
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Canon BC-60, BC-61 
He ran tests with over a dozen cartridges. In all cases, running full pages of black  

print, there were present white lines, streaks, and density variations when the print 

enhancing fluid was used. During this test, the black ink cartridge averaged 45 

pages while the enhancing fluid lasted 105 pages on average.  

2. The black chamber and the clear chamber both have air detecting tubes which 

are used to sense when the chamber is empty. When refilling, occasionally 

there will be air bubbles remaining in these tubes after refilling, so there will 

seem to be enough ink, but the printer will beep that you are out of ink. We 

recommend never running these cartridges dry. Your refilling will be much 

better if you refill whenever you get to about a quarter of the cartridge 

remaining. 

3. If the clear chamber goes dry, it is almost impossible to refill successfully. 

Luckily, the clear chamber typically outlasts the black chamber by a ratio of 

2:1, so we recommend topping off the clear chamber with 5-7 cc of ink every 

time you refill the black chamber.  

4. We ran a half dozen of the original Canon black cartridges out of ink and 4 of 

them experienced some permanent blockage of some of the print nozzles before 

running out of ink. This was during very heavy full page printing. We believe 

that this is due to overspray of the clear print enhancing fluid. We suggest that 

you not use the print enhancing fluid where possible. It is designed for use on 

plain paper -- as opposed to coated inkjet paper.  
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Canon BC-60, BC-61 
 The clear fluid will react with most metals -- except stainless steel. It also reacts 

with many plastics. We suggest that you only use syringes which are made of 

stainless steel, polyethylene, or polypropylene. Our syringes are made of these 

materials. If you use another material, the fluid will form a cloudy mess that will 

eventually clog the printhead.  

5.  Now that we've frightened you, let us add that this material is similar to Calgon 

water softener. In other words, it is non-toxic but may cause eye irritation. 

Wash with plenty of water. It's not that bad to people, but this fluid is a pain to 

work with around ink. Canon put it in -- we provide it as a service.  

Instructions 

1. Seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge with tape.  

2. Peel back label on top of cartridge enough to expose the filling holes, as shown.   

   It will be the same on the black cartridge.  

3. Enlarge the filling hole(s) in the top of the cartridge(s) using a 1/16" hand drill.  

4. Push needle all the way into the cartridge of the appropriate color filling hole.  
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Canon BC-60, BC-61 
Note: The cartridge contains sponge and a slight resistance may be felt. Very 

slowly inject up to 10cc of black ink or 5 cc of color ink into the sponge until the 

cartridge is full. Remember the black cartridge also has a clear liquid that is filled 

on the opposite side from the black. (Now, always top off the clear fluid with about 

5-7 cc of WJ811 fluid. It is vital that this chamber not be allowed to go dry. Reread 

the Special Caution above. Be sure not to get any clear fluid on the black exit 

hole.)  When full, ink may seep from the filling and outlet holes.  

5. Seal the filling holes(s) in the top of the cartridge by reapplying the label.  

6. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Clean the syringe with water and dry 

for future use, or use with a different color ink.  

7. Remove the adhesive tape on the outlet hole(s) and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as 

per printer instructions. 

 BC-62 Photo Cartridge  

The BC-62 photo cartridge has 6 ink wells.  The ink wells on the front of the 

cartridge are the  normal inks.  The 3 ink wells on the back of the cartridge are the 

photo inks.  Each ink well will hold up to 3cc of color ink.  Fill according to the 

instructions above.  
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Canon BC-62 Cartridge 

For Canon 700J and 7000 series printers 

 

PREPARATION: 

1. Remove BCI-62 Photo ink tank cartridge from printer. To reveal the filling      

    holes, peel back the label on the top of cartridge. 

2. Set the cartridge on a flat surface with plenty of newspaper underneath it. The 6  

   exit  ports should be pointing up. The top row takes the standard colors and the  

   bottom or    middle  row takes  the  photo  colors. If you need to determine which 

   color goes into which  hole,  take  a  toothpick and insert it into the hole. Then,  

    match the ink on the   toothpick with the ink from the bottles.  

3. Use the Thumb Drill included in the kit to enlarge the 6 filling holes. 
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Canon BC-62 Cartridge 

4. Tape over the holes which you AREN'T filling to prevent ink contamination.  

    Each  Photo-color can only take about 5-8 cc when empty, so don't expect much.  

5. Attach the needle point to the syringe and fill with ink, insert the filling needle 

into the corresponding filling hole and push as far down into the cartridge as 

possible.  

Note: The cartridge contains a sponge and will not readily accept the 

needle.Inject up  to  8  cc. of ink into the sponge,  slowly until the chamber is 

full. You will know when it is full because some ink may overflow from the 

filling and outlet holes. 

6. Repeat  the process  with  the other colors. The regular color chambers are larger 

and  hold 8-10 ml. Since  you will  run out of  one color far before the others, don't 

expect them to take  more  than  about  3-4cc. You only need cover the hole with a 

piece of tape for extended storage or transportation to prevent leaking or drying 

out. Remove the tape when printing.  

7. Set on a paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few drips. Cover 

all holes during storage to prevent leaks and evaporation.  
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CANON BCI-10 & BCI-11  
Also Apple M3912GA, and M3910GA Cartridges.  

Canon BJC 30 and BJC 70 Series Printers 

as well as Apple Stylewriter 2200 Portable Printers.  

 

1. Peel back the label to reveal the vent holes.  

2. Insert the syringe through the vent hole, and push into the center of the cartridge. 

   The cartridge contains sponge and a slight resistance will be felt.  

3. Slowly inject up to 5ml. of ink for black ink or 3 ml. of color ink for each color 
or  

    until ink appears at the filling hole.    OR 

1.  Flip over the cartridge. Locate the sponge(s) on the bottom.  

2. Inject the cartridge with about 2 cc of ink  Be careful -- this sponge doesn't hold  

   much  ink! Inject Slowly to fill the entire cartridge. Be sure to remove and re-
insert  

   the needle a few times to expose the entire sponge to the ink.  

Note - Set on a paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few drips. 
Cover all holes during storage to prevent leaks and evaporation. Unused ink may be 
returned to the bottle.  
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CANON  BCI-21/24 / BC-232  BLACK 
Modify the cartridge 

The cap on the top of the cartridge must be removed.  This can be accomplished 
very easily with knife. (a dull knife) Hold the cartridge with the label facing 
you.  Insert the blade of the knife where the cap meets the cartridge and twist. The 
cap should pop off very easily.   Be careful not to break the finger on the back of 
the cartridge.   This finger holds the cartridge into the print head.  Throw the plastic 
cap out, it is not necessary to put it back on the cartridge.  

 

Identifying the vent hole 
Once the cap is off hold the cartridge so that it matches Diag. 1. The 3 larger holes 
are not fill holes.  The small hole in the center of the cartridge is the fill hole. In 
order to inject the ink you must first drill out the fill hole.  To enlarge the fill hole, 
drill until you feel the drill go through the other side. Optionally you may put a 
piece of tape over the outlet hole to prevent the cartridge from dripping while 
refilling.    You are now ready to inject the ink.  

Injecting the ink 
Inject the cartridge with about 4 cc of ink. Insert the needle all the way into the 
cartridge deep into the hard sponge. 
Inject S-L-O-W-L-Y to fill the entire cartridge. Be sure to remove and re-insert the 
needle a few times to expose the entire sponge to the ink. 
Set on a paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few drips. Cover all 
holes during storage to prevent leaks and evaporation.  
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CANON BCI-21/24 -COLOR  
Includes printers: Canon BJC-4000, BJC-4100, BJC-4200, BJC-4300, BJC-
4550 and Apple StyleWriter 2400 .Modify the cartridge  
The cap on the top of the cartridge must be removed.   Hold the cartridge with the 
label facing you.  Insert the blade of the knife where the cap meets the cartridge and 
twist.  The cap should pop off very easily.  You can also grab the cap with pliers 
and crack it off. Be careful not to break the finger on the back of the 
cartridge.   This finger holds the cartridge into the print head.  The cap is not need 
anymore. 

 

Identifying the vent hole  
Once the cap is off your will see 6 holes.  The 3 larger holes are not fill holes.  The 
smaller holes are the fill holes. In order to inject the ink you must first drill out the 
fill holes.  Using the thumb drill provided, drill into each small hole until you feel 
the drill go through the plastic. Optionally you may put a piece of tape over the 
outlet hole to prevent the cartridge from dripping while refilling. You are now 
ready to inject the ink.  

Injecting the ink  
Tape over the two holes which you AREN'T filling to prevent ink contamination or 
have the hole you are filling slightly angled down in case you over fill the ink will 
run away from the other two holes. Each color can only take about 3 cc when 
empty, so don't expect much. Insert the needle all the way into the cartridge deep 
into the hard sponge. Inject Slowly to fill the entire cartridge. Be sure to remove 
and re-insert the needle a few times to expose the entire sponge to the ink. Set on a 
paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few drips. Cover all holes 
during storage to prevent leaks and evaporation.  

Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per Print test. 
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Canon BCI-15 and BCI-16 
The ink in these cartridges are retained because the cartridges have an internal 
sponge.  

1. Put the cartridges on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate a spill.  

2. Turn the cartridge up side down so that the outlet port of the cartridge is facing  

    upward. 

3. For Black - Fill the syringe with 3cc of black ink and  For Color - Fill a syringe  

    with  2 cc of cyan ink, another syringe with 2 cc. of magenta  ink and a third  

    syringe   with  2 cc of yellow ink.  

4. Drip ink onto the felt pad in the outlet port. The felt pad will quickly absorb the 

    ink   into the cartridge. If the felt pad will not soak up any more ink and the ink  

    just sits on   top then that chamber is full. Dab a paper towel onto the felt pad to  

    soak up any ink  that did not get absorbed into the cartridge. It goes without  

    saying that you want to put   the correct color into the correct chamber. Don't  

    drip yellow ink onto the cyan felt pad   and wonder why you are now getting  

    green. Note: Do not pierce the felt pad the the needle of the syringe. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions.  
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Canon BCI-3e,BCI-3eC-BCI-3eM,BCI-3eY, BCI-
3Epbk,BCI-6C,BCI-6M,BCI-6Y,BCI-6PC, BCI-6PM,BCI-
6R,BCI-6G,BCI-8BK,BCI-8C,BCI-8M, BCI-8Y,BCI-8PBK 

Black & Color cartridges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Cover the outlet hole with the orange outlet seal that came with the 
cartridge (a rubber band will hold this in place) to prevent ink loss during 
refilling or with your finger over the outlet port while wearing latex gloves .
 
2. Use the "L tool" provided to push the Sealing Ball into the cartridge (tap 
on the 'L tool' if the ball is stuck). If you can't see the ball just above the 
"push" then peel back the top label on the reservoir side of the cartridge to 
expose the Sealing Ball. This is the ball Canon used to plug up the hole 
after they refilled the cartridge.  

3. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the correct color ink. 
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Canon BCI-3e,BCI-3eC-BCI-3eM,BCI-3eY, BCI-
3Epbk,BCI-6C,BCI-6M,BCI-6Y,BCI-6PC, BCI-6PM,BCI-
6R,BCI-6G,BCI-8BK,BCI-8C,BCI-8M, BCI-8Y,BCI-8PBK 

 
4. Slowly inject approximately 13 ml. of Black Ink or 6 ml of Color Ink 
slowly into the filling hole until the chamber is almost full. Unused ink may 
be returned to the bottle. 
 
5. Seal the hole using the Green Plug. Put your finger on the green plug and 
twist until it is seated well in the hole.  
 
6. Remove the orange outlet seal (or your finger) from the outlet hole. 

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions.  

8. If you have trouble getting your cartridge to print and the sponge side of 
the cartridge looks dry then drill a hole (or burn a hole with a hot paper clip) 
into the top of the sponge side of the cartridge. Stick the syringe needle into 
the sponge and fill with ink. You do not need to seal this hole.  

If you are filling cartridges to use later, leave the orange outlet seal rubber 
banded onto the cartridge. This will prevent your sponge from drying out. 
 
Note:  Immediately refill any empty cartridges. 
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 Canon  BCI-8PC,BCI-8PM 

 

 

 
Black & Color Cartridges 

1. Cover the outlet hole(s) with Aluminum or Vinyl Tape to prevent ink loss 
during refilling. 
 
2. Use the Thumb Drill provided to drill a 1/16' hole in the top of the tank. 
There is a recess in front of the Plastic Ball Bearing that is an ideal spot to 
drill through. 
 
3. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the correct color ink. 

4. Slowly inject approximately 4 ml. of ink into the filling hole until the 
chamber is almost full. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle.  
 
5. Seal the hole using the set screw ( the set screw will self-tap and form an 
excellent plug which can be removed and re-installed each time you refill). 
Screw in the set set screw until it is flush with the top of the cartridge. 
Some ink will leak from the print head. 
 
6. Remove the tape from the outlet hole(s). 
 
7. Set above a paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few 
drips until the vacuum stabilizes.If it looks like the dripping doesn't stop, 
then the filling hole has an air leak and is not sealed well. 
 
8. After the dripping has stopped, replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning 
cycles as per printer instructions. 

Note: Immediately refill any empty cartridges.  
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Canon BJI-201  
Also Apple M1949GA, M1950GA, M1951GA, and M1952GA Cartridges. 

Many different Canon 600,610,620 and Apple Colorstyle, Color Stylewriter Pro 
Printers 

Model BJI-201BK, BJI-201C, BJI201M, BJI201Y 

The ink in this cartridge is retained because the cartridge has an internal sponge. 
However, the sponge only fills the lower half of the cartridge. The upper half is an 
open ink reservoir.  This cartridge does not have a printhead -- only an ink 
reservoir.  

There are now two types of these cartridges on the market. The original cartridge 
(Figure 1) and the new style cartridge (Figure 2).  
Modifying the Cartridge:  

STEP 1  
1. It is recommended that you refill your cartridge over the sink for easy clean up of 
any over spill. 
2. Remove the label from your cartridge. 
3. Locate the round indentation(s) on the top of the cartridge. (as shown in 
diagrams) 
4. Using the 1/16" thumb drill bit, drill a hole through the center of the indentation 
if your cartridge looks like the one in FIGURE 1.  
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Canon BJI-201  
OR-  

Push plastic or steel ball into the cartridge if you have the new cartridges. FIGURE 
2.  

 

 
Using the drill (or pen), push the plastic or steel ball into the cartridge.  This will 
not effect the cartridge's performance.  Place a small piece of tape over the ink exit 
hole.  
 
5. You are now ready to inject the ink.  

Refilling Black or Color Cartridges  

1. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the correct color ink.  
 
2. Inject approximately 5 cc of ink slowly into the filling hole until the chamber is 
almost full. Approximately 12cc of ink for the High Capacity Black cartridge. 
DO NOT fill the cartridge right to the top leave a little space. 
Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. 
 
3. Seal the filling hole with the black ball plug provided, making certain that the 
ball plug is completely sealed into the cartridge as shown on left. 

Remember: 
Push steel ball into cartridge  --  replace with black ball plug after filling. 
Drill hole in cartridge  --  seal with screw (or aluminum tape) after filling. 
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Canon BJI-201  
 
4. Remove tape from exit hole. 

Additional Note: In some cases the sponge is deteriorated and it cannot hold the 
ink which will cause ink to leak out the outlet hole. If this happens an alternate 
method of refilling is to drip ink on to the sponge until it is soaked. (Your total 
page output will be less than a complete fill.) 
 
5. Rinse the syringe with water and dry for further use. 
 
6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 
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Canon Bubblejet 
BJ-130 / BJ-300 / BJ-330/ BJC-800 / BJC-820 /BJC-880/ Epson SQ870 / 
1170 

Model BJI-642,BJI-643BK,BJI-643C, BJI-643M,BJI-643Y 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Assemble the syringe and filling needle and fill with ink.  

2. Hold cartridge with the filling hole upwards, insert the tip of the needle only 

   through the "septum" rubber seal, and inject up to 35ml. of ink.  

IMPORTANT: Insertion too far may puncture the internal bladder of the 
cartridge.  

3. Air bubbles must not be injected into the cartridge as they may cause 
irregular  

   printing. If air is introduced it should be withdrawn by careful sucking with 
the  

   syringe.  

4. The cartridge should now be installed to the printer, and is ready for use.  

5. Clean the syringe with water and dry for future use. 
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       CANON BX-03, BC-03 

    

 

 1. Make a filling hole on the top of the cartridge using the supplied thumb  

    Drill  about 3/16" from the edge of the cartridge. 

2. Assemble the syringe and filling needle and fill with black ink.  

3. Insert the needle through the filling hole and inject up to 20cc of black  

    ink.  Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Clean the syringe with  

    water and dry for future use. 

4.Cut enough aluminum tape to seal the filling hole. Press the tape well onto 

   the cartridge to get a good air tight seal. If the filling hole is not sealed  

   properly , the cartridge may leak. 

5. Set over a paper towel for an hour as a drip precaution. Don't allow the 

    printhead to touch the paper towel or all of the ink will be drawn out. 

    Expect a few drips -- If it doesn't drip, the ink is not ready to print. 

6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 

 

NOTE: Empty cartridge should be refilled immediately. 
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Canon Cartridge  CL-52  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate a spill. 

2. Peal off the top label.  

3. You will notice three small holes (too small for a syringe needle to get into). 
Drill each hole larger with a thumb drill. 

4. Fill the syringe with 6 ml. of color ink. 

5. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber until the  sponge full 

6. When finished, replace the top label or leave it off (it will make no difference in 
the printing).  

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the ink can 
saturate the entire sponge. (Allows ink to flow to the print head).  
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 Canon PGI-5BK, CLI-8 Cartridges 

Model CLI-8BK,CLI-8C,CLI-8M,CLI-8Y,CLI-8PC, CLI-8PM, PGI-
5BK 

Black & Color Cartridges 
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Canon PGI-5BK, CLI-8 Cartridges 
1. Cover the outlet hole with the orange outlet seal that came with the 
cartridge (a rubber band will hold this in place) to prevent ink loss during 
refilling or with your finger over the outlet port while wearing latex gloves .
2. Use the "L tool" provided to push the Sealing Ball into the cartridge (tap 
on the 'L tool' if the ball is stuck). If you can't see the ball just above the 
"push" then peel back the top label on the reservoir side of the cartridge to 
expose the Sealing Ball. This is the ball Canon used to plug up the hole 
after they refilled the cartridge.  

3. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the correct color ink. 
 
4. Slowly inject approximately 13 ml. of Black Ink or 6 ml of Color Ink 
slowly into the filling hole until the chamber is almost full. Unused ink may 
be returned to the bottle. 
 
5. Seal the hole using the Green Plug. Put your finger on the green plug and 
twist until it is seated well in the hole.  
 
6. Remove the orange outlet seal (or your finger) from the outlet hole. 

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions.  

8. If you have trouble getting your cartridge to print and the sponge side of 
the cartridge looks dry then drill a hole (or burn a hole with a hot paper clip) 
into the top of the sponge side of the cartridge. Stick the syringe needle into 
the sponge and fill with ink. You do not need to seal this hole.  

If you are filling cartridges to use later, leave the orange outlet seal rubber 
banded onto the cartridge. This will prevent your sponge from drying out. 
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Note: On the CLI-8 and PGI-5 series cartridges, there is an electronic 
counter embedded in a small computer chip/board. This counter starts at a 
high number and decreases for every character printed. Eventually, the 
counter reaches zero. At this point, an error message is generated by the 
printer.If you click "OK" to the error message, the printer will continue to 
print. If you have trouble getting your printer to print because it thinks the 
cartridges are empty. Look on your printer for an orange blinking light. 
This is your reset button, usually the paper feed button also. Hold this 
button in for 5 seconds until the light goes out. Note: this will not reset the 
ink level back to full.  
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Canon Cartridge PG-40 (#40) and PG-50 (#50) 

                
1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate a  

    spill.  

2. Drill a hole into the dimple just below the "B".  

3. Fill the syringe with 20 ml. of black ink.  

4. Very Slowly inject ink into any hole. 

5. When finished, put a small piece of tape over the drilled hole.  

6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions.

    For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the ink 

    Can  saturate the entire sponge.  

Note: Each time the cartridge is removed from the printer an "empty cartridge"

message appears and a blinking amber light will come on, on the printer. 
Holding  

the paper feed button down for 3-5 sec. will allow you to override the counter. 
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Canon Cartridge  PG-41, PG-51 
 

 
 
 

 
1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate 

   a spill.  

2. Peal off the top label.  

3. You will notice three small holes (too small for a syringe needle to get 

    into) Drill each hole larger with a thumb drill. 

4. Fill the syringe with 6 ml. of color ink. 

5. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber until the sponge full 

6. When finished, replace the top label or leave it off (it will make no 
difference in the printing).  
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Canon Cartridge  PG-41, PG-51 
 

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions.   
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the 
ink can saturate the entire sponge. (Allows ink to flow to the print head).  

Note: Each time the cartridge is removed from the printer an "empty 
cartridge" message appears and a blinking amber light will come on, on the 
printer. Holding the paper feed button down for 3-5 sec. will allow you to 
override the counter. 
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How to 
Refill 
Dell 
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DELL  J740 
 1. Drill a hole in the top of the cartridge or use small needle. 

2. Fill the syringe with 10cc of ink, insert the needle into the 
drilled 

    hole and push down into the center of the cartridge. Slowly 
inject 

    up to 10cc of black ink into the cartridge.  

3. Prime by vacuum. 

4. Print  test. 
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DELL J740 COLOR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the top.   

     Remove the top before refilling use a knife or cutter. 

2. Slowly inject up to 8ml. of ink until in each chamber. 

3. After refilling the top can be put back with glue gun.  

4. Prime by vacuum and Print test.  
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DELL A720  

Black Ink Cartridge 
  

1. Drill a hole in the top of the cartridge or use small needle. 

2. Fill the syringe with 10c. of ink, insert the needle into the drilled hole and 

    push down into the center of the cartridge. Slowly inject up to 10cc.  

3. Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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DELL A720 Color 
 

  
   
  
  
   
  
    
      
  
 

   
  
  
   
  
   
  
  
  
   
   
  

  

 

 1. The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the top.   

     Remove the top with Knife or Cutter. 

2.  Slowly inject up to 5 ml. of ink in each chamber. 

3.  After refilling the top can be put back on with hot glue.  

4.  Prime by vacuum and Print test.  
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DELL  A920 /A940 Black 
  

1. Drill a hole in the top of the cartridge or use small needle. 

2. Fill with 10cc. of ink, insert the needle into the drilled hole and push 

   down into the center of the cartridge.  

3. Prime by vacuum and Print test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
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DELL A920/ A940 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       1. Remove the top before refilling by Knife or Cutter.  

       2. Slowly inject up to 4 ml. of ink in each chamber.  

       3. After refilling the top can be put back on with hot glue.  

       4. Prime by vacuum and Test. 
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                  Dell  
Model 922 black, 924, 942, 

944, 962, 964, 725, 810 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Remove label 

2. Fill the syringe with 15ml. of black ink.  

3. Slowly  inject ink into the hole. 

4. When finished, replace the top label.  

5. Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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Dell 

Model 922, 924, 942, 944, 962, 964, 725, 810 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Remove label.  

2. Fill the syringe with 7 ml. of color ink  in  each chamber.   

3. When finished, replace the label or leave it off (it will make no difference  

    in the printing).  

4. Prime by vacuum and Print test 
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Dell  725, 810 photo 
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           1. Remove Label .  

          2.  Fill the syringe with 5 ml. of color ink.  

          3.  When finished, replace the label  
 
          4.  Prime by vacuum and Print. 
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How to 
Refill 
Epson 
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Epson Stylus 800  Black  Model S020025 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

1) Find the ink exit hole on the bottom of the cartridge. Seal this hole with 
the rivet provided. 
 
2) Using the thumb drill, drill a small hole in the top right corner about 25 
percent of the way from the right hand side of the cartridge top.  
 
3) Put the needle on to the syringe and draw up the ink. The cartridge will 
hold about 15ml of ink.  
 
4) Insert the needle into the fill hole and push it well into the sponge. Try 
to get clear through the sponge to the bottom of the cartridge. inject the ink 
into the cartridge until the cartridge is full. You may wish to withdraw and 
re-insert the syringe at different angles in order to expose the whole sponge 
to the ink. 
 
5) Wipe any excess ink off of the cartridge top and cover the hole with a 
piece of aluminum tape or electrical tape (press the tape down well to get a 
good seal), or seal with hot glue. 

6) Let it sit for 45 minutes to 1 hour. The sponge needs this time to absorb 
the ink. For best results, try to let a newly refilled cartridge sit for at least 1 
day before installing it into your printer. Twenty four hours will give the 
cartridge time to expel any air and insure a good pool of ink at the exit 
port. If you plan to store the cartridge for any length of time, leave the rivet 
in or seal the exit port with aluminum tape or electrical tape.  
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Epson Stylus 800  Black  Model S020025 

7) Remove the rivet and insert the cartridge into your printer. When you 
install your refilled cartridge, run your printhead cleaning routine 3-5 times 
before attempting to print.  

Epson inks tend to dry on the printhead when the printer has not been used 
for 3-5 days OR when you leave the printer without an installed cartridge 
for as little as 5 minutes. Always keep a cartridge in your printer.  

 
PLEASE NOTE: If you have tried printing with your cartridge completely 
out of ink, you may have damaged the printhead. Inkjet printers work by 
heating a resistor inside the printhead which heats the ink before it is 
sprayed onto the paper. If there is no ink to keep the resistors cool, you 
stand the chance of frying them. Always refill before you are completely 
out of ink. The best time is when the printer reads the cartridge as being 
1/4 full. 
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 Epson Stylus Color 

Pro/Pro XL 

Model S020034, 
S020036, S020066 
 
 

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can 
tolerate a spill.  

2. Locate the black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly. 
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the 
cartridge with the aluminum tape provided.  

4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color 
ink.  Push needle through the label into the sponge of the correct 
filling hole. (You can check each hole with a toothpick if you are 
not certain of which color goes into each hole) Very S-L-O-W-L-Y 
inject ink into the sponge until the cartridge is full. A little ink 
might come out of the top when full, so cover up the other two 
holes while filling one. 

3. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label 
with tape.  If the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will 
leak.  

4. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all 
exit ports. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling 
so the ink can saturate the entire sponge.  
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 Epson SO20047, SO20049, SO20097,S020062 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

The front 2/3rds of these cartridges is filled with foam to retain the ink 
which is contained in an ink reservoir in the rear third of the cartridge. 
There are air passages in the top of the cartridge which lead to the foam 
area -- these must be open when printing, but closed during extended 
storage.  
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Epson SO20047, SO20049, SO20097,S020062 
For best results, never leave your Epson printer without an installed 
cartridge -- even an empty one -- for more than an hour or so, because the 
ink -- the original or our refill ink -- will begin to gel to the consistency of 
honey, which will require multiple cleaning routines to clear.  

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate 
a spill.  

2. Locate the black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with tape. A separate piece over each hole is preferred.  

4. Using the Thumb Drill make breather holes in positions shown below. 
This is not necessary on black cartridge. 
 
5) Attach the needle to the syringe with the appropriate color ink.  

6. Using the needle, push through the label all the way into the cartridge of 
the correct filling hole. Very slowly inject ink into the sponge until the 
cartridge is full. (This will soak the sponge with ink and refill the 
reservoir). 
 
Any unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Rinse the syringe with 
water. 

7. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top with tape.  If the 
holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak 

8. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit 
ports. 
 
9. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
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Epson Color Stylus 
Model S020089, S020093, S020108, S020187, S020191, S020110 

S020189, S020191, T003011, T003012, T003011, T005011, T005311, 
T020201, T013201, T014201, T019201, T020201 
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SO20089, S020093, S020108, S20187, SO20191  

Also T003011, T003012, T0030311, T005011, T005311 and 
T020201 Cartridges 

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate 
a spill.  

2. Locate the black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with the aluminum tape provided.  

4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push 
needle through the label into the sponge of the correct filling hole. (You 
can check each hole with a toothpick if you are not certain of which color 
goes into each hole) Very Slowly inject ink into the sponge until the 
cartridge is full. A little ink might come out of the top when full, so cover 
up the other two holes while filling one. 

5. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with 
tape.  If the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

6. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit ports.

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the 
ink can saturate the entire sponge.  

The ink in this cartridge is retained because the cartridge has an internal 
sponge. never leave your Epson printer without an installed cartridge -- 
even an empty one -- for more than an hour or so, because the ink -- the 
original or our refill ink -- will begin to gel to the consistency of honey, 
which will require multiple cleaning routines to clear.  
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Epson Color Stylus 3000 Printer 

SO20118, SO20122, SO20126, SO20130, S020143, S020147  

The ink in this cartridge is retained in the plastic bag. 

For best results, never leave your Epson printer without an installed cartridge -- 
even an empty one -- for more than an hour or so, because the ink -- the original 
or our refill ink -- will begin to gel to the consistency of honey, which will require 
multiple cleaning routines to clear.  

Black & Color Cartridges 
1. The filling hole is the same hole as the access port. The printer draws the ink 
from this port. Shown in the picture below is the location of the filling hole / 
access port in the front of the cartridge. 
 
2. The ink is contained in a delicate mylar bag and it is very important not to 
insert the needle more than 3/4" or it is possible to puncture the mylar bag 
permanently damaging it. Fill the syringe with the correct color ink and 
carefully insert the needle into the filling hole / access port and slowly inject 
approximately 90 ml. of ink into the cartridge. Unused ink may be returned to the 
bottle. 

DO NOT remove the needle of your syringe, leave the needle in the cartridge 
and  remove and refill the syringe portion with additional ink and then continue to 
inject until you have 90 ml in the cartridge. (We do not want to make un-
necessary holes in the rubber seal).  

3. Hold the cartridge upright with the filling hole on the top. Use the syringe to 
remove any trapped air in the cartridge by only inserting the needle 3/4? and 
withdraw any air in the cartridge until all air is removed. 
 
4. Remove the syringe and rinse with water and dry for future use, or to use with 
a different color ink.  
 
5. Reinsert the cartridge and run a priming cycle as per printer instructions. 

 Immediately refill any empty cartridges.it is not necessary to disassemble the 
cartridge to refill it and we strongly recommend you do not.  
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Epson SO20136 and SO20138 Cartridges 
 

 
 

1) Locate the black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

2) Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with tape. A separate piece over each hole is preferred.  

3) Fill the syringe with 5ml. of the proper color ink.  Push needle through the 
label into the sponge of the correct filling hole. 
From left to right the colors are BLACK - CYAN - MAGENTA – 
YELLOW 
  
(You can check each hole with a toothpick if you are not certain of which 
color  
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Epson SO20136 and SO20138 Cartridges 
goes into each hole) Very slowly inject ink into the sponge until the 
cartridge is full. A little ink might come out of the top when full, so cover up 
the other three holes while filling one. 

4. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit ports. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the ink 
can saturate the entire sponge. 

NOTE: If cartridge is refilled before it is completely empty this time is 
greatly reduced.  

The ink in this cartridge is retained because the cartridge has an internal 
sponge. For best results, never leave your Epson printer without an 
installed cartridge -- even an empty one -- for more than an hour or so, 
because the ink -- the original or our refill ink -- will begin to gel to the 
consistency of honey, which will require multiple cleaning routines to 
clear.  

The most likely problem is that you might have is an air bubble in the exit 
tube of your cartridge. Remember that the absence of ink is the same as an 
air bubble. You can confirm that this is the problem if the printhead cleaning 
routine actually makes the problem worse.  

What is happening is that a small air bubble expands under the vacuum of 
printing to form a large air bubble, which blocks the flow of ink to the 
printhead. This problem usually occurs after printing 1 or 2 good pages.  

To clear the problem, you may wish to let the printer sit without printing for 
several minutes, while tapping on the top of the cartridge. This may get the 
air bubble to move to the top of the cartridge. It may not.  

Another idea is to remove the cartridge and try again. Also, try putting a 
single drop of ink directly into the point where the cartridge is plugged into. 
But be very careful not to spill the ink!  
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EPSON STYLUS  PHOTO/PHOTO EX/700 

Model S020193 , T001011 

 

 1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate a 
spill.  

2. Locate the 5 black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with tape. A separate piece over each hole is preferred.  

2. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the appropriate color ink.  

3. Push needle through the label all the way into the cartridge of the proper 
filling hole. Inject ink very slowly into the sponge until the cartridge is full. 
(This will soak the sponge with ink and refill the reservoir). 
From left to right the inks wells are 1 to 5:  
1. Regular cyan (blue) 
2. Photo Cyan (blue) 
3. Regular Magenta (red) 
4. Photo Magenta (red) 
5. Regular Yellow 
4. Use adhesive tape to seal the hole(s) made in the top label.  

EPSON STYLUS  PHOTO/PHOTO EX/700 
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Model S020193 , T001011 

Note: The cartridge wil leak if the holes are not sealed properly. 

5. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit ports. 
6. Reinsert the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after 
refilling so the ink can saturate the entire sponge to allow ink to flow to the 
print head. 
 
Note:This time is gretaly reduced if cartridge is refilled  before it is 
completely empty. 
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Epson Stylus Color 900 Model T003011, T005011 

 

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can tolerate a 
spill.  

2. Locate the black rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge.  

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with tape. A separate piece over each hole is preferred.  

4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push needle 
through the label into the sponge of the correct filling hole. (You can check 
each hole with a toothpick if you are not certain of which color goes into 
each hole) Very slowly inject ink into the sponge until the cartridge is full. A 
little ink might come out of the top when full, so cover up the other two 
holes while filling one.  

3. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with tape.  If 
the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

4. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit ports. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the ink 
can saturate the entire sponge.if cartridge is refilled before it is completely 
empty this time is greatly reduced.  
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 Epson 680/ 777/ 777i/ 785/ 870/ 875DC/ 875DCS/ 

1270 
Model T007201, T008201, T009201,T017201, T018201 

 

 

This cartridge has a chip which needs  an Epson Chip Resetter. 

 
 

Cartridge Refilling Instructions 

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can 
tolerate a spill.  

2. Locate the black or gray rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge. 

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with the aluminum tape provided. 
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Epson 680/ 777/ 777i/ 785/ 870/ 875DC/ 875DCS/ 
1270 

Model T007201, T008201, T009201,T017201, T018201 

4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push 
needle through the label into the sponge of the correct filling hole.  
From Left to Right the color inks in the Photo cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Photo Cyan - Magenta - Photo Magenta - Yellow 
From Left to Right the color inks in the Standard cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Magenta - Yellow 
(You can check each hole with a toothpick if you are not certain of 
which color goes into each hole) Very Slowly inject ink into the sponge 
until the cartridge is full. A little ink might come out of the top when 
full, so cover up the other holes while filling one 

5. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with 
tape.  If the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

6. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit 
ports. 

7. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so 
the ink can saturate the entire sponge.  
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Epson C41, C42, C60, 820 

Model T026201, T027201, T0282.1, T029201, T036120, 
T037020, T038125 . T039025, T036090, T041020, T040120

 

This cartridge has a chip which needs an Epson Chip Resetter. 

  
 

Without a chip resetter, these cartridges cannot be effectively 
refilled. 
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Epson C41, C42, C60, 820 
1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can 
tolerate a spill.  

2. Locate the black or gray rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge. 

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge
with the aluminum tape provided.  

4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push 
needle through the label into the sponge of the correct filling hole.  
From Left to Right the color inks in the Photo cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Photo Cyan - Magenta - Photo Magenta - Yellow 
From Left to Right the color inks in the Standard cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Magenta – YellowVery Slowly inject ink into the sponge until 
the cartridge is full. A little ink might come out of the top when full, so 
cover up the other holes while filling one 

3. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with 
tape.  If the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

4. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit 
ports. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so 
the ink can saturate the entire sponge.the ink in this cartridge is retained 
because the cartridge has an internal sponge. for best results, never 
leave your Epson printer without an installed cartridge -- even an empty 
one -- for more than an hour or so, because the ink -- the original or our 
refill ink -- will begin to gel to the consistency of honey, which will 
require multiple cleaning routines to clear.  
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Epson T015201, T016201 
 

 

 

 

 

This cartridge has a chip which needs An Epson Chip Resetter 

  
 

Without a chip resetter, these cartridges cannot be effectively 
refilled. 

Cartridge Refilling Instructions 

1. Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where you can 
tolerate a spill.  

2. Locate the black or gray rubber seal(s) on the bottom of the cartridge. 

3. Insert the "Epson Rivet(s)" into each seal and press down firmly.  
Alternatively, you may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge 
with the aluminum tape provided.  
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Epson T015201, T016201 
4. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push 
needle through the label into the sponge of the correct filling hole.  
From Left to Right the color inks in the Photo cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Photo Cyan - Magenta - Photo Magenta - Yellow 
From Left to Right the color inks in the Standard cartridge will be: 
Cyan - Magenta - Yellow 
(You can check each hole with a toothpick if you are not certain of 
which color goes into each hole) Very S-L-O-W-L-Y inject ink into the 
sponge until the cartridge is full. A little ink might come out of the top 
when full, so cover up the other holes while filling one 

3. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with 
tape.  If the holes are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

4. Important - Next, remove the "Epson Rivets (or tape) from all exit 
ports. 

5. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer 
instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so 
the ink can saturate the entire sponge.  

The ink in this cartridge is retained because the cartridge has an internal 
sponge. never leave your Epson printer without an installed cartridge -- 
even an empty one -- for more than an hour or so, because the ink -- the 
original or our refill ink -- will begin to gel to the consistency of honey, 
which will require multiple cleaning routines to clear.  

The most likely problem is that you have an air bubble in the exit tube 
of your cartridge. Remember that the absence of ink is the same as an 
air bubble. You can confirm that this is the problem if the printhead 
cleaning routine actually makes the problem worse.  

What is happening is that a small air bubble expands under the vacuum 
of printing to form a large air bubble, which blocks the flow of ink to 
the printhead. This problem usually occurs after printing 1 or 2 good 
pages. 
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Epson T015201, T016201 
To clear the problem, you may wish to let the printer sit without 
printing for several minutes, while tapping on the top of the cartridge. 
This may get the air bubble to move to the top of the cartridge. It may 
not. 

 Another idea is to remove the cartridge and try again. Also, try putting 
a single drop of ink directly into the point where the cartridge is 
plugged into. But be very careful not to spill the ink!  
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Epson 
Model T032120, T033220, T033320, T033420, T033520, T034620, T034720, T034820 , 
T042220, T042320, T042420, T043120, T044120, T044220, T046120, T047220, T047320 , 
T047420, T048120, T048220, T048320, T048420, T048520, T048620, T054020, T054120 , 
T054220, T054320, T054420, T054720, T054820, T054920, T059120, T059220, T059320 

T059420, T059520, T059620, T059720, T059820, T059920, T060120, T060220, T060320, 
T060420, T069120, T069220, T069320, T069420 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Theory 

You will need to purchase a chip resetter.  
Without a chip resetter, these cartridges cannot be 
effectively refilled.  

Cartridge Refilling Instructions 
(Refill before your cartridge runs empty, this will help 
prevent air pockets) 

1) Put the cartridge on some paper towels in an area where 
you can tolerate a spill. 
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Epson 
You may wish to wear the rubber gloves provided if you don't wish to temporarily 
stain your fingers.  

2) Reset the Chip using the chip resetter.  

3) Drill a refill hole with the thumb drill provided in the area indicated by the 
picture. 
If you notice, looking from the side of the cartridge, there are two layers of plastic 
that you will need to penetrate.  

4) Keep a tissue ready to catch any overflow. Fill your syringe with 10ml of 
ink.  Put the needle into the hole which you have made. It will only penetrate about 
1/4" (1 cm) before it hits another baffle.  

5) Fill your cartridge very s-l-o-w-l-y. The ink has to 
have time to run into the various internal chambers. 
If the ink starts to bubble out of the hole then just use 
that amount. 

6) - Replace the cartridge and if possible let the 
cartridge sit in the printer for 24 hours. This will give 
the ink time to settle down to the bottom and the air pockets to rise to the top. 
Run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 
7) The next time you refill do it when the ink level gauge reads ½ or ¼ full. 
Remember, you reset the chip back to full but you stopped refilling when ink 
bubbles started coming out of the filling hole, this means that the cartridge was not 
exactly full and you want to do your next refill before it runs empty. 
 
Sealing the filling hole is optional and only necessary if you plan to transport the 
cartridge or if you have extremely dry air. If you decide to seal the hole, we 
suggest some hot glue, aluminum tape, black electrical tape, or candle wax.  
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How to 
Refill 

Hp 
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HP-02, C8721, C8771 

 

 

 
This model not have print head like normal hp These refill instructions are for the 

HP-02 refillable cartridges. The standard HP-02 cartridges are not refillable. 

1) Remove the Chip from the bottom of the cartridge. Then remove the small plastic

     Plug  from the filling hole. 

2. Put the blunt filling needle onto the syringe and  fill the syringe with ink. 

    Black Cartridge will hold 21ml of ink. 

    Color Cartridge will hold  8 ml. of ink.  

    Slowly inject the ink into the filling hole of the cartridge. 

3. Reinsert the small plastic plug back into the filling hole.  

    Be sure that it is pushed in well and that it is positioned at seen in the picture  

    (it has to fit into a groove that is located on back of the chip).  

4. The cartridge is now filled. The chip has to be reset back to full next. 
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Resetting the HP-02 cartridge chip ,You must to buy resetter for this model. 

 A1  
A2  

B1  B2 B3

 

 

 

 

The HP 02 chip resetter comes in two pieces. 
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1) The chip resetter itself 

2) The chip holder 

A. Put the chip holder on the table, insert the chip into the chip holder,  

     Press the chip resetter onto the chip. A light will blink red several times and  

     then goes to green. The chip is reset. 

Or 
B. Have the chip holder remain in the chip resetter. Insert the chip into the chip 
holder and press  

with your finger. A light will blink red several times and then goes to green. The 
chip is reset. 

 Reinstall the chip back onto the cartridge. 

Your cartridge is filled and ready to go. 

Refill your cartridge before it reads empty. These printers can get an air lock in the 
printhead so  

you don't want it to pull in any air from an empty cartridge. 

Note: The chips are not interchangeable.  

The Black chip goes with the Black cartridge. 

The Cyan chip goes with the Cyan cartridge. 

The Magenta chip goes with the Magenta cartridge. 

The Yellow chip goes with the Yellow cartridge.  

Note: Do you have a printer that uses the HP-363  

(looks like the HP-02) but ordered the HP-02 by mistake?  
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The following procedure should revert the machine to use HP-02 as opposed to the 
HP-363. 

Replace all cartridges with new region cartridges. 

 
then 

 
- Press arrow LEFT and RIGHT together. Release buttons. 

- Press 1, 2 and 3. (service menu appears) 
- Press RIGHT arrow TWICE. (special reports menu appears) 
- Press OK 
- Press RIGHT arrow once. (Print cartridge menu appears) 
- Press OK. Printer test page will be printed. 
- DON'T print or use printer for anything else during setup! 
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HP 51604a  

 

 

1. Remove the plastic ball from the filling hole using an eyelet screw. Save ball to 
re-seal hole after refilling.  

2.  Assemble the syringe and fill with 7ml of ink. 

3.  Hold the cartridge upright and insert the filling needle into the filling hole. Do 
not insert 

       fully - be careful not to pierce the rubber ink sack.  

4.   Slowly inject the ink into the cartridge.  

5.   Withdraw the syringe and replace the sealing ball. Insert firmly to prevent 
leakage.  

6.   Mount the cartridge and  Print test. 
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HP 51625, 51649, C1816 

  

 

 

 

 

 

1.  Remove the cap with cap opener or cutter. 

2. Insert the filling needle into the filler hole of the color to be refilled. 

3. Slowly inject up to 5 ml. of Ink in each chamber . 

4. After refilling the top can be replaced with glue. 

5. Prime by vacuum and Print test.  
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Hp C6614 - 51626 - 51629 Black Cartridges 

For this model you must to have holder refill tools 

        

   

                                                                            

1.  Put the cartridge into the holder. The bottom of the cartridge goes on the end  

     with the white syringe connector. Keep the cartridge centered. You do not have

     to do anything to  prepare the cartridge for filling to work some ink. 

2. It takes about  36 cc to fill the cartridge. Be sure there is no air in the syring. 

 

               
                                                                                                                 

3. Keep the syringe pointed down and the holder pointed up (your  

    cartridge is up-side-down). Inject the ink slowly into the cartridge.  

    You should feel some resistance when injecting the ink air will exit  

    through the print head. You may get  a little spray from the air exiting the   

     cartridge. Make sure the bottom of the cartridge   is pointing up. Pull back on 

the syringe plunger to remove any additional air,    

    now  push the syringe plunger to inject more ink.  
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    This step is very important. In order to keep the ink from leaking out the bottom 

of  the  cartridge, a little vacuum is needed inside the cartridge in order to inflate 

the  internal bladder bags. To do this simply pull back on the syringe about  

5 to 10 cc  worth. When you do this, the print head should still be pointing upward. 

This should  also empty the ink and air from the tubing. 

4. Remove the cartridge from the holder and place it on a paper towel for awhile 

to  make sure it is not leaking. Do not let the print head touch the paper towel or it 

will   wick the ink out of the  cartridge. Make sure the cartridge is not leaking, 

head down.  If it is you must go back to step 4 and apply more vacuum using the 

syringe. 
 

Addressing the problem associated with filling 

HP 51629 more difficult model to refill 
 

 

 

As many remanufactures of ink jet already know the HP 51629 can be a bear to fill. 

Low yields and poor post tests have caused some to consider.whether or not this 

cartridge is worth the effort. With some of the reports coming in telling of yields  
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As low 30-50% . it is no wonder that this cartridge has been a source of 

discouragement amongst remanufacturers. It is hoped that the following will help 

address these  

problems by identifying each one and offer some solution to each. Outlined here 

are the problems you will most likely Encounter. 

1.  Plastic cracked  where the body of cartridge meets the top and causing leakage. 

2. A cracked bottom maze. These tiny fractures also cause ink to leak and the 

cartridge to lose pressure. 

3. Clogged nozzles. Because of the pigmented inks this is  more of a problem than 

with  dye based inks. Once the pigmented inks dry they seem  to get almost like 

cement. 

4. Finally there is the mysterious problem of having the cartridge test fine at your 

shop and have customer report that there are gray streaks at regular intervals 

printing   across the page. 

Number two is the bottom maze being cracked which can appear like tiny fractures. 

Fore professional repair you can use the maze seals that are on the market. If you’ 

re in a pinch you can use clear shipping tape across the maze section but remember 

to poke a hole through where the maze hole is so air can enter the cartridge. 

The third problem of clogged nozzles seems to be a real trick to clear up. From the 

reports we have received from customers steam to work the best. The steam should 

have some force behind it and a espresso machine can be used as an inexpensive 

start up solution. Another solution uses a chemical solvent just for pigmented inks. 

The ultimate solution is refilling the cartridge by head. 
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HP   C6615/51640/51645/51650 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Turn the cartridge upside down. and push in the ball which seals the filling hole. 

2. Slowly inject up to 40ml. of ink into the filling hole by using the 30ml syringe  

    and   short blunt needle (Do not use the long needle that comes with the color 

    refill kit   because  this cartridge  has a liner, can be damaged. 

 

 

 

.3. Seal the filling hole by squeezing the cartridge sides (this will create a nature 

    Vacuum  when let go) and seal the hole using a glue gun. 
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4. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 

 Opition: you can refill also by the print head in this case use refill tools for Hp 45 

 

Resetting Ink levels in HP printers with HP 45  

Most printers only remember the last two cartridges (of each color) used in the 

printer. If you have two spare cartridges (these can be old and non-functional), 

simply place them into the printer, one after the other and then put your refilled 

cartridge back in for 100% ink levels. If you don’t have spare cartridges, 
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most printers can be reset to 100% ink levels with the following procedure: 

1. Pull your cartridge or cartridges out of the printer and face them as shown.  

Note: You can reset just one cartridge, or both at the same time with this procedure.

2. Place a piece of tape so that it just covers the top 4 contacts on the left side of the 

contact area as shown. 

3. Reinsert the cartridges into the printer with the tape in place. 

4. Close the lid and wait about 5 seconds. 

5. Open the lid and wait for the printer to give the cartridges back to you.  

Note: The printer may take time to do this, and may flash to show there is an error 

with your cartridges. This is normal. 

6. Remove the cartridges again and move the tape to the other side as shown in the 

lower pictures. 

7. Reinsert the cartridges into the printer with the tape in place. 

8. Close the lid and wait about 5 seconds. 

9. Open the lid and wait for the printer to give the cartridges back to you.  

Note: The printer may flash to Show there is an error with your cartridges again. 

This is normal. 

10. Remove the cartridges and remove all the tape. Be sure the contacts are clean. 

11. Place the cartridges back into the printer. They should now read 100%. If not, 

      redo the procedure, but only cover the top 3 contacts. If they still do not show 

      as  full, repeat, but only cover the top 2 contacts. 
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HP 99 (C9369W) 

 

 

  
1. Remove the sticker from the top and Locate the hole. 

2. Fill the syringe with 6 ml. of color ink.  

3. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber until the sponge full, cover the hole by

    tape or Add new sticker. 

4. Print  test. 
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Compatible Hp Business InkJet SERIES  11-10 
Model C1892A, C1893A, C1894A, C1895A, C4805A, C4806A, C4836AN,  
C4837AN, C4838AN, C4841A, C4842A, C4843A, C4844A, C4911AN, 
C4912AN 

C4913AN, C5016A, C5017AN, C5018AN, C9425A, C9426A, C9427A, C9428A, 
C9429A 

    
  
    
    
   
  
  
 
 
   
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This model not have print head like normal Hp. 

1. Cut label with cutter at joint between top and bottom cap of the cartridge case.  

2. Flip back bottom cap of cartridge.  

3. Squeeze sides of cartridge case and carefully wiggle out liner ink bag and pump  

   assembly from  the insert lock.  
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4. Screw the Yellow Ball remover screw into the center of the rubber sealing plug,  

   (situated in the filling hole) until a firm grip is made and pull out the plug. (Keep 

   the   plug on the end of the Yellow Ball Remover) 

5. Put the filling needle onto the syringe and fill the syringe with ink.   

6. Insert the blunt needle into the filling hole until the pink part of the needle is  

pressed up against the filling hole. Be sure the needle (even though it is blunt) does  

not press  up against the bag and punctures it. 

7.  Slowly inject with 30cc of ink (type 12 cartridges will take 55cc) and then reseal 

By  pushing back in the rubber plug. (Push in with the plug on the end of the ball 

Remover  screw and then remove the ball remover screw from the ball plug).  
 
8.  Remove the excess air from the liner ink bag and pump assembly as follows:  

A.  Hold assembly at a 45 angle with outlet hole tube at the top. 
 
B.  Insert needle of empty injector (with plunger pushed in) into outlet hole 
tube. 
 
C.  Press and release pump several times which will expel air into the syringe. 
 
D.  Pull back the plunger on the syringe to remove any air from the outlet  

      hole tube   and then withdraw the needle.  

9.  Replace the liner ink bag assembly into the cartridge case and clip the bottom  

Back    into position.  

10. Install the cartridge back into printer.  
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READ  CARERFULLY 

 This cartridge has a chip that knows its serial number and manufacturer date. 
It  lets the cartridge operate and be refilled for two years then it will stop working. 
If the  cartridge sat on a shelf  for 6 months before you bought it then you only have 
18 months to use it and refill it as much as you  want. The printer will read the 
serial number off the  cartridge and will keep it in memory, even  though the 
cartridge is refilled the printer still remembers that cartridge as one that has been in 
use.The cartridge will still print fine and the running low warning will eventually 
go away. The printer  can only remember about three serial numbers of each color. 
The only way to get around this is to  have four different cartridges you rotate into 
the printer. When the first one comes around again the serial number would have 
dropped off the printers memory  and it will think the cartridge is  a new one.  
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HP Cartridge  14 Compatible 

Refill Instructions for Black and Color cartridges. 

Model  C5010AN, C5011DN 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This model not have print head same another Hp 

1. Seal the outlet hole(s) with the aluminum tape provided, or normal tape. 

2. Fill the syringe with 10 ml. of black ink or 5 ml. of color ink.  Push needle  

Through   The label into the sponge of the correct filling hole. On the color 

cartridge the inks    from left to right are, CYAN - MAGENTA – YELLOW 

(You can double check the    ink colors by  looking at the outlet ports before 
putting on the tape)  
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4. Very Slowly  inject ink into the sponge until the cartridge is full. A little ink  

 might  come out of the top when full, so cover up the other two holes while filling  

 one. 

5. When finished, seal the Filling Hole(s) made in the top label with tape.  If the  

Holes  are not sealed properly the cartridge will leak.  

6. Print test. 
 
7. Check your printer's user manual about resetting the ink levels back to full. 

If your   printer does not have this option of resetting the cartridge then you will 

need to  deactivate the ink level monitor. Cp1160 If you don't do this, once the  

cartridge reads empty (even though you refilled it) the printer will refuse to print. 
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Hp 51641,C1823, C1823D,C65478,C66225,C6578 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  The filling holes are located on the top of the cartridge and are sealed with small  

     plastic plugs. These must be removed by pushing them into the cartridge using a  

     pointed instrument.  

     Note: Some new model Hp 78 have snort sponge 

2. Fill the syringe with 8cc of ink. Insert the needle into the hole. Replace new 

     cover plug and  Prime by vacuum and print test. 
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HP Cartridge C6656, 56 & 27 

C 6656, C8727 

  
1. Drill hole in the sticker. 

2. Fill the syringe with 16 ml. of black ink.  

3. Very Slowly inject ink into any hole (they all go to the same sponge, HP just 
used the  

    same color mold for the black ink cartridges). 

4. When finished, replace the top label or cover hole   with tape and Prime by 
vacuum. 

5. Print test.  

How to reset 

The cartridge will print just like a new one. Even though the cartridge prints good, 
the ink level gauge will not read full after a refill. To reset the ink level gauge back 
to full follow these instructions: 
This will allow you to reset the ID system & Ink Level Indicator built into the 
printer. 

 

 

Resetting 
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1. Remove cartridge from your printer. 

2. Place a piece of tape  over the top left contact as shown in red on the picture to 

    the  right. 

3. With the tape covering the contact place cartridge back into printer. 

4. The printer will perform and alignment page. 

5. Once an alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

6. Place a piece of tape over the second contact shown in red. 

7. Place cartridge into printer with both pieces of tape. (One covering the first  

    contact  and  one cover  the second contact.) 

8. Printer will print another alignment page. 

9. Once the second alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

10. Remove tape pieces from cartridge contacts 

      (Make sure there is no residual adhesive on  cartridge contacts.) 

11. Place cartridge into printer. Cartridge should now read full. 

 

 

 

HP Cartridge C6657, 57 & 28  Color cartridge 
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1. Remove label and Located the hole. 

2. Very Slowly inject ink  4 ml into each chamber.   

3. When finished, replace the label  tape the hole and Prime by vacuum.  

4. Print test   

The cartridge will print just like a new one. Even though the cartridge prints good, 
the ink level  gauge will not read full after a refill. To reset the ink level gauge back 
to full follow these  

instructions:  #57 C6657 

This will allow you to reset the ID system & Ink Level Indicator built into the 
printer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Reset level Hp 56/57 
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RESETTING 

1. Remove cartridge from your printer. 

2. Place a piece of tape over the top left contact as shown in red on the picture to  

   the  right.  

3. With the tape covering the contact place cartridge back into printer. 

4. The printer will perform and alignment page. 

5. Once an alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

6. Place a piece of tape over the second contact shown in red. 

7. Place cartridge into printer with both pieces of tape. (One covering the first  

   contact  and one cover the second contact.) 

8. Printer will print another alignment page. 

 
9. Once the second alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 
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10. Remove tape pieces from cartridge contacts 

   (Make sure there is no residual adhesive on  cartridge contacts.) 

 
11. Place cartridge into printer. Cartridge should now read full. 
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HP Cartridge C6658, 58 

Model C8034A  Photo cartridge 

           

 
 

1. Remove label and  Located  the hole. 

2. Very Slow  inject ink into each chamber 5 ml. 

3. Replace the top label or leave it off or cover the hole, Prime by vacuum 

    and Print test. 

To reset the ink level gauge back to full follow these instructions: #58 C6658  

This will allow you to reset the ID system & Ink Level Indicator built into the 
printer. 
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Resetting 

1. Remove cartridge from your printer. 

2. Place a piece of tape over the top left contact as shown in red on the picture 

    to the right. 

3. With the tape covering the contact place cartridge back into printer. 

4. The printer will perform and alignment page. 

5. Once an alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

6. Place a piece of tape over the second contact shown in red. 

  
7. Place cartridge into printer with both pieces of tape.  

   (One covering the first contact and one cover the second contact.) 

8. Printer will print another alignment page. 

9. Once the second alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

10. Remove tape pieces from cartridge contacts, (Make sure there is no residual 
adhesive  on cartridge contacts.) 
11. Place cartridge into printer. Cartridge should now read full. 
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HP Cartridge  C8304A, 110 

 

 
 

1. Remove label and Locate hole. 

2. Fill the syringe with 5 ml. of color ink.  

3. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber 5 ml. 

4. When finished, replace the label or cover the hole,Prime by vacuum and print 
test 

The ink level gauge will not read full after a refill.  
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HP Cartridge C9351, 21 

 

1. Remove label and Located the hole. 

2. Very Slowly inject ink into the hole. 

3. When finished, replace the top label or cover the hold by tape,  

    Prime by vacuum and  print test.  
 

The cartridge will print just like a new one. Even though the cartridge prints 
good, the ink level gauge will not read full after a refill. To reset the ink 
level gauge back to full follow  these instructions: 

 
This will allow you to reset the ID system & Ink Level Indicator built 
into the printer. 
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Resetting 

1. Remove Hp 21 cartridge from your printer. 

2. Place a piece of tape over the top left contact as shown in red on the 

    picture to the right. 

3. With the tape covering the contact place cartridge back into printer. 

4. The printer will perform and alignment page. 

5. Once an alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

6. Place a piece of tape over the second contact shown in blue. 

7. Place cartridge into printer with both pieces of tape. (One covering the 
first  

   contact and one cover the second contact.) 

8. Printer will print another alignment page. 

9. Once the second alignment page has been printed remove cartridge 

    from printer. 

10. Remove tape pieces from cartridge contacts 

     (Make sure there is no residual adhesive on cartridge contacts.) 

11. Place cartridge into printer. Cartridge should now read full. 
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HP Cartridge C9352, 22 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1. Remove label and located the hole. 

2. Very Slowly inject ink 25 ml into each chamber. 

3. When finished, replace the top label or cover the hole by tape and 

     Prime by vacuum. 

4.  Print test. 
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Resetting 

1. Remove cartridge from your printer. 

2. Place a piece of tape over the top left contact as shown in red on the picture to 

    the  right. 

3. With the tape covering the contact place cartridge back into printer. 

4. The printer will perform and alignment page. 

5. Once an alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

6. Place a piece of tape over the second contact shown in blue. 

7. Place cartridge into printer with both pieces of tape. (One covering the first  

    contact and one cover the second contact.) 

8. Printer will print another alignment page. 

9. Once the second alignment page has been printed remove cartridge from printer. 

10. Remove tape pieces from cartridge contacts 

     (Make sure there is no residual adhesive on cartridge contacts.) 

 
11. Place cartridge into printer. Cartridge should now read full. 
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 HP Cartridge  C9361/93/ 97/98/ 95/ 343/ 135/ 855 

 77/ 344/ 134/ 857  Color cartridge 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
1. Remove label  

2. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber 5 ml. 

3. When finished, replace the top label or cover the hole by tape and 

     Prime by vacuum. 

4. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 

            You cannot reset the ink level gauge with this models. 
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(HP) VIVERA INK CARTRIDGES BY ZONES 
      
      

VIVERA CARTRIDGE ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4
YIELD 

5% 
BLACK,STANDARD CAPACITY (11ML) C8765WN HP #94 HP #338 HP #131 HP #852 450 
TRICOLOR,STANDARD CAPACITY (7ML) C8766WN HP #95 HP #343 HP #135 HP #855 260 
BLACK,HIGH CAPACITY (21ML) C8767WN  HP #96 HP #339 HP #130 HP #853 800 
TRICOLR,HIGH CAPACITY (14ML) C9363WN HP #97 HP #344 HP #134 HP #857 450 
PHOTO INKJET (13ML) C9369WN HP #99 HP #348 HP #138 HP #858 N/A 
GRAY PHOTO INKJET (15ML)  HP #100 HP #100 HP #100 HP #100 N/A 
      
ZONE 1       
NORTH AMERICA      
LATIN AMERICA      
ASIA PACIFIC (EXCLUDING 
JAPAN,CHINA,AND INDIA)      
      
ZONE 2      
WESTERN EUROPE      
      
ZONE 3      
COMMONWEALTH OF 
INDEPENDENT STATES      
MIDDLE EAST      
AFRICA      
JAPAN      
      
ZONE 4      
CHINA      
INDIA      
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        HP Cartridge C9362/92/ 94/ 338/ 131/ 852/ 96/ 339/130/853
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Remove label and Located  the hole. 

2. Very Slowly inject ink into the hole nearest to the copper strip.  

    (the other four holes are just an empty chamber). 

3. When finished, replace the top label or cover the hole by tape 

    and Prime by vacuum. 

6. Print test . 
 
 You cannot reset the ink level gauge with this models. 
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(HP) VIVERA INK CARTRIDGES BY ZONES 
      
      

VIVERA CARTRIDGE ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4
YIELD 

5% 
BLACK,STANDARD CAPACITY (11ML) C8765WN HP #94 HP #338 HP #131 HP #852 450 
TRICOLOR,STANDARD CAPACITY (7ML) C8766WN HP #95 HP #343 HP #135 HP #855 260 
BLACK,HIGH CAPACITY (21ML) C8767WN  HP #96 HP #339 HP #130 HP #853 800 
TRICOLR,HIGH CAPACITY (14ML) C9363WN HP #97 HP #344 HP #134 HP #857 450 
PHOTO INKJET (13ML) C9369WN HP #99 HP #348 HP #138 HP #858 N/A 
GRAY PHOTO INKJET (15ML)  HP #100 HP #100 HP #100 HP #100 N/A 
      
ZONE 1       
NORTH AMERICA      
LATIN AMERICA      
ASIA PACIFIC (EXCLUDING 
JAPAN,CHINA,AND INDIA)      
      
ZONE 2      
WESTERN EUROPE      
      
ZONE 3      
COMMONWEALTH OF 
INDEPENDENT STATES      
MIDDLE EAST      
AFRICA      
JAPAN      
      
ZONE 4      
CHINA      
INDIA      
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HP OfficeJet  compatible 

C 9385, C9386A, C9387A, C9388A 

 
  

  

  

  

    

  

  

 

 

 

 

This model not have print head save another Hp 

1. Cut label at joint between top and bottom cap of the cartridge case.  

2. Pull off the bottom cap of cartridge.  

3. Squeeze sides of cartridge case and carefully wiggle out liner ink bag and pump  

   assembly from the insert lock. 
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4. Screw the Yellow Ball remover screw into the center of the rubber sealing plug, 
(situated in the filling hole) until a firm grip is made and pull out the plug. (Keep 
the plug on the end of the Yellow Ball Remover) 

5. Put the blunt filling needle onto the syringe and fill the syringe with ink. 
Black Cartridge will hold 20ml of ink, High Capacity Black cartridge holds 60ml. 
Color Cartridge will hold 10ml of ink, High Capacity Color cartridge holds 20ml.   

6. Insert the blunt needle into the filling hole until the pink part of the needle is 
pressed up against the filling hole. Be sure the needle (even though it is blunt) does 
not press up against the bag and punctures it. 

7. Slowly inject ink and then reseal by pushing back in the rubber plug. (Push in 
with the plug on the end of the ball remover screw and then remove the ball 
remover screw from the ball plug). Or use a new black ball that is enclosed with 
your refill kit.  
 
8.  Remove the excess air from the liner ink bag and pump assembly as follows:  

A.  Hold assembly at a 45ฐ angle with outlet hole tube at the top. 
 
B.  Insert needle of empty injector (with plunger pushed in) into outlet hole tube. 
 
C.  Press and release pump several times which will expel air into the syringe. 
 
D.  Pull back the plunger on the syringe to remove any air from the outlet hole 

      tube  and then withdraw the needle.  

9.  Replace the Mylar ink bag assembly into the cartridge case and clip the bottom  

    back  into position.  

10. Install the cartridge back into printer.  
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Note: This cartridge has a chip that knows its serial number and manufacturer date. 
It lets the cartridge operate and be refilled for two years then it will stop working. If 
the cartridge sat on a shelf for 6 months before you bought it then you only have 18 
months to use it and refill it as much as you want. The printer will read the serial 
number off the cartridge and will keep it in memory, even though the cartridge is 
refilled the printer still remembers that cartridge as one that has been in use. The 
cartridge will still print fine and the running low warning will eventually go away. 
The printer can only remember about three serial numbers of each color. The only 
way to get around this is to have four different cartridges you rotate into the printer. 
When the first one comes around again the serial number would have dropped off 
the printers memory and it will think the cartridge is a new one.  
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HP Gray  
C9359AN, 59, C9368AN, 100, C9360AN, 102 Gray cartridge 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Remove stricker and located holes. 

2. Very slowly inject ink into each chamber 5 ml.A little ink might come out of the  

    top when full, so cover up the other holes while filling one. 

3. When finished, replace the label tape the hole, and Print test. 

 We cannot reset level  gauge of printer 
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Refilling the Spongeless "2P" 2 Plug  
HP Compatible Cartridges for #10, #11 & #12

 

1

 
Refilling Refillable HP Compatible Ink Jet Cartridges.This is the 2 plug 
spongeless design for cartridges such as the #10, #11, #12 and others designed in 
this manner. 

 
1. Make sure when refilling, handling or storing these cartridges you do not 

touch or remove the chip located on the bottom of the cartridge. 
 

 
 
2. When refilling these cartridges it is recommended that you use a 60 CC Luer 
Slip injector. Though a 25 cc will work just as well a 60 cc will allow you to refill 
with less repetition in a couple of the following steps. The injector though must be 
luer slip-Not luer lock 
Note: 1cc = 1ml 
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3. Fill injector to 30cc with desired color ink. 
 

 

 

4. When looking at the top of the cartridge the top label will have an arrow   

     pointing to the air vent plug. 

 

5. Remove the plug opposite of the air vent. Insert luer slip injector tip into the  

    cartridge. 
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6. Holding the injector on its side apply pressure to create a seal on the top of 
the cartridge. Do not push on the injector plunger to seal cartridge. This 
will force ink into the cartridge. Make sure you use the sides of the 
injector. 

 

7. Making sure that you have a nice seal on the fill hole side of the cartridge 
pull back on the injector plunger 20cc. This will create a vacuum in the 
cartridge. As you pull you will notice increased pressure. This is normal. 

  

8. Release injector plunger and the air pressure will pull ink into the cartridge. 
    Do not push on the plunger. This will cause excess pressure in the cartridge. 
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9. If the cartridge does not take the complete refill the first time through you can  
     repeat the steps above by pulling back on the plunger and then releasing. 

 

Variations & Considerations: 
 
Injector Capacity: 

It is not required to use a 60cc injector. A 25cc or even a 10cc injector will work as 
well. Yo have to remember that the smaller injector the greater the number of 
times you will have to repeat the refill process. 
 
Can you fill while the cartridge is in the printer? 

After the first refill you can fill while the cartridge is in the printer. THis is 
actually recommended by the cartridge manufacturer. 
 
What about the Chip? 

The cartridges we sell contain an auto-reset chip. No resetting is required as it is 
automatic. 
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HOW TO TRANSFORM THE CHIP 
HP45 IN 15 & 23 IN 6625 BY HAND 

                

 

 
 
Step 1:                Take tools  

- Cutter 
- Rulers 

 
Step 2: 

- Your must to test electronic of the cartridges before transformed for sure
the cartridges is in good condition 
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Step 3: 
 
- you must to cut with cutter the first point on the right side on the top 

outside left side of  the point for hp23/hp45.,is the same procedure 
- see the photo, your print head must to be down 
-  

 
Step 4: 
 

- Apply rules and cut with cutter straight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hp23 
& 

Hp45  
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Step 5: 
 

- You must to sure your cartridge is transformed put in printer accept
hp6615 or hp6625. 

- If the printer no accept the cartridges have to repeat again step by step.
Normally you must to do 96% to 100%  
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How to 
Refill 

Lexmark 
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Lexmark 10N0016 , 10N0217, Lexmark 82 

And Sharp UX-C70B 
   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1. Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge using the 1/16" thumb drill  

    provided. or use small needle. 

2. Fill the syringe with 14 cc. of ink for 10N0016 and 9 cc. of ink for 10N0217, 

    insert the needle into the vent hole and push down into the center of the 

    cartridge. Slowly inject ink. 

3. Prime by vacuum and print test.  
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Lexmark  10N0026, 10N0227 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Remove the cap top and open with cutter.  

2. Insert the filling needle into the filler hole of the color to be refilled. 
 
3. Slowly inject 2 ml. of ink for 10N0227 , 3 ml. of ink for 10N0026  

    In each chamber. 

4. After refilling the top can be put back on with hot glue.  

5. Prime by vacuum and print test.  
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Lexmark 

Model 12A1970, 12A1975, 13400HC, 1380620 

15M0850, 15M2971, 16G0055, 17G0050 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge use small needle. 

2. Fill the syringe with 20 ml. of ink, insert the needle into the vent hole and push 

    down into the center of the cartridge. Slowly inject up to 20 ml. of black ink  

    into the cartridge.  

3. Prime by vacuum and print test. 
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Lexmark 
Model 12A1980, 12A1985, 13619HC, 1380619, 15M0120, 
15M0125, 15M0920, 16G0065, 17G0060 

  

 

  

 1. The filler holes of the cartridge are located  under the top.  Remove the top 

      before by cap opener or cutter.  

2. Insert the filling needle into the filler hole of  the color to be refilled.  

3. Slowly inject up to 5 ml. in each chamber. 

4. Replace the top cap with hot glue. 

5. Prime by vacuum and print test. 
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Lexmark 
12A1990, 1361760  Photo Cartridge 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Remove the cap with cap opener or Knife. 

2. Inject 5 ml. of ink in each chamber. 

3. The top can be  refitted with glue gun. 

4. Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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Lexmark model 31 

                               
 

 

 

 

1. Remove label.  

2. Fill the syringe with 5 ml. of color ink.  

3. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber until the sponge full. 

    A little ink might come out of the top when full, so cover up 

    the other holes while filling one. 

4. When finished, replace the top label ,Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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Lexmark  18C1428, 18C1528, 18C0032, 18C0034 
Model  28/ 32/ 34/ 28A 

    
    
     
    
      
     
     
     
     
     
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      1. Remove label  

     2. Very Slowly inject ink into every hole.  

     3. When finished, replace the , Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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Lexmark 

18C1429, 18C1529, 18C0033, 18C0035 
Model  29 - 33 - 35 

    
    
    
   
    
   
   
   
     
   
   
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  Remove sticker. 

2. Very Slowly inject ink into each chamber until the sponge full.  

3. Replace the label , Prime by vacuum and Print test.  
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Lexmark  18C0190 , Number 2 

 
    
    
   
   
     
  
 

 The spicy of this model is only’s colors. 

 1. Remove the label. 

 2. You must to take very very small needle or enlarge the hole. 

 3. Fill with 3 ml. of color ink in each chamber.  

 4. When finished, replace the top label and cover by tape. 

 5. Prime by vacuum and print test. 

 We cannot  reset ink  level. 
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Lexmark 1, 18C0781  
  
 

  

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Remove Label. 
 
2. Very slowly inject ink into each chamber 5 ml of ink . 

 
3. Replace the sticker, Prime by vacuum and Print  test . 
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Lexmark 18L0042, Model 83 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Pop  the cap off ( Take a screwdriver). 

2. Slowly inject up to 5 ml. of ink in every chamber. 

3. Replace the cap , just clip it. 

4. Prime by vacuum and Print test. 
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How to 
Refill 
Xerox 
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Xerox Model 8R7638 8R7659, and 4004 Cartridges 

Xerox Xj4C, Document Work Centre 450C, 4004 and 
Home Work Centre Printers 

 

1. Make a filling hole on the front of the cartridge 1/2" from the top using the 

    thumb drill provided or other pointed object. 
 
2. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with ink.  

3. Insert the filling needle through the hole and push towards the center  

    of the cartridge. 
 
4. Slowly inject up to 35 ml. of ink or until ink appears at  the filling hole. 
 
5. Seal the filling hole with the tape provided or with adhesive tape. 

6. Print test..  
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XEROX 

8R7994 - 8R7660 
8R7661 - 8R7662 - 8R7663 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black & Color Cartridges 

1. Peel the label back on the top of the cartridge, as shown below and make 
a  hole in the top of the cartridge using the Thumb Drill included. Make the hole 
on the opposite side of the sponge which is the reservoir side. 
 
2. Attach the needle to the syringe and fill with the correct color ink. 

3. Inject approximately 5 ml. of ink into the filling hole until the chamber is 
almost full. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. 
 
4. Use the screw included to seal the filling hole, making certain that the screw 
is completely sealed into the cartridge or you can seal the hole with the tape 
provided. 
 
5. Print test. 
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XEROX 8R788 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Black Cartridges 

1. Using the Drill included enlarge the filling hole on the top of the cartridge. 

    Or use small needle. 

2. Fill the syringe with ink, insert the filling needle into the filling hole and  

    push  as far down into the cartridge as it will go. Inject 15cc. of ink slowly

    or until  the reservoir is full.  

3. Set above a paper towel for half an hour as a drip precaution. Expect a few 

    drips. Do not allow the cartridge to touch the paper towel at this point,  

    since   the towel will draw out the ink.  

4. Print test 
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XEROX 
Model  8R7880 - 8R7883, 8R12591 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. To locate the filler hole of the cartridge you must remove the plastic  

    cover. This cover must be removed before refilling by carefully prying 

    it off with   a thin metal blade, such as a penknife or Cap opener(for  

    Lexmark).  the cartridge bottom in a vise or similar device. Grab the top 

    with a large  wrench or set of pliers and crack off the top. This will likely 

    break some  plastic, but this is generally cosmetic damage.  

2. Inject approximately 8 ml. of ink each chamber. 

3. After refilling, the top can be refitted and fixed with hot glue. 

4. Print test. 
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XEROX 
8R12728 - 8R7972 - 8R7973 - 8R7974 

Y100 - Y101 - Y102 - Y103 - H100 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here are two sets of instructions. You can choose the one that you prefer. 
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Method 1 

Black and Color Cartridges 
 
1. Make filling hole by drill. the bottom of the cartridge, using the supplied 
drill, above the ink reservoir in the position shown. DO NOT DRILL INTO 
THE SECTION THAT CONTAINS THE SPONGE.  

2. Assemble the syringe and filling needle and fill with the correct colour 
ink. 
3. Inject ink into the filling hole until the chamber is almost full. 
4. Seal the filling hole with the plug provided, ensuring that the plug fully 
seated into the cartridge. or with a very strong adhesive tape. 
5. Clean the syringe with water and dry for future use, or use with a different 
color ink.  
6. Replace the cartridge and run a printing cycle as per printer instructions.  

 

 

   

  

  

  

 Method 2 - Black & Color Cartridges 
1. Put a piece of aluminum tape provided (or electrical tape) over the outlet port to 
prevent the ink leaking while refilling. 

2. Turn cartridge on its side, as shown and make a  hole in the side of the cartridge 
using the Thumb Drill included. Make the hole on the opposite side of the sponge 
which is the reservoir side. 
 
3. Attach the needle to the syringe and slowly fill with the correct color ink. 

4. Inject approximately 4 ml. of color ink into the filling hole or 8ml. of black ink 
into the filling hole until the chamber is almost full. Unused ink may be returned to 
the bottle. 
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5. Seal the hole with the aluminum tape provided, black electrical tape will also 
work. 
 
Additional Note: In some cases the sponge has 
deteriorated and it cannot hold the ink and the ink 
will leak out the outlet hole. If this happens an 
alternate method of refilling is to drip ink onto the 
sponge until it is absorbed, however, your total page 
output will be less than a complete fill. 
 
6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions. 
 
For best results, leave cartridge in printer for 8 hours after refilling so the ink can 
saturate the entire sponge. 

7. Rinse the syringe with water and dry for further use. 

Here is an alternate method: The filling hole should still be drilled on the side of 
the inkwell. - - BUT drill it right next to the partition that divides the inkwell from 
the sponge compartment and about 1/2 way up. By drilling the hole at this point, 
the ink tank can be tilted at 45-degrees with the sponge-hole (outlet port) clear to 
the very top (liquid can't run 'uphill'). (I'd still suggest putting tape over the sponge 
hole.) The filler hole that was drilled will now be to the 'top' of the inkwell and the 
ink can easily be injected nearly level with the hole without so much as a drop of 
'mess'. Wipe the outside of the injection needle before inserting because even the 
smallest amount of ink will "blow bubbles" around the hole and create a mess. 
When filled, make sure that the surface around the hole is absolutely dry then apply 
a small piece of aluminum (metal) tape. Finally, remove the tape that was covering 
the sponge-hole and re-insert the freshly filled tank back into the print-head.  

Note: On the end of the cartridge (opposite end of the outlet port) there is two 
small reflective strips and a bar code like indicator built into the label. The bar-
code has both vertical and  a thin horizontal bar. These bars are very important in 
some way upon initializing the printer when a new cartridge is installed. Upon 
refilling if the bar-code gets a little messy you will get a message, "unable to print", 
"incompatible ink", or some other error message. Either clean the ink off or replace 
the bar-code with one off of another cartridge. You can even make a copy of the 
bar-code and use this to put on damage cartridges. 
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Note: The printhead in the Xerox M940 has a sensor in it. After refilling, if you 
have an air bubble in the cartridge the sensor sees no ink and tells you that you are 
out of ink and stops the printing. If this happens you'll have to prime the cartridge 
by turning the cartridge over and drip ink into the outlet port. You can thump on 
the cartridge and this will sometimes move the air bubble up. Leaving the cartridge 
sitting in the printer for 24 hours will sometimes give the air bubble time to move 
up. 
     The cartridge is divided into two chambers. One side with a reservoir and the 
other side with a sponge. If you refill the cartridge before the reservoir is empty 
you can alleviate this problem.  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
Lexmark Inkjet Cartridges Compatibility Printer 

 
 
1. LEXMARK-COLOR 12A1980  
Lexmark color 12A1980 for Jetprinters 3200, 5000, 5700, 5770, 7000, 7200, 7200V, Optra Color 40 & 45, 
Z11, Z31. Compatible for Compaq Ink Jet Printers A100 / A900, U300, IJ700, IJ750, IJ900. Kodak 
personal Picture Maker PM100. Samsung Fax / MFP Smartjet SF3150 / SF4500 Series, Msys4700, 
Msys4800, Mj4500C / SCX1000. 
 
2. LEXMARK 12A1970 BLACK INKJET  
LEXMARK 12A1970 BLACK INKJET FOR 3200 / 5000 / 5700 / 5770 / 7000 / 7200 / 7200V / Z11 / Z31 / 
Z42 / Z43 / Z51 / Z52 / Z53.OPTRA COLOUR 40 / 45 PRINTERS. ALL IN ONE PRINTERS X73 / X83 / 
X85 A900,A1000, IJ300,IJ700,IJ750,IJ900 COMPAQ INKJET PRINTERS. KODAK PERSONAL PICTURE 
MAKER PM100. SAMSUNG FAX / MFP, SMARTJET, SF3150,SF4500 SERIES, SF4700 SERIES, Msys 
4700, Msys 4800, MJ4500C, SCX1000 SERIES 
 
3. LEXMARK 13400 HC BLACK INKJET  
LEXMARK 13400HC BLACK INKJET FOR EXECJET11C / 1000 / 1020 / 1100 / 2030 / 2030PE / 2050 / 2050PE / 
2055 / 3000 / 3200 PRINTERSMEDLEY 4C / 4X / 4SX / WINWRITER 150C / 100 PRINTERS / SAMSUNG SF3000 / 
3100 / 3100T / 4000 / 4100 / 4200 SERIES FAX MACHINES / IJ200 COMPAQ INKJET PRINTERS ALSO 
REPLACES IBM/LESMARK 1380620 FOR IBM EXECJET 11/11C WINWRITER 100 PRINTERS 
 
4. LEXMARK 13619HC TRICOLOR INKJET  
LEXMARK 13619 HC TRICOLOUR INKJET FOR EXECJET11C / 1000 / 1020 / 1100 / 2030 / 2030PE / 2050 / 
2050PE / 2055 / 3000 / 3200 AND WINWRITER 150C PRINTERS. COMPAQ IJ200. SAMSUNG / FAX / MFT 
SF3100P, SF4000 SERIES, SF4200 SERIES. 
 
5. LEXMARK 10N0016 BLACK INKJET  
LEXMARK 10N0016 BLACK INKJET CARTRIDGE FOR Z13 / Z23 / Z25 / Z33 / Z34 / Z35 / Z75 / Z601 PLUS X1150/ 
X1160 / X75 /X2230/X2250 ALL IN ONE PRINTERS/ DELL 720/ DELL 529 PRINTERS 
 
6. LEXMARK 10N0026 COLOR INKJET  
LEXMARK 10N0026 COLOUR INKJET CARTRIDGE FOR Z13 / Z23 / Z25 / Z33 / Z34 / Z35 / Z75 / Z601 PLUS 
X1150 / X1160 / X75 /X2230/X2250 ALL IN ONE PRINTERS/ DELL 720 /DELL 529 PRINTERS 
 
7. LEXMARK 17G0050 BLACK INKJET  
Lexmark 17G0050 black inkjet for Z12 and Z22 / Z32 / Z705 / P706/ P3150 / KODAK PM200 printers and Compaq I J 
600 printers. 
 
8. LEXMRK  17G0060 COLOR INKJET  
Lexmark 17G0060 colour inkjet for Lexmark Z12 and Z22 / Z32 / KODAK PM200 printers. Compaq IJ 600 printers 
 
 
9. LEXMARK 15MO120 COLOR INKJET  
Lexmark 15MO120 colour inkjet for Lexmark Z42 / Z43 / Z45 / Z51 / Z52 / Z705 / X73 / X83 / X85 / P706/P3150 
printers 
 
10. LEXMARK 18L0032 BLACK INKJET  
LEXMARK 18L0032 BLACK INKJET CARTRIDGE FOR Z55 / Z55N / Z55SE / Z65 JETPRINTERS AND 5150 ALL IN 
ONE PRINTER 
 
11. LEXMARK 18L0042 COLOR INKJET  
LEXMARK 18L0042 COLOUR INKJET FOR Z55 / Z55N / Z55SE / Z65 JETPRINTERS AND 5150 ALL IN ONE 
PRINTERS 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
 

PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 
CALCOMP TECHJET  PLOTTER CANON BC-02  
CANON B-100 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-140 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-150 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-160 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-170 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-190 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-200 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-200S FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-220 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-340 CANON BX-3  
CANON B-360IF FAX MFP CANON BX-3  
CANON B-405 FAX CANON BC-02  
CANON B-540 FAX CANON BX-3  
CANON B-550 FAX CANON BX-3  
CANON BJ 10E CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 10 EX CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 10SX CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 10V CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 15V CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ20 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 200 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ200e CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 200ex CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 220JC CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 220 JC II CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 220 JS CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 220 JS II CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 230 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJ 30 PORTABLE CANON BC-10  
CANON BJ 300 CANON BJI-642  
CANON BJ 30 v PORTABLE CANON BC-10  
CANON BJ 330 CANON BJI-642  
CANON BJ 5 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 1000 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 1000 CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 1000 CANON BC-06 PHOTO  
CANON BJC 150 CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 150 CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 2000 CANON BC-20  
CANON BJC 2000 CANON BC-21e, BCI-21B, BC-21C YES 
CANON BJC 2000 CANON BC-22e  
CANON BJC 2000 CANON BC-31 (BCI-CCC, CM/CY) YES 
CANON BJC 2000 CANON BC 32 (BCI-3PC, 38K, 3PM) YES 
CANON BJC 210 BLACK CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 210 COLOR CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 210 J BLACK CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 210 J COLOR CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 240 BLACK CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 240 COLOR CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 240 NEON CANON BC-09f  
CANON BJC 240 PHOTO CANON BC-06  
CANON BJC 240j BLACK CANON BC-02  
CANON BJC 240j COLOR CANON BC-05  
CANON BJC 240j PHOTO CANON BC-06  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

CANON BJC 5100 CANON BC-22e  
CANON BJC 5100 CANON BC-31 (BCI-8CI, 3C, CM/CY) YES 
CANON BJCN5100 CANON BC-32 (BCI-3PC, 38K, 3PM) YES 
CANON BJC 5500 BLACK CANON BC-20  
CANON BJC 5500 COLOR CANON BC-21e, 21B, BCI-21C YES 
CANON BJC 600 CANON BJI-201 YES 
CANON BJC 6000 BLACK CANON BC-30 (BCI-38K) YES 
CANON BJC 6000 COLOR CANON BC-31 (BCI-3C, CM/CY) YES 
CANON BJC 6000 PHOTO CANON BC 32 (BCI-3PC, 38K, 3PM) YES 
CANON BJC 600e COLOR CANON BJ-201 YES 
CANON BJC 600J CANON BJI-201 YES 
CANON BJC 600S CANON BJI 201 YES 
CANON BJC 610 COLOR CANON BJI-201 C/M/Y YES 
CANON BJC 610 JW COLOR CANON  BJI-201 C/M/Y YES 
CANON BJC 620 BLACK CANON BJI-201 HC BLACK YES 
CANON BJC 620 COLOR CANON BJI 201 C/Y/M YES 
CANON BJC 680J BLACK CANON BJI 201 C/Y/M YES 
CANON BJC 680J BLACK CANON BJI 201 HC BLACK YES 
CANON BJC 70 PORTABLE BLACK CANON BC 10 BLACK 3- PAK YES 
CANON BJC 70 PORTABLE COLOR CANON BC 11 BLACK 3-PAK YES 
CANON BJC 7000 BLACK CANON BC 60 YES 
CANON BJC 7000 COLOR CANON BC 61 COLOR YES 
CANON BJC 7000 PHOTO CANON BC 62 YES 
CANON BJC 7000 SERIE CANON BC 60 BLACK YES 
CANON BJC 7000 SERIE CANON BC 61 COLOR YES 
CANON BJC 7000 SERIE CANON BC 62 PHOTO YES 
CANON BJC 80 BLACK CANON BC 10 BLACK 3-PAK YES 
CANON BJC 80 COLOR CANON BC 11e YES 
CANON BJC 800 CANON BJI 643 YES YES 
CANON BJC 8000 CANON BC 60 BLACK YES 
CANON  BJC 8000 CANON BC 61 COLOR YES 
CANON BJC 8000 CANON BC 62 PHOTO YES 
CANON BJC 80 BLACK CANON BC 10 BLACK 3 PAK YES 
CANON BJC 80 COLOR CANON BC 11e YES 
CANON BJC 800 CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BJC 8000 CANON BC 60 BLACK YES 
CANON BJC 8000 CANON BC 61 COLOR YES 
CANON BJC 8000 CANON BC 62 PHOTO YES 
CANON BJC 820 CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BJC 820J CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BJC 880 CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BJC 880J CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BJ-NOTE BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON  BJ NOTE COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON BJP-C80 CANON BJI 643` YES 
CANON BJP C81 CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON BP 1025-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 10-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 1211-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 12-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 1425-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 1445-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 25-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 26-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 36-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 5020-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 5220-D HP 51640A  
CANON BP 5420-D HP 51640A  
CANON BUBLLE JET COLOR CARD PRINTER CANON IJ 40655  
CANON BUBBLE JET COLOR LABEL PRINTER CANON IJ 4055  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

CANON CANOFAX 8600 CANON BX 03  
CANON CANOFAX 8650 CANON BC 20  
CANON CANOFAX 8640 CANON BX 3  
CANON  CJ 10 COLOR PTR/COPIER CANON BC 40  
CANON CJ 10 PS-IPU COLOR PTR/COPIER CANON BC 40  
CANON CJ 17 COLOR COPIER CANON BC 41  
CANON CJP C80 CANON BJI 643 YES 
CANON CLC10 COLOR PTR/COPIER CANON BC 42  
CANON CLC7 COLOR PTR/COPIER CANON BC 43  
CANON COLOR LABEL MAKER CANON IJ 4055  
CANON COMPRI BN 100C CANON BJ 101  
CANON COMPRI BN 120C/100 CANON BJ 101  
CANON COMPRI BN 120C/33 CANON BJ 101  
CANON COMPRI BN 200C CANON BJ 101  
CANON COMPRI BN 22 CANON BJ 101  
CANON BN 32P CANON BJ 101  
CANON COMPRI BN700C BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON COMPRI BN700C COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON FAX B 100 CANON BX3  
CANON FAX B 140 CANON  BC 02  
CANON FAX B150 CANON BC 02  
CANON FAX B 160 CANONBC 02  
CANON FAX B 170 CANON BC02  
CANON FAX B 190 CANON BC02  
CANON FAX B 200 S CANON BC 02  
CANON FAX B 220 CANON  BC 02  
CANON FAX B 2C0 CANON BC 02  
CANON FAX B 340 CANON BX 02  
CANON FAX B 360 IF CANON BX 02  
CANON FAX B 405 CANON BX 02  
CANON FAXPHONE 8540 CANON BX 3  
CANON FAXPHONE 8550 CANON BX 3  
CANON FAXPHONE 860 CANON BC 02  
CANON FAXPHONE 8640 CANON BX 3  
CANON FAXPHONE 870 CANON BC 02  
CANON FAXPHONE 875 CANON BC 02  
CANON FAX PHONE CF HI BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON FAXPHONE CF HI CL BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON FAXPHONE CF HI CL COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON FAXPHONE DF HI COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON INNOVA 8JT 800P BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON INNOVA 8JT 800P COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON INNOVA NOTE 590J 800P BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON INNOVA NOTE 590J 800P COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON JBC 250J NEON CANON BC 09F  
CANON MULTIPASS 10 MFP CANON BX 3  
CANON MULTIPASS 1000 MFP CANON BX 3  
CANON MULTIPASS 800 MFP CANON BX 3  
CANON MULTIPASS C2500 MFP CANON BC 20  
CANON MULTIPASS C30 MFP CANON BC 20  
CANON MULTIPASS C3000 B;ACK CANON BC 20  
CANON MULTIPASS C3000 COLOR CANON BC 21e, BCI 21B, BCI 21CD YES 
CANON MULTIPASS C3500 CANON BC220  
CANON MULTIPASS C5000 BLACK CANON BC 20  
CANON MULTIPASS C500 COLOR CANON BC 21e, BCI 21B, BCI 21C YES 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

CANON MULTIPASS C5000 NEON CANON BC 29F  
CANON MULTIPASS C5000 PHOTO CANON BC 29F  
CANON MULTIPASS C5500 CANON BC 20  
CANON NAVIGATOR HD 40 CANON BC 02  
CANON NOTEJET 486 CANON BJ 101  
CANON NOTEJET III CANON BJ 101  
CANON NOTEJET INTEL DX4 CANON BJ 101  
CANON NOTEJET III cx BLACK CANON BC 10 YES 
CANON NOTEJET IIIcx COLOR CANON BC 11 YES 
CANON P400L CANON IJ4055  
CANON P670 CANON IC BJ300  
CANON PJ080A CANON JI25B  
 CANON STARWRITER 60 WP CANON BC 02  
CANON STARWRITER 70 WP CANON BC 02  
CANON STARWRITER 80 DELUX WP CANON BC 02  
CANON STARWRITER 80 WP CANON BC 02  
CANON STARWRITER 85 WP CANON BC 02  
CANON STARWRITER 95 WP  CANON BC 02  
CANON  THINKPAD 550BJ CANON BJ 101  
CANON VP 500  CANON BC 02  
CANONFAX B600 CANON BX 3  
CANONFAX B640 CANON BX 03  
COMPAQ IJ 200 BLACK COMPAQ 337714-001  
COMPAQ IJ 200 COLOR COMPAQ 337715-001  
COMPAQ IJ 700 BLACK COMPAQ 337709-001  
COMPAQ IJ 700 COLOR COMPAQ 337710-001  
COMPAQ IJ 900 BLACK COMPAQ 337709-001  
COMPAQ IJ 900 COLOR COMPAQ 337710-001  
ENCAD CADJET 2PLOTTER BLACK HP 51640A  
ENCAD CADJET 2PLOTTER COLOR HP51625A  
ENCAD NOVAJET BLACK HP 51626A OR 51625G  
ENCAD NOVAJET COLOR HP 51626A  
ENCAD NOVAJRT II BLACK  HP 51626A  
ENCAD NOVAJET  II COLOR HP 51626A  
ENCAD NOVAJET III BLACK HP 51626A  
ENCAD NOVAJET III COLOR  51626A  
EPSON  EPI 200 EPSON SO 20003  
EPSON EPI 4000 EPSON SO 20003  
EPSON EPJ 200 EPSON SO 20003  
EPSON ESPER MACH COLOR MJ 3000CU 
BLACK 

EPSON SO 20047 YES 

EPSON ESPER MACH COLOR MJ 3000CU 
COLOR 

EPSON SO 20049 YES 

EPSON ESPER MACH COLOR MJ 500C  EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON ESPER BLACK COLOR MJ 900C EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON JM 500C  EPSON SO 20047 YES 
 EPSON MACHJET 1100 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MACHJET COLOR EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MACHJET MJ 500C EPSON SO 20047  YES 
EPSON MACHJET MJ  800C EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON MJ 100 HP 51640A  
EPSON MJ 1000 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 1000 V2 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 1050 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 1050 V2 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 1100 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 450 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

EPSON MJ 5000C EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 5000C BLACK EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 5000C COLOR EPSON SO 20036 YES 
EPSON MJ 500V2 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON MJ 5100 C BLACK EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 5100 C COLOR EPSON SO 20036 YES 
EPSON MJ 510C BLACK EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON MJ 510 C COLOR EPSON SO 20097 YES 
EPSON MJ 700 V BALCK EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 700V 2C  EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 8000C BLACK EPSON SO 20118 YES 
EPSON MJ 8000C COLOR EPSON SO 20126/122/130 YES 
EPSON MJ 800C  EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON MJ 810C BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON MJ 810C COLOR EPSON SO 20097 YES 
EPSON MJ 900C EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 910C BLACK EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON MJ 910C COLOR EPSON SO 20036 YES 
EPSON MJ 930C B;ACK EPSON SO 20108  YES 
EPSON MJ 930C COLOR EPSON SO 20089 YES 
EPSON PM 2000C  EPSON SO 20110 YES 
EPSON PM 5000C BLACK EPSON SO 20118 YES 
EPSON PM 5000C CYAN EPSON SO 20130 YES 
EPSON PM 5000C MAGENTA EPSON SO 20126 YES 
EPSON PM 5000C YELLOW EPSON SO 20122 YES 
EPSON PM 700 BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON PM 700 COLOR EPSON SO 20110 YES 
EPSON SQ 1170 EPSON SO 20010 YES 
EPSON SQ 2550 EPSON SO 20002 YES 
EPSON SQ 850 EPSON SO 20002 YES 
EPSON SQ 870 EPSON SO 20010 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 1000 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 1000 A3 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 300  CANON BC 02  
EPSON STYLUS 400 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 640 BLACK EPSON SO 20187 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 640 COLOR EPSON SO 20191 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 800 EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 800+ EPSON SO 20025 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 820 EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 1200 BLACK EPSON SO 20187 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 1200 COLOR EPSON T00 1011 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 1500 BLACK EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 1500 COLOR EPSON SO 20049 YES 
EPSON ST6YLUS COLOR 1520 BLACK EPSON SO 20108 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 1520 COLOR EPSON SO 20089 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 200 BLACK EPSON SO 20247 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 200 COLOR EPSON SO 20097 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 300 EPSON SO 20138 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 3000 BLACK EPSON SO 20118 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 3000 CYAN EPSON SO 20130 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 3000 MAGENTA EPSON SO 20126 YES 
EPSON STYLUS 3000 YELLOW EPSON SO 20122 YES 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

EPSON STYLUS COLOR400 BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 400 COLOR EPSON SO 20089 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 500 BLACK  EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 500 COLOR EPSON SO 20097 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 600 BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 600 COLOR EPSON SO 20089 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 6000 BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 6000 BLACK EPSON SO 20084 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 740 BLACK EPSON SO 20189 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 740 COLOR EPSON SO 20191 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 800 EPSON SO 20089 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 800 EPSON SO 20108 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 900 BLACK EPSON TO 03011 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR 900 COLOR EPSON TO 05011 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR II EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR IIs BLACK EPSON SO 20047 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR IIs COLOR EPSON SO 20049 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR PRO EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR PRO XL EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR PRO XL+ BLACK EPSON SO 20034 YES 
EPSON STYLUS COLOR PRO XL+ COLOR EPSON SO 20036 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PHOTO EPSON SO 20110 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PHOTO 750 EPSON SO 20193 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PHOTO BLACK EPSON SO 20093 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PRO 5000 BLACK EPSON SO 20118 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PRO 5000 CYAN EPSON SO 20130 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PRO 5000 MAGENTA EPSON SO 20126 YES 
EPSON STYLUS PRO 500 YELLOW EPSON SO 20122 YES 
EPSON TSQ 4800 EPSON SO 20002 YES 
HP 2000/2500 CN CYAN HP C 4841A  
HP 2000/2500 Cse CYAN HP C4841P  
HP 2000/2500 Cse LARGE BLACK HP C4844A  
HP 2000/2500 Cse MAGENTA HP C4843A  
HP 200012500 CN MAGENTA HP C 4843A  
HP 200012500 Cse YELLOW HP C4842A  
HP 2000F2500 CN YELLOW HP C4842A  
HP 2225 HP 51640A  
HP 2225A HP 51640A  
HP 2225B HP 51640A  
HP 2225C HP 51640A  
HP 2225D HP 51640A  
HP 2227A HP 51640A  
HP 2227A QUIETJET PLUS  HP 51640A  
HP 2228A QUIETJET HP 51640A  
HP 2276A HP 51626A OR 51626G  
HP 2500 Sce PROF SERIE COLOR PRT SEE 2000 SERIE  
HP 400L BLACK HP 51626A   
HP 400L COLOR HP 51625A  
HP C1656A COLOR HP 51639  
HP C 2121A COLOR HP 51625A  
HP C2121A BLACK HP 51626A  
HP C2124A BLACK HP 51626A  
HP COLOR COPIEUR 210 COLOR HP 51640A  
HP COLOR COPIRUT 210 LX BLACK HP 51640A  
HP COLOR COPIEUR 110 BLACK HP 51645A  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

HP COLOR COPIEUR 110 COLOR HP 51641A  
HP COLOR CPIER 120 BLACK HP 51645A  
HP COLOR COPIER 120 COLOR HP 61641A  
HP COLORCOPIER 210 BLACK HP 51645A  
HP COLORCOPIER COLOR 210 LX BLACK HP 51645A  
HP COPYJET M MFP BLACK HP 51640A  
HP COPYJET M MFP COLOR HP 51640 A  
HP COPYJET MFP BLACK HP 51640A  
HP COPYJET MFP COLOR HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 200 HP 51626A  
HP DESIGNJET 2000CP BLACK HP C1806A  
HP DESIGNJET 2000CP COLOR HP C1807/08A/09A  
HP DESIGNJET 200 D HP 51626A  
HP DESIGNJET 200 E HP 51626A  
HP DESIGNJET 220 HP 51626A  
HP DESIGNJET 230 HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 2500 BLACK HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 2500 COLOR HP 51650 C/M/Y  
HP DESIGNJET  2500CP BLACK HP C1806A  
HP DESIGNJET 2500 CP COLOR  HP C1807A/08A/09A  
HP DESIGNJET 330 BLACK HP 51645  
HP DESIGNJET 330 COLOR HP 51644 C/M/Y  
HP DESIGNJET 330 D BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 330 D COLOR HP 51644A  
HP DESIGNJET 330 E BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 330 E COLOR HP 51644  
HP DESIGNJET 3500 BLACK  HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 350 C COLOR HP 5164 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 350C E BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 350C E COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 430 BLACK  HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 430 COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 450C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 450C COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 455 CA BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 455 CA COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 600 HP 51626A  
HP DESIGNJET 650C BLACK HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 650C COLOR HP 51650 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 650C E COLOR HP 51650 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 650C D BLACK HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 650C E BLACK HP 51640A  
HP DESIGNJET 700 BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 700 COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 750C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 750C COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 750C PLUS BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 750C PLUS COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESIGNJET 755CM BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESIGNJET 755CM COLOR HP 51644 C/Y/M  
HP DESKJET HP 51626A  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

HP DESKJET 1000C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1000C COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 1000 Cse HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 1000Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1000 Cxi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1000Cxi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 1120Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1120Cse COLOR HP C1823  
HP DESKJET 1200C HP 51640A  
HP DESKJET 1200C /PS HP 51640A  
HP DESKJET 1600C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1600C COLOR HP 51640 C/Y/M  
HP DESKJET 1600 CM BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1600 CM COLOR HP 51640 C/Y/M  
HP DESKJET 1600 CN BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 1600 CN  COLOR HP 51640 C/Y/M  
HP DESKJET310 BLACK HP 51633A/M  
HP DESKJET 310 COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 320 BLACK HP 51633A/M  
HP DESKJET 320 COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 340 BLACK HP 51633A/M  
HP DESKJET 340 CBI BLACK HP 51633A/M  
HP DESKJET 340 CBI COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 340 COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 400 BLACK HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 400 COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 420C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 420C COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET 500 HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 500C BLACK HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 500C COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 500J HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 500P HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 510 HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 520 HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 540 BLACK HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 540 COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 550C BLACK HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 550C COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 560C BLACK HP 51626A  
HP DESKJET 560C COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 580C COLOR HP 51625A  
HP DESKJET 600C BLACK` HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 600C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 610 CL LBACK HP 06614  
HP DESKJET 610 CL COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 660 C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 660C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 660Cse BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 660Cse COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 6700 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 6701 C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 670TV BLACK HP 51629A  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

HP DESKJET 670 TV COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 672C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 672C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 680C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 680C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 6820 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 6820 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 682C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 690C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 690C PHOTO HP C1816A  
HP DESKJET 692C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 692C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 692C PHOTO HP C1816A  
HP DESKJET 693C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET  693C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 693C PHOTO HP C1816A  
HP DESKJET 694C BLACK HP 51629A  
HP DESKJET 694C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 694C PHOTO HP C1816A  
HP DESKJET 697C  HP 51629A HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 7120 COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET 712C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 720C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 720C COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET 722C BLACK HP 51645A/15  
HP DESKJET 722C COLOR HP C 1823A  
HP DESKJET 820Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 820Cse COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 820C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 820Csi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 820Cxi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 820Cxi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 855C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 855Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 855Cse COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 855Csi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 855Csi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 855Cxi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 855Cxi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 870Cxi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 870Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 870 Cse COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 870Cxi COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKJET 882C  HP 51645A/1823  
HP DESKJET 890C COLOR HP 51649A  
HP DESKJET 890Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 890Cse COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET 890Cxi BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 890Cxi COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET 895Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET 895Cse COLOR HP C1823A  
HP DESKJET PLUS HP 51626  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

HP DESKJET PORTABLE  HP 51633A/M  
HP DESKJET SSOC BLACK HP 51645A  
HP DESKJET SSOC COLOR HP 51841A  
HP DESKJET SSSC COLOR HP 51641A  
HP DESKWRITER  HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 1600C BLACK HP 51645A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 1600C COLOR HP 51640CYM  
Hp  DESKWRITER 310 HP 51633M  
Hp  DESKWRITER 320 BLACK HP 51633A/M  
Hp  DESKWRITER 320 COLOR HP 51625A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 340 HP 51633M  
Hp  DESKWRITER 340 CBi HP 51633M  
Hp  DESKWRITER 500 C BLACK HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 500C COLOR HP 51625A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 620 HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 540 BLACK HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 540 COLOR HP 51625A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 560C BLACK HP 51629A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 560C COLOR HP 51625A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 600C BLACK HP 51629A  
Hp  DESKWRITER  600C COLOR HP 51649A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 680C BLACK HP 51629A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 680C COLOR HP 51649A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 6940 COLOR HP 51649A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 694 C BLACK HP 51629A  
Hp  DESKWRITER 694C PHOTO HP C1816A  
Hp  DESKWRITER C COLOR HP 51625A  
Hp  DESKWRITER G BLACK HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER SSOC BLACK HP 51626A  
Hp  DESKWRITER SSOC COLOR HP 51625A  
HP FAX 200 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 200 VP HP 51626A  
HP FAX 300 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 310 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 700 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 700 VP HP 51626A  
HP FAX 750 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 860 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 900 HP 51626A  
HP FAX 900 VP HP 51626A  
HP FAX 950 HP 51626A  
HP G1 645A COLOR HP 51639  
HP INTEGRATOR 33968 HP 51640A  
HP OFFICEJET 300 HP 51626A  
HP OFFICEJET 330 HP 51626A  
HP OFFICEJET 350 HP 51626A  
HP OFFICEJET 500 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 500 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 520 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 520 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 570 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 570 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 580 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 580 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 590 BLACK HP 51629 A  
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

HP OFFICEJET 590 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 600 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 600 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 610 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 610 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 630 BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 630 COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 700 SERIES BLACK HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET 700 SERIES COLOR HP 51649A  
HP OFFICEJET 700 SERIES PHOTO HP C1816A  
HP OFFICEJET LX MFP HP 51629A  
HP OFFICEJET MFP HP 51626A  
HP OFFICEJET PERSONAL HP 51626A  
HP OFFICEJET PRO 1150C BLACK HP 51645A  
HP OFFICEJET PRO 1150C COLOR  HP 51641A  
HP OFFICEJET PRO 1150Cse BLACK HP 51645A  
HP OFFICEJET PRO 1150Cse COLOR HP 51641A  
HP PHOTOSMART HP C3844A /45A  
HP QUIETJET  HP 51604A  
HP QUIETJET PLUS HP 51604A  
HP THINKJET HP 51604A  
HP XL 300 HP 51639  
HP 2000/2500C COLOR HP C4841, 2, 3A  
HP 2000/2500C BLACK LARGE HP C4844A  
IBM 4070 CANON BC 02  
IBM 4070 1J MODEL 1 CANON BC 02  
IBM 4070 1J MODEL 2 CANON BC 02  
IBM 4072 EXECJET  CANON IC BJ 300  
IBM 4076 EXECJET II LEX 1380620  
IBM 4079  CANON BGI 643 YES 
IBM 4770 HP 51640A  
IBM COLOR JETPRINTER CANON BGI 643 YES 
IBM EXECJET CANON ICBJ 300  
IBM 4070 OO1 CANON BC 02  
IBM 4070 002 CANON BC 02  
LEXMARK 1100 13400HC BL/1361750 PHOTO/13619HC COL  
LEXMARK 151 COLOR INKJET PRINTER 12A1975 BL HIGH CAPACITY  
LEXMARK 3200 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/12A1990 PHOTO  
LEXMARK 5700 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/12A1990 PHOTO  
LEXMARK 7200, 7200V 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/12A1990 PHOTO  
LEXMARK JETPRINTER 5770 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/12A1990 PHOTO  
LEXMARK OPTRA COLOR 40,45,45N 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/12A1990 PHOTO  
LEXMARK OPTRA COLOR 40,45,45N 12A1975 BL HIGH CAPACITY  
LEXMARK OPTRA COLOR 40,45,45N 12A1985 COL HIGH CAPACITY  
LEXMARK Z11 COLOR JETPRINTER 12A1970 BL/12A1980 COL/  
LEXMARK Z11 COLOR JETPRINTER  12A1975 BL HIGH CAPACITY  
LEXMARK Z11 COLOR JETPRINTER 12A1985 COL HIG CAPACITY  
LEXMARK Z51 COLOR INKJETPRINTER 12A1970 BL/12A1990 PHOTO/1510120 COL  
LEXMARK Z51 COLOR INKJET PRINTER 15M0125 HIGH YIELD COL  
NOVAJET BL HP 51626A  
NOVAJET COL HP 51626A  
NOVAJETII COL HP 51626A  
NOVAJET III BL HP 51626A  
NOVAJET III COL HP 51626A  
 

BL = BLACK 
COL= COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
PRINTER MODEL CARTRIDGE COMPATIBLE 

NOVAJET II BL HP 51626A  
PANAFAX PD-4200 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX PX-350 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX PX-360 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-300 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-305 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-310 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-311 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-312 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-315 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-321 HP 51626A  
PANAFAX UF-322 HP 51626A  
PANASONIC KX-F1600 CANON BC-20  
PANASONIC KX-F1650 CANON BC-20  
PANASONIC KX-PJ250 FAX HP 51626A  
PANASONIC PANAFAX IF-342 BLACK CANON BC-20  
PANASONIC PANAFAX IF-342 COLOR CANON BC-21e BCI-21B BCI-21C YES 
PANASONIC PANAFAX UF-344 BLACK CANON BC-20  
PANASONIC PANAFAX UF-344-COLOR CANON BC-21e BCI-21B BCI-21C YES 
PANASONIC PROLINE PX-350 FAX HP 51626A  
PANASONIC UF-342 CANON BC-20  
PITNEY BOWES 9100 FAX HP 51626A  
PITNEY BOWES W800 HP 51626A  
PITNEY BOWES W880 HP 51626A  
PITNEY BOWES W 890 CANON BJ-300  
XEROX  HOME CENTER BLACK XRX-8R7660 YES 
XEROX HOME CENTER BLACK LARGE XRX 8R7638  
XEROX HOME CENTER MAGENTA XRX 8R7661 YES 
XEROX HOME CENTER MAGENTA XRX 8R7662 YES 
XEROX HOME CENTER YELLOW XRX 8R7663 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 450CP BLACK XRX 8R7660 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 450 CP BLACK LARGE XRX 8R7638 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 450CP CYAN XRX8R7661 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER450 CP MAGENTA XRX8R 7662 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 450CP YELLOW XRX8R 7663 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 480CX3-COLOR XRX8R 7889 YES 
XEROX WORK CENTER 480CX BLACK XRX8R 7881 YES 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
CANON 

Printer model Ink jet model 
S 100 BC-20 / BC-21E / BCI-21 BLACK / BCI21 COLOR 
S 200 / S 200X BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
S 300 BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
S 330 photo BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
S 4OO / S400X BC-30E / BC-33E / BC-34E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
S 450 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
S 4500 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
S 500 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 520 / S 520 X BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 530  BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 600 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 630 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 6300 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 750 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
S 800 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
S 820 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
S 8200 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
S 830 D BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
S 900 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
S 9000 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
I 250 BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 320 BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 350 BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 450 / 450X BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 455 BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 470 D BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 475 D BCI-24 BLACK /BCI-24 COLOR 
I 550 / 550 X BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
I 560 BCI-3E BK / BCI-6 C,M,Y 
I 6500 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
I 70 BCI-15 BLACK / BCI-15 COLOR 
I 850 BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y 
I 865 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-3E BK 
I 905 D BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
I 9100 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
I 9100 BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
I 965 BC-20 / BC-21E /BC-22E PHOTO / BCI-21 BLACK / BCI21 COLOR 
BJC-3000 BC-30E / BC-33E / BC-34E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
BJC-50 BC-10 / BC-11E / BCI-10 / BCI-11 BLACK / BCI-11 COLOR 
BJC-55 BC-10 / BC-11E / BC12E PHOTO / BCI-10 / BCI-11 BLACK / BCI-11 COLOR/ BCI12 

PHOTO BLACK / BCI12PHOTO COLOR 
BJC-5500 BC-20 / BC-21E / BCI-21 BLACK / BCI21 COLOR 
BJC-6000 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
BJC-6100 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
BJC-6200 \BJC-6200 S BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
BJC-6500 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
BJC-8200 Photo BC-50 / BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 

BJC-85 BC-10 / BC-11E / BC12E PHOTO / BCI-10 / BCI-11 BLACK / BCI-11 COLOR/ BCI12 
PHOTO BLACK / BCI12PHOTO COLOR 

BJC-55 BC-10 / BC-11E / BC12E PHOTO / BCI-10 / BCI-11 BLACK / BCI-11 COLOR/ BCI12 
PHOTO BLACK / BCI12PHOTO COLOR 

BJC-5500 BC-20 / BC-21E / BCI-21 BLACK / BCI21 COLOR 
BJC-6000 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
BJC-6100 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
BJC-6200 \BJC-6200 S BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E PHOTO BK,C,M,Y 
BJC-6500 BC-30E / BC-31E / BC-32E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK ,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
BJC-8200 Photo BC-50 / BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 

BJC-85 BC-10 / BC-11E / BC12E PHOTO / BCI-10 / BCI-11 BLACK / BCI-11 COLOR/ BCI12 
PHOTO BLACK / BCI12PHOTO COLOR 

BJC-8200 Photo BC-50 / BCI-6 BK,C,M,Y / BCI-6 PHOTO C,M 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
 

CANON Multi-Functions 
 

Printer model Ink jet model 
multi-pass-L60/90 FX-3 
multipass-10 BX-3 
multipass C20/30/50/70/75/80 BX-20 FAX CARTRIDGE / BC-21E / BC-22E PHOTO / BC-29F / BCI- 
multipass C 100 BC-30E / BC-33E / BC-34E PHOTO / BCI-3E BK,C,M,Y / BCI-3E P 
smartbase MPC400/MPC600F BCI-3E BK,C,M,Y 
smartbase MPC200 Photo BCI-24 BK / BCI-24 COLOR 
smartbase MPC190 BCI-24 BK / BCI-24 COLOR 
smartbase MP700 Photo/730 Photo BCI-3E BK,C,M,Y 
smartbase MP360/370 BCI-24 BK / BCI-24 COLOR 

 
Analogue Personal Copieur 

 
Printer model Ink jet model 

FC1/2/3/3II/5/5II A30 
FC200/200S/210/220/220S/204/FC204S/FC20
6/FC208/FC10/FC108 E16 BK / E30 BK / E-CARTRIDGE R,G,B,BROWN 

FC224/FC224S/FC226/FC228/FC230/FC530/FC
120/FC128 E16 BK / E30 BK / E-CARTRIDGE R,G,B,BROWN 

FC310/330/336 E16 BK / E30 BK / E-CARTRIDGE R,G,B,BROWN 
PC6/7/7RE/11/12 A30 
PC10/14/15/20/22/25 PC3 K 
PC740/750/760/770/780 E16 BK / E30 BK 
PC860/PC880/PC890 E16 BK / E30 BK 
L400 CARTRIDGE T 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
hewlett-packard 

Deskjet 
450CBI 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
450CBI 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
600 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
600C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
670C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
690C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
695C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
697C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
710C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
712C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
720C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
722C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
750C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
755C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
810C 15 BK / 23 COLOR 
812C 15 BK / 23 COLOR 
815C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
820C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
820CSE 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
820CXI 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
825C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
825CVR 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
830C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
832C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
840C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
841C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
842C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
843C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
845C 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
845CVR 15 BK / 17 COLOR 
850C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
850CXI 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
855C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
855CSE 45 BK 
870C 45 BK 
870CSE 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
870CXI 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
880C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
882C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
890C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
890CM 45 BK 
890CSE 45 BK 
895C 45 BK 
895CSE 45 BK 
895CXI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
916 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
920C 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
92CVR 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
920CXI 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
9300 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
930C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
930CM 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
932C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
935C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
940C 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
940CVR 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
948C 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
950C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
952C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
hewlett-packard 

Deskjet 
955C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
959C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
960C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
970C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
970CXI / 970CSE 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
980C / 980CXI 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
990CM 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
995 45 BK 
995C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1000C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
1100C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
1120C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
1125C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
1180C 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
1220C 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1220PS 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
3320 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3324 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3420 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3425 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3520 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3535 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3550 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3650 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3745 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
3820 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
3845 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
5150 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5151 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
5550 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
5652 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
5655 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5850 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
6122 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
6127 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
9680 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
9650 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
9670 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
R40 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R40XI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R45 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R60 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R65 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R80 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
R80XI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
T45 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
T45XI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
T65 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
T65XI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
hewlett-packard 

 
Color Copier 

110 45 BK 
120 45 BK 
140 45 BK 
145 45 BK 
150 45 BK 
155 45 BK 
160 45 BK 
170 45 BK 
180 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
190 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
210 45 BK 
210LX 45 BK 
260 45 BK 
270 45 BK 
280 45 BK 
290 45 BK / 78 COLOR  
310 45 BK / 78 COLOR 

 
Photosmart 

100 27 BK / 28 COLOR 
130 57 COLOR 
145 57 COLOR 
230 57 COLOR 
245 57 COLOR 
7150 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7260 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
1000 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1100 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1215 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1218 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1315 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
7350 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7450 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7550 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7660 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7760 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
7960 56 BK / 57 COLOR 

PSC 
500 15 BK / 23 COLOR 
700 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
720 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
750 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
750XI 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
900 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
950 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
952 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
1100 56 BK / 57 COLOR / 28 COLOR 
1210 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
1215 56 BK / 27 BK / 57 COLOR / 28 COLOR 
1315 56 BK / 27 BK / 57 COLOR / 28 COLOR 
1350 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2110 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2171 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2175 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
hewlett-packard 

 
PSC 

2179 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2210 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2410 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
2510 56 BK / 57 COLOR 

 
 

Fax 
 

910 29 BK 
920 29 BK 
1220 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1220XI 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
1230 15 BK / 78 COLOR 

 
 

OfficeJet-OfficeJet Multifonction-OfficeJet PRO 
500 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
520 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
570 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
580 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
590 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
600 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
610 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
635 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
710 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
710C 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
720 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
720 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
725 29 BK / 49 COLOR 
1100 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
1150C 45 BK / 41 COLOR 
1150CSE 45 BK   
1170C 45 BK / /23 COLOR 
1170CSE 45 BK 
1170CXI 45 BK 
1175C 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
1175CSE 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
1175CXI 45 BK / 23 COLOR 
4105 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
4110 56 BK / 28 COLOR 
4110XI 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
4215 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
4255 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5105 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
5110 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
5110V 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
5110XI 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
5500 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5505 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5510 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
5515 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
6110 56 BK / 57 COLOR 
G55 G55 
G55XI 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
hewlett-packard 

 
G85 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
G85XI 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
G95 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
K60 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
K90XI 45 BK / 78 COLOR 
V30 78 COLOR 
V40 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
V40XI 15 BK / 78 COLOR 
V45 15 BK / 78 COLOR 

 
 

DesignJet 
 

700 45 BK 
750C 45 BK 
755CM 45 BK 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
Epson 

 
Stylus CX Multi-Fonctions 

 
CX3100  
CX3200  

 
Stylus C 

 
C20  
C20SX T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
C20UX T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
C40  
C40SX T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
C40UX T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
C46  
C60 T028401 BK , T029401 

 
 

Stylus Color 
 

400 S020093 BK , S020089 COLOR , S020187 BK 
440 S020191 COLOR 
440TV  
460 S020187 BK , S020191 COLOR 
480 T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
480SX  
480SXU T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
500 S020093 BK 
580 T013401 BK , T014401 COLOR 
600 S020093 BK , S020089 COLOR 
640 S020187 BK , S020191 COLOR 
660 S020187 BK , S020191 COLOR 
670 S020187 BK , S020191 COLOR 
680 T017401 BK , T018401 COLOR 
740 S020189 BK , S020191 COLOR 
760 S020189 BK , S020191 COLOR 
800 S020108 BK , S020089 COLOR 
850 S020108 BK, S020089 COLOR 
860 S020189 BK , S020191 COLOR 
880 T019401 BK , T020401 

 
 

Stylus Photo 
 

700 S020093 BK 
750 S020187 BK , S020193 COLOR 
830 T026401 BK , T027401 COLOR 
830U T026401 BK , T027401 COLOR 
925 T026401 BK , T027401 COLOR 
935 T026401 BK , T027401 COLOR 
EX S020093 BK 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
Epson 

 
 

Stylus Scan 
 

2000 S020189 BK , 
2500 S020189 BK , 

 

Lexmark 
COLOR JET PRINTER 1000 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
1020 , 1020 BUSINESS EDITION 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
1070 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
1100 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
2030 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
2050 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
2055 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
3000 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
3100 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
3100 1380490 BK , 1380491C , 1380492M , 1380493Y 
4079 PLUS , IBM4079 PLUS 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
5700 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
5770 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
7000 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
7200 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
7200V 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
COLOR JET 1100 CSE 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
EXECJET 4076 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
II 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
MEDLEY 4C COLOR 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
4SX COLOR 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
4X 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
OPTRA COLOR 40 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
40N 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
45 , 45N ,45 N SOLARIS 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
OTHER F4270 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
I3 1380490 BK   
IBM4079 1380490 BK   
MONO E232 12A8400 BK 
MONO E232 12A8400 BK 
12A8400 BK 13400HC BK   
WINWRITER150C 13619HC BK , 13400HC COLOR 
P SERIES P122 PHOTOJET PRINTER 15M0120 COLOR 
15M0120 COLOR 17G0050 BK , 15M0120COLOR 
P315 18C0035 COLOR 
P3150 PRIN TRIO PHOTO 17G0050 BK , 15M0120COLOR 
P4350 18C0034 BK , 18C0035 COLOR 
P6200 18C0032 BK , 18C0034 BK , 18C0031 PHOTOCOLOR , 18C0033 COLOR , 18C0035 

COLOR 
18C0032 BK , 18C0034 BK , 18C0031 PHOTOCOLOR , 
18C0033 COLOR , 18C0035 COLOR 

18C0034 BK , 18C0035 COLOR 

P700 17G0050BK , 15 M 0120 COLOR 
P704 17G0050BK , 15M 0120 COLOR 
P706 17G0050BK , 15M 0120 COLOR , 12A190 PHOTO COLOR 
P707 17G0050BK , 15M 0120 COLOR 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
Lexmark 

P915 18C0034 BK , 18C 0035 COLOR 
PHOTO JET PRINTER 5770 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
X SERIES  X 1100 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1130 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1140 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1150 PRINT TRIO 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1155 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1170 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1180 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1185 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 1190 ALL IN ONE 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 125 X 125 
X 125 ALL IN ONE 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
COLOR JET PRINTER 1000 13400HC BK , 13619HC COLOR 
X 2230 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 2250 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 2350 18C0781      4COLOR 
X 3350 18C0032 BK , 18C0033 COLOR 
X 4250 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 4270 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 5100 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 5150 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 5190 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 5200 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 5250 , X 5270 18C0034 BK , 18C0035 COLOR 
X 5260 18C0032 BK , 18C0034 BK , 18C0031 PHOTOCOLOR , 18C0033 COLOR , 18C0035 COLOR 
X 6100 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 6150 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 6170 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 6190 PRO 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 63 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 63 ALL IN ONE 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 65 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
X 7170 18C0034 BK , 18C0035 COLOR 
X 73 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 73 ALL IN ONE X 73 ALL IN ONE 
X 74 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 75 PRIN TRIO ,  X 75 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
X 83 ALL IN ONE 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
X 85 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z SERIES  Z11 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 11 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 12 17G0050 BK , 17G0060 COLOR 
Z 13 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 22 17G0050 BK , 17G0060 COLOR 
Z 23 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 23E 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 24 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 25 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 25L Z 25L 
Z 31 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 17G0050 BK , 17G0060 COLOR 
Z 33 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 34 Z 34 
Z 35 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 41 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 42 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 43 Z 43 
Z 45 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
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12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 51 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 515 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 52 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 53 Z 53 
Z 54 12A1970 BK , 12A1980 COLOR 
Z 54SE Z 54SE 
Z 55 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
Z 55SE 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
Z 592 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 593 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 594 Z 594 
Z 597 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 600 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 601 0N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 602 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 603 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 605 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 606 10N0016 BK 
Z 607 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 608 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 609 10N0016 BK 
Z 613 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 615 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 18L0032 BK , 18L0042 COLOR 
Z 65N Z 65N 
Z 65P Z 65P 
Z 703 17G0050 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 705 17G0050 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 708 17G0050 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 710 17G0050 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 713 10N0016 BK , 10N0026 COLOR 
Z 715 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 735 18C0781    4COLOR 
Z 815 , Z 816 18C0034 BK , 18C0035 COLOR 
Z 82 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
Z 85 12A1970 BK , 15M0120 COLOR 
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Ink Refill Volume 
Ink volume in ML for Refill  Epson and Canon 

Canon Compatibles 
Model Color Ink ml. Suitable Printer Model 

21BK Black 8 Canon BJC2000/4000/5000/S100SP/S2100SP 
21C C/M/Y 15 Canon BJC2000/4000/5000/S100SP/S2100SP 
24BK Black 8 Canon S200/300/i320 
24C C/M/Y 15 Canon S200/300/i320 
3eBK Black 35 Canon BJC3000/6000/S400/S600/S4500/i550 
3eC Cyan 17 Canon BJC3000/6000/S400/S600/S4500/i550 
3eM Magenta 17 Canon BJC3000/6000/S400/S600/S4500/i550 
3eY Yellow 17 Canon BJC3000/6000/S400/S600/S4500/i550 
6Bk6C,M,Y  17 Canon S9000/S900/S820D/S820/S800/BJC-

8200/i865/i9100/i950/i965/S830D  
6LC,6LM  17 Canon S9000/S900/S820D/S820/S800/BJC-

8200/i865/i9100/i950/i965/S830D  
10B black 9 BJ-30/BJC-50/-70/-80/85/LR1 Printstation  
11B black 3 BJC-50/-80/-85/-85pw 
11C C,M,Y 6 BJC-50/-80/-85/-85pw 

Epson Compatibles 
Model Color Ink ml. Suitable Printer Model 

047 Black 35 Epson Stylus Color II/IIS/200/MJ500C/510/510K/800/850 
049 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus Color 

II/IIS/200/820/1500/MJ510K/850/1500K 
097 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus Color 200/500/MJ500/510/810C/1500 
138 BK/C/M/Y 37 Epson Stylus Color 300 
093 Black 15 Epson Stylus Color 400/500/600/PM200C/Photo 700/710 
108 Black 25 Epson Stylus Color 740/800/850/1520 
089 C/M/Y 36 Epson Stylus Color 400/600/800/850/1520 
110 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 37 Epson Stylus Photo 700/710/EX/EX2 
034 Black 32 Epson Stylus Color 900C/910C/5000C/MJ700V2C/Pro XL 
036 C/M/Y 60 Epson Stylus Pro XL/Color 900C/910C/5000C/MJ700V2C 
187 Black 15 Epson Stylus Color 440/460/640/660/670/740 

Photo 720/750 
189 Black 25 Epson Stylus Color 

740/740i/740TB/760/860/1160/Scan2000 
191 C/M/Y 36 Epson Stylus Color 

440/460/640/660/670/740/740i/740TB/760 
193 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 37 Epson Stylus Photo 720/750/EX3/PM-760C/770C 
T001 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 50 Epson Stylus Photo 1200 
T003 Black 30 Epson Stylus Color 900/900N/980/980N 
T005 C/M/Y 45 Epson Stylus Color 900/900N/980/980N 
T007 Black 16 Epson Stylus Photo 790/870/875DC/890/895/1270/1290 
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Ink Refill Volume 
Ink volume in ML for Refill  Epson and Canon 

Epson Compatibles 
Model Color Ink ml. Suitable Printer Model 

T008 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 45 Epson Stylus Photo 790/870/875DC/890/895/PM800C 
T009 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 66 Epson Stylus Photo 1270/1280/1290/PM3300C 
T013 Black 15 Epson Stylus Color 480/580/C20/C40 
T014 C/M/Y 36 Epson Stylus Color 480/580/C20/C40 
T015 Black 16 Epson Stylus Photo 2000P 
T016 C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 66 Epson Stylus Photo 2000P 
T017 Black 20 Epson Stylus Color 680/685/777/777i 
T018 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus Color 680/685/777/777i 
T019 Black 25 Epson Stylus Color 880/880i 
T020 C/M/Y 36 Epson Stylus Color 880/880i 
T026 Black 16 Epson Stylus Photo 810/C50/PM810 
T027  C/M/Y/L.C/L.M 45 Epson Stylus Photo 810/PM810 
T028 Black 20 Epson Stylus C60/C61 
T029 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus C50/C60/C61 
T036 Black 13 Epson Stylus C42UX/C42SX 
T037  C/M/Y 36 Epson Stylus C42UX/C42SX 
T038 Black 20 Epson Stylus C41UX/C41SX 
T039 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus C41UX/C41SX 
T040 Black 20 Epson Stylus C62 
T041 C/M/Y 39 Epson Stylus C62 
T0321 Black 23 Epson Stylus 

C70/C80/C80N/C80WN/C82/C82N/C82WN/CX5100/CX52
00/CX5 

T0322~324 C,M,Y 10 Epson Stylus C70/C80/C80N/C80WN 
T0461 Black 17 Epson Stylus C63/C83 
T0472~474 C,M,Y 17 Epson Stylus C63/C83 
T0441~444 Bk,C,M,Y 17 Epson Stylus C64/C84/CX6400/C84N/C84WN 
T0491~496 Bk,C,M,Y,LC,LM 17 Epson Stylus Photo RX510/R310/R210 
T0481~486 Bk,C,M,Y,LC,LM 17 Epson Stylus Photo RX500/RX600/R300/R300M/R200 
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Weight of ink jet remanufactured empty and refill 
Note/ refill in ml is only suggestion, is ideal for no have leakage after packing 

 

Color  Black Refill  ML Empty GRS Refill GRS Clips  Bag 
GRS 

Clip  Bag  Box
GRS 

Hp 51645 A 42  ml 65 107 129 145 

Hpc 6615 D 42  ml 65 107 145 145 

Hpc 6614 D 36  ml 20 56 66 78 

Hpc 8727 10  ml 28 38 43 48 

Hpc 6656 A 16  ml 28 45 50 55 

BC 01 or 02 20  ml 30 50 55 66 

BX-2 or BX-3 20  ml 33 54 56 66 

BC -03 20  ml 23 43 46 58 

BC-02 22  ml 34 56 65 77 

Hp 51626 A 36  ml 20 56 66 78 

Hp 51629 /14 A 36  ml 20 56 66 78 

Lex 12 A 1970 20  ml 32 52 68 85 

Lex 12 A 1975 20  ml 32 52 68 85 

Lex 13400 hc 20  ml 32 52 68 85 

Lex 17G 0050 20  ml 32 52 68 85 

Lex 10N 0016 14  ml 17 31 41 55 

Lex 10N 0017 9  ml 17 26 38 50 

Olivetti JP 150 15  ml 24 39 49 62 

Lex 82 12  ml 20 32 44 56 

Hp 94 11  ml 23 34 39 44 

Hp 96 21  ml 28 49 54 59 

HP 21/92 5  ml 28 33 38 47 

CANON pg  40 6  ml 25 41 46 55 

LEX 32/34 9  ml 20 29 34 43 

Hpc 6578 A 38  ml 96 134 159 172 
Hpc 6578 D 25  ml 96 121 146 159 
Hpc 6625 A 25  ml 96 121 146 159 

Hpc 1823 D 25  ml 96 121 146 159 

Hp 51641 25  ml 96 121 146 159 

Hpc 51649 A 15  ml 32 47 55 67 
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Weight of ink jet remanufactured empty and 
refill 

Note/ refill in ml is only suggestion, is ideal for no have leakage after packing 
 

Color  Black Refill  ML Empty GRS Refill GRS Clips  Bag 
GRS 

Clip  Bag  Box 
GRS 

Hpc 51625 A 15  ml 32 47 55 67 
Hp 8728 8  ml 33 40 45 63 

Hp  6657/58 12  ml 33 45 50 59 
 

Bc-05 15  ml 37 52 55 65 

Lex 17 G 0060 15  ml 38 53 70 81 

Lex 12 A 1980 15  ml 38 53 70 82 

Lex 12 A 1980 15  ml 38 53 70 82 

Lex 15 M 0120 15  ml 38 53 70 82 

Lex 10 N0026 8  ml 19 27 38 50 

Lex 10 N0027 6  ml 19 25 36 48 

Lex 83 15  ml 28 43 54 66 

Hp 95 7  ml 28 35 39 48 

Hp 97 14  ml 28 42 47 56 
HP 22/93 6  ml 33 39 44 52 

CANON pg 41 12  ml 25 37 42 50 

LEX 35/33 9  ml 28 37 42 51 

LEX 1 8  ml 30 37 42 51 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
 

CANON 
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PRINTER  COMPATIBILITY 
 

CANON 
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Troubles and Troubleshooting print test 
 
Why nothing can be printed after the installation of a new cartridge, even after 
several times of cleaning procedure? 
 
Reason and solution  
 

1) You have not removed the label on the air hole according to the Instruction 
on the cartridge. First please take out the cartridge. If the printer is of Epson 
brand, press the button indicating reeling paper until the printer head reach to 
the place where the printer head can be changed. To other printers, press the 
button of ¡°moving out the printer head¡± or the printer head can automatic 
move out. Secondly please remove the label to fill the top of the cartridge 
with air. Third please reload the cartridge into the printer and run the 
cleaning procedure several times.  

  
2) The printer head is seriously jammed. If you are sure the printer head goes 

smooth before installing a new cartridge or nothing is wrong after replace 
the new cartridge, the printing problem may result from the quality of the 
new cartridge. Then please return the cartridge to the seller. Or the problem 
may be due to the jam in the printer head. Then please have your printer 
repaired.  

 
          Why does no inkappear on the screen after the installation of a new  
           cartridge? 
  

Reason and solution  
 
1) The cartridge is not installed well in the printer. Then please reload your 

cartridge.  
2) If your printer is EPSONSTYLUS COLOR660/850 OR EPSON STYLUS 

1000, the trouble may be caused by the loose contact which results from the 
aging of the bouncy sheet metal in the printer head, so the printer can not 
receive any message about the installation of a new cartridge. Please push 
the sheet metal up a little with screw to make sure the cartridge have 
touched the sheet metal. If the trouble still occurs, please have your printer 
repaired.  
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Refill color problem 
Color Cartridge Recycling’s #1 Enemy: 

        
Winning   the   war on  quality  color  inkjet  cartridge  recycling  is  becoming  
increasingly  difficult   and  more  expensive for a variety of  reasons.  Quality  
recycled  color  cartridges  are  rare.  Out  of  either  ignorance  or  trading  off  
quality for profit, many recyclers and used cartridge  brokers   are contributing  
to  the erosion  of quality in an industry that is desperately  in  need of a  boost.   
The  industry  is   being  terrorized by  loose nozzle plates.Perhaps more than it  
knows. Often  misdiagnosed,  loose nozzle plates can cause every type of print  
defect  and  cartridge  failure. Loose nozzle plates  contribute  more  to popular 
color cartridge  failures  than  any  other single  reason. We  must  collectively  
declare  war on this problem or else our industry will suffer as the result of the  
continuing   quality  erosion.  Know Your  Enemy  the  largest  color cartridge 
demand  is  currently  HP’s  C1823 and C6578 cartridges. This discussion will 
center  primarily  on  the  loose  nozzle  plate  problem  as  it  relates  to  these  
cartridges.The  loose  nozzle  plate  problem exists on other popular  HP color  
cartridges  (51625,51649,51641 and  the C6625).Loose  nozzle plates can also 
be  seen  on  black cartridges as well as other brands. HP color cartridges have 
a  single  nozzle  plate  with  three   banks  of  nozzles  for  cyan, magenta and  
yellow. The  nozzle  plate  is  bonded  to the  silicon  chip.   The  chip  acts  as   
plumbing  for  the  ink  and   has circuitry to  fire  individual  pixel  drops. The  
degradation of   the  bond between  the chip and the nozzle plate can cause the  
nozzle  plate  to fall off, or  even worse,  it can just become loose. At least if it  
is  missing, you  know  for sure  that  the  cartridge  is  bad.  Quality  recycled  
cartridges start with quality virgin empties.   A problem  facing  large  volume 
recyclers  is  the  acquisition  of  quality  empties.    What  is  a quality empty?  
Brokers  claim  to  inspect  the  empties  but  their  results are still plagued with  
Many  problems such  as; electrical  failures,  mechanical  damage,  non-virgins,  
cross  color  and  missing  nozzle  plates. Loose  nozzle  plates  are not currently  
sorted  by  brokers,  however  many  recyclers  are  already  sorting loose nozzle  
plates  prior  to production.The  nozzle  plate  bond  is  extremely  strong  and if 
uncompromised can yield an excellent recycled cartridge.It is almost impossible 
to remove the nozzle plate on a new cartridge and is similarly difficult on a used 
one  that has not been compromised. When the nozzle plate has become even the  
tiniest bit loose, it can cause print quality flaws and it will continue to degrade 
rather quickly. A “solid” nozzle plate on a used cartridge will remain in tact 
during its next life. 
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Refill color problem 

 
The loose nozzle plate can be sorted at the risk of removing, deforming or denting 
the nozzle plate. If the nozzle plate is damaged during sorting, you would think that 
it  would  be  more difficult to resell  this cartridge to brokers. More often than not, 
the  cartridge  that  has  been sorted  for  a loose nozzle plate can be sold as a virgin 
empty even  though  it  is  often  easily  identified.  Knowingly selling the rejects is  
unfair,   immoral  and  is  unfortunately  the  industry  standard. The used  cartridge 
market  is  flooded  with  cartridges  previously  sorted  for  loose  nozzle  plates. 
Recently  my company found that a specific lot of  cartridges, purchased from a 
reputable  broker, had 95% loose nozzle plates.Fortunately, this broker took back 
these  cartridges  and  I  can  only  hope, did not pass them on to the next recycler.  
If  a  recycler  adds  "loose nozzle plate sorting"  to their recycling  processes, 
assuming the rest of their process is sound, their production can increase to 80% 
or better with returns from customers that are 10% or less. However, over time the 
used cartridge market is being hit with a one - two punch. The empty supply is 
becoming increasingly contaminated with the cartridges that have been sorted for 
loose nozzle  plates and time continues to erode the others. This means that the  
recycler has a dilemma - either resell his rejected empties, which is fundamentally 
wrong, or throw them away. If they are thrown away, it is not possible to make a 
profit on the HP C1823 and it is becoming increasingly difficult to make a profit 
on HP 6578s. A recycler can expect up to 100% loose nozzle plates when buying a 
quantity of HP C1823s from a broker. Although often missed or ignored at 
production, the obvious loose nozzle plate appears warped when light is reflected 
off of the nozzle plate’s surface (See Figure 1). If this visual inspection alone is 
used, a good  portion of the cartridges can be weeded out before build, thus  
increasing quality, saving time and ink and reducing return rates.However, the  
obvious loose nozzle plate is not the biggest problem, it is the more subtle loss of 
nozzle plate bond integrity that is difficult to detect. The subtly loose nozzle plate 
bond may appear to have some strength and may even pass the print test, but don’t 
be fooled, the loose nozzle plate is a ticking time bomb set to go off at customer  
install.  The perpetrator of the loose nozzle plate is heat and its accomplice is  
the ink.  The heat generated when firing a drop of ink is relatively high. A cartridge 
is designed to remove the heat away from the nozzle area. When the heat builds up, 
the cartridge can be damaged. 
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Refill color problem 
 
Such is the case of an HP cartridge when it runs out of ink. HP cartridges take 
advantage of the ejected ink as the means to remove heat. Under normal  
conditions, the majority of the heat generated in firing the ink drop is  removed  
from  the  cartridge  with  the  ejected  ink  drop. The remaining  heat 
is absorbed into the cartridge and dispersed. HP’s DeskJet cartridges do  not require 
an active metallic heat sink like Canon’s aluminium or Xerox’s zinc heat sinks. 
When HP cartridges run out of ink, there is no place for the heat to go if the 
cartridge attempts to print. The heat  builds up and the cartridge can be damaged 
depending upon how long the cartridge prints before it is noticed that the ink has 
run out. An evaluation of a large number of empty cartridges shows that cyan is 
printed, on average, more than the magenta or yellow. Is it a  coincidence that a 
nozzle plate will also be loose, on average, more on the cyan side of the nozzle 
plate? Absolutely not.  The business end of  the cartridge is comprised of silicon, 
adhesive and a metallic nozzle plate. When the temperature of this area increases, 
the component’s differing coefficients of thermal expansion cause the materials to 
be under increasing shear stresses. If the cartridge continues to print when the ink is 
depleted, the nozzle plate’s temperature rises significantly. Such is the case when a 
cartridge  runs  out  of  ink  during  the  first  print. The cartridge temperature will 
elevate  as  the  remaining  pages  are  printed  and  the  nozzle  plate will begin to 
delaminate from the adhesive layer due to thermal shear.The ink alone, over time, 
will hardly attack the nozzle plate’s glue bond because only around 0.00005 square 
inches of glue bond is exposed  to the ink for a given color. When the nozzle plate 
bond is compromised, the surface area of the glue exposed to the ink is more like 
0.05  square  inches  and  the glue bond is relatively exponentially attacked by the  
ink. After  the cartridge  is empty,  the cartridge  may sit for months before being 
collected  and  sits  for  months as  it is stored or circulated among recyclers and 
brokers.  Some  people  believe  that  HP  has  designed  their  cartridges to self  
destruct in this manner. I think that HP is not unhappy with the loose nozzle plate 
problem, as fewer cartridges can be recycled and therefore more new HP cartridges 
can be sold. I believe that this failure is  unintentional. Having designed a few 
cartridges I can safely say that designing component compatibility in an ink jet 
cartridge is a tricky thing. Designing a cartridge to fail at will, due to material  
incompatibilities, is risky.  
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Refill color problem 
 

A cartridge with even a slightly loose nozzle plate exhibits defects  such as 
streaking, small drop size, misdirected jets, poor page yield, erratic printing, cross 
color or missing color. If a quantity of   properly recycled cartridges has not been 
previously sorted for loose  nozzle plates, any failure will almost certainly be due to 
the loose  nozzle plate. The loose nozzle plate is often misdiagnosed as some other 
defect. Often a recycled color cartridge will print perfect upon  install until the next 
day when the colors are mixed. After about two pages of printing, the cross color 
can disappear.  The next day, the  cross color is back. In this case, the bond under 
the nozzle plate has deteriorated and no longer separates the colors. Ink will slowly 
migrate  into the wrong ink plenum and is cleared when the cartridge is printed  
as long as the cartridge is not allowed to sit for too long. A similar defect is where 
the cartridge will print fine at the production line and it will print at install, but will 
stop printing a  few days later. More often than not, a loose nozzle plate is the  
culprit.  The nozzle’s capillary action holds the cartridge in its prime state. The ink 
prime can be lost due to the nozzle plate bond breach which allows an air path to 
negate the nozzle’s capillarity. A vacuum re-prime will only temporarily fix the 
problem. A loose nozzle plate is similar to the skin of a drum. When the skin of  
a drum is loose and struck with a drum stick, the energy from the drum  stick is 
absorbed by the skin and the drum stick’s energy is absorbed  and will not rebound.  
Similarly a loose nozzle plate will absorb the  energy of the drop’s potential 
because of the increased nozzle plate deflection (like a loose drum skin) absorbs the 
trajectory energy.  A  partially delaminated nozzle plate can also provide an 
alternate path   for ink to flow allowing the ink to be diverted under the nozzle plate  
instead of through the nozzles. This problem results in uniform small      drop size 
of one or more colors on the print. This problem also accounts   for most incidents 
of streaking. Priming the cartridge may “fill” the  gaps under the nozzle plate with 
ink, masking the problem until it is often found by the customer.A loose nozzle 
plate also accounts for at least half of the cross color cartridges. This means that if 
you have a process to deal with cross   colors, half of the foam that is fixed via 
some production method, will have a loose nozzle plate exhibiting cross color or 
some other future  problem.  Allowing a cartridge with a loose nozzle plate to reach 
the customer is similar to selling them a used car with a coat hanger  holding on the 
rear axle. Absence of nozzle tape on a recycled cartridge  is further evidence that a 
recycler does not have loose nozzle plates  under control. Instead they use only a 
clip without nozzle tape.  
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Refill color problem 
 
They  may claim to be saving a couple cents in tape but the real reason they don’t 
use tape is that it stresses, and often removes, the loose nozzle  plate (not a bad 
production sorting method). Recently I bought several cartridges from a well 
known recycler from a large retail outlet. This   brand apparently used several 
recycling suppliers. Some of their cartridges had nozzle tape and some did not. I 
was not surprised when I  found that there were more failures in the cartridges 
without tape. Delicately handling these cartridges is not the answer. Nozzle plates 
must be dealt with directly. Obviously loose nozzle plates are not a problem for HP 
because the cartridge is designed for a single use and nozzle plate  problems occur 
only at the end of the cartridge’s first life. Often customers will notice right away 
that a color is empty and will replace  the cartridge. If the customer removes this 
cartridge as soon as one  color has run out, the nozzle plate will likely be intact.  
This cartridge is preferred by recyclers, but sorting through the mess of empties to 
find good cartridges seems to be the biggest offensive in the recycling war.  Once 
the good cartridges are identified, the remaining causalities should be disposed of 
but are more likely passed on to the next broker or recycler. The typical brokered 
cartridge lot is peppered with these rejected cartridges. For example, if you collect 
recently printed, true virgin HP6578 cartridges, you can expect around 15-30% of 
these cartridges to have loose nozzle plates, 2-5% will have cross color and another 
5% will have various other defects. A typical brokered lot is much different. It         
is difficult for well intentioned brokers to avoid rejected cartridges. A disturbing 
trend lately is that the price for brokered cartridges is increasing while their quality 
is dropping. Recyclers and brokers are equally at fault because the temptation to 
sell their rejects is too great. Up to 80% of loose nozzle plates can be sorted by 
hand. Many recyclers are doing this and perhaps they don’t want you to know 
about it. Sorting  for loose nozzle plates often leaves behind telltale signs that 
brokers and recyclers can identify.So, what to do? I believe the industry can adopt 
new standards for used inkjet cartridges. Technically, cartridges that are rejected 
for loose nozzle plates are still virgins, but we need a new category for brokers and 
recyclers: Certified, Virgin, Unsorted Cartridges.Also, with an  agreement between 
the recycler and the broker, a recycler can sample cartridges from a lot of brokered 
cartridges before committing to recycle them. If they use the sorting method 
outlined in this article, a recycler can determine if the lot is worth keeping.  If the 
recycler randomly  samples 100 out of a lot of 1000 cartridges, it can reasonably 
determined if the lot is worth keeping. If the percentage of loose  nozzle plates is 
too high, the lot can be rejected. 
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Refill color problem 
 
How to manually sort for loose nozzle plates on the HP 41, 23, 25 and 78 style 
cartridges:   
1) Rinse and allow the nozzle plate to dry and reflect light off of it. A compromised 
glue bond will cause slight nozzle plate warps that cause it to appear slightly wavy. 
Although Figure 1 shows one pattern of nozzle plate warping, other patterns (or no 
pattern at all) can also be evident. I was once told that the Secret Service teaches its 
agents that  the best way to identify forged currency is to study the real thing.      
Look at a new nozzle plate and you will never see the wavy patterns that  are 
evident in a cartridge that has a loose nozzle plate. 
2) The HP C1823 style cartridges have glue near the nozzle plate (see  figure 2A) 
which has nothing to do with the nozzle plate. This glue encapsulates the gold tab 
bonds that connect the circuit board to the   silicon chip. On the cyan side of the 
nozzle plate, that is 90 degrees to this glue, the nozzle plate ends and there is a 
small ledge of  silicon below it (see figure 2B). If you attempt to push a small blunt  
needle into the nozzle plate at the silicon / nozzle plate interface, the bad nozzle 
plate will deflect. Figure 2 shows an extreme example of a loose nozzle plate but if 
this is done under a magnifying light, it is easy to see the nozzle plate deflect. If the 
plate does not deflect you  should repeat the process opposite this edge, near the 
yellow nozzles.An intact nozzle plate will not budge. However, if not careful, this         
method can damage the nozzle plate if the needle slips. If pushed too  hard, the 
nozzle plate will permanently bend. When the needle slips, the tip will dent the 
weakest portion of the nozzle plate which is directly  between the two rows of 
nozzle banks of a given color (see figure 2C). Some recyclers also use a tip that 
looks more like a screwdriver blade. How to detect if a cartridge lot has previously 
rejected cartridges due to loose nozzle plates: If pushed too hard, the needle slips, 
scratching  and/or causing small uniform indents on top of the nozzle plate.         
Sometimes the nozzle plate will detach. Sometimes it will bend or crease  50% 
between the cyan/magenta or yellow/magenta nozzle banks.  Sometimes the edge 
of the nozzle plate will have a small tear. Most of the time you can’t tell that a 
cartridge has been sorted for a loose nozzle  plate.  Sorting for loose nozzle plates is 
legitimate. What happens after they are sorted often is not. Start with the following 
suggestions: 
1) Look for one or more small indents between the two rows of nozzles  for an 
individual color (a mark occurs here because this is where the nozzle plate skin is 
weakest). Often there will be such an indent between all three nozzle pairs as the 
needle skims across the nozzle  plate.  
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       Refill color problem 
 

 2) Look for a  bend or crease that runs parallel to the nozzle banks  
 3) Look for slight dents at the edge of the nozzle plate / silicon  
     interface   
4) Look for nozzle plate warping when light is reflected off of a clean 
    nozzle plate.  
What else can be done?  
With good intentions, some companies are attempting to reinforce the nozzle plate 
bond. Reinforcement will only reduce the number of nozzle plates from flying onto 
the floor when subjected to aggressive cleaning  processes, but current inforcement 
techniques  do  not  address   the  problem  head  on. Loose  nozzle plates must be 
recognized and brought under  control by the industry. Knowledge may allow the 
industry to self  correct. Recyclers can stop  selling their rejects back to brokers.  
Brokers can purchase only from reliable sources. Brokers can sort for  loose nozzle 
plates and sell only the good ones.  Brokers and recyclers can look for the telltale 
signs of sorting and can refuse to purchase  and pass along such cartridges. Other 
tips: 
1) Recyclers can make arrangements with brokers, where a few boxes of used 
cartridges will be opened and inspected when received. If they are identified as 
previously sorted, the broker will take them back. 
  
2) A recycler is advantaged if it has its own collection program. This is difficult to 
achieve and takes time but the benefits are obvious. 
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	REFILLING METHOD  FOR  INK JET   CARTRIDGES    
	In this case you must have a minimum of one vacuum universal machine and many hand tools. 
	How  Inkjet Printers Work? 
	 
	 
	How  Inkjet Printers Work? 
	 
	 
	Réservoir  Type Cartdrige 
	 
	All In One Disposable Print Head Type: 
	Using nozzle cleaning fluids 
	General Introduction (all brands) 
	  
	CANON/EPSON generality  
	Canon BCI-3BK CMY 
	Canon BC-60 61 62 
	Epson TOO Series  

	General Introduction (all brands) 
	Epson 3000 – 9000 printer cartridges 

	General Introduction (all brands) 
	An Introduction to Inkjet Refilling, Continued 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	All in One disposable print head type 
	 
	 
	 
	Ink  Difference 




	What is the difference between standard dye-based ink and pigmented ink? 
	1. Water Resistance 
	2. Fade Resistance 
	Ink  Difference 

	3. Print Quality 
	4. Price 
	5. Usability 
	 
	Empty criteria inspection 
	Good Refill/Good Empty/ bad empty /bad result 
	FRESH EMPTY = GOOD REFILL 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Empty criteria inspection 
	 
	Empty criteria inspection 
	Em 
	Empty criteria inspection 
	 
	Empty criteria inspection 

	1) Introduction to refilling Canon cartridges  
	BC-01 - enlarge the vent hole sufficiently to allow the needle to enter the cartridge.  
	BC-02 - drill a 2mm hole at the same location - see image. 
	Fill the syringe with about 15ml of ink. Insert the needle fully through the hole and SLOWLY inject the ink into the sponge. Insert and withdraw the needle at different angles to expose the entire sponge to the ink.  
	Refit into printer and run a few 'clean cycles' as per handbook. 
	  
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	BC-05  Cartridge:  Fill  using  the  same  method as for the black cartridge as seen above. Each colour chamber will accept no more than 5mm of ink. Clean the refill kit between colour changes by rinsing under running water.  
	  
	General Tips  
	refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
	 
	Canon 4000 series 
	  
	Smaller BCI-21 cartridges need to have the cap removed first -see photo- the top can be levered off using a screwdriver. This will expose the fill hole (which may need to be slightly enlarged to accept the fill needle). 
	Inject the Black BCI-21 cartridge with about 4 ml of ink. (Use about 30 ml for the BC-20 cartridge.) The colour cartridge has three vent holes, one for each colour. Refill each chamber with the correct colour, approximately 2ml per chamber, rinsing the refill kit under running water between colour changes. 
	Important:  Refill  the cartridges  slowly  to avoid  introducing air which will interfere  with  the  flow of  ink when printing. Avoid overfilling – the  BCI-21 cartridges  hold  a very tiny quantity of ink. Be sure to remove and re-insert the needle a few times to expose the entire sponge to the ink. Re-fit the cartridges 
	and run the printer clean cycle a few times.  
	Common fault: When refilling the colour cartridge cross-contamination of colours may occur as the cartridge outlets are close together. This can result in the 
	wrong colours appearing when use. To correct the problem, introduce further ink to 
	 
	the contaminated chamber(s) to force the contaminated ink out (i.e. the ink coming out should be the same colour as the ink you are putting in!).  
	Tips: The printhead has a tendency to dry out, particularly if you use the printer in a centrally heated environment. Use regularly to avoid this as the printhead is expensive to replace. 
	 
	General Tips - refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
	 
	Canon 3000 series 
	 Remove the cartridge from the printer and use the original orange exit port covers to cover the exit port on the cartridge being filled. Apply a piece of tape to hold the exit port cover in place. Remove the top label. Use a suitable implement to slightly widen the Sponge Fill Hole and to create a tank fill hole in the circular area next to the arrow located at the back area on top of the cartridge. Draw ink of the correct colour into the syringe and fill the Tank area through the Tank Fill Hole.  
	After filling the tank, seal with hot glue (ideally) or waterproof tape. Use the sponge fill hole to apply additional ink into the sponge area.  
	DO not over fill. DO NOT seal the sponge fill hole as this acts as a vent when the cartridge is in use.  
	Please feel free to print out these instructions for reference. 
	Introduction to refilling Lexmark cartridges  
	Use our inks to refill the following Lexmark, Samsung, Kodak & Compaq inkjet cartridges 
	Lexmark:  
	Z11, Z12, Z13, Z22, Z23e, Z24, Z31, Z32, Z25, Z25l, Z33, Z34, Z35, Z42, Z43, Z45, Z51, Z52, Z53, Z54, Z54se, Z55, Z55se, Z65, Z65n, A10 X125, i3, A10 X63, X70, X73, A10 X74, X75, X80, X84, X85, Jetprinter 1000, 1020, 1100, 2030, 2050, 2055, 2070, 3000, Execjet lic, Winwriter 150c, Medlay 4c, 4x, 4sx, 3200, 5000, 5700, 5770, 7000, 7200, 7200 V, OptraColor 40 & 45, Execjet II, Winwriter 100  
	Samsung:  
	Smartjet, SF4500 Series, Msys4700, Msys4800, MJ4500C, SF3150, SF4700 Series, SCX1000 Series, SCX1100, SCX1150, SF4300, SCX1050F, SF4750C, SF3100P, SF4100, SF4120, SF4200, SF4220, SF3000, SF3000T, SF3100, SF3100P, SF3100T, SF3200, SF4000, SF4020, SF3000, SF3000T, SF3100, SF3100P, SF3100T, SF3200, S4000, SF4020, SF4120, SF4200, SF4200  
	Kodak:   Personal Picture Maker PM100  
	 
	Compaq: 
	 IJ650 Series, A900, C3-1000, IJ300, IJ700, IJ750, IJ900, A1000, A1500, A3000, A4000, IJ1200, 1400P, IJ600, IJ200  
	General tips: 
	All Lexmark cartridges are incredibly simple to refill but very difficult in good print test result, therefore saving you a small fortune in the cost of printing in addition to the convenience of always having a refill to hand. Typical refill costs would be around 0,50$ per cartridge depending on quantity of ink purchased. 
	 All cartridges illustrated are refilled in the same manner, and no special tools are needed other than a refill syringe and needle which InkjetUK supply FREE with each order for ink. Refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. The refilled cartridge will then print without problems and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
	 
	 
	 
	If you let the cartridge runs dry the print head may become damaged. Some cartridges have sensors at the back of the cartridge - handle them with care. If refilling tri-colour or photo cartridges you will need to rinse the needle and syringe thoroughly under cold running water between colour changes. 
	 
	  
	  
	Slowly inject up to 5ml. of ink until the sponge is saturated. Note that the normal colour of the sponge inside is white. In order to prevent overfilling the cartridge do not change the colour of the sponge at the surface. It should remain white, if not you are over filling. When the ink shows at the surface the cartridge is full. Rinse the syringe between colour changes. 
	 Lexmark photo cartridges 
	                                 
	                                                          
	                                       
	                                        
	 
	 
	 
	The photo cartridge is filled the same manner as the regular colour cartridge using additional photo inks, pale cyan and pale magenta. 
	Remove the plastic cap by carefully prying it off with a large bladed screwdriver. It is lightly glued in place. Avoid damaging the sensors at the back of the cartridge when handling the cartridge. Fill the syringe with around 5ml of the required colour of ink and push as far down as possible into the cartridge.  
	 You will feel a slight pressure as the cartridge contains a sponge. Note that the sponge inside is white. In order to prevent overfilling the cartridge do not change the colour of the sponge at the surface. It should remain white, if not you are over filling. When the ink shows at the surface the cartridge is full. Rinse the syringe between colour changes under cold running water. 
	 
	New desigh Lexmark cartridges 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Color cartridge  
	7. Refit the cartridge to the printer and run a few cleaning cycles as per printer  
	    instructions.  
	General Tips 
	refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. Ensuring a continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills. 
	 
	Introduction to refilling Epson cartridges  
	Please note: if the cartridge has a micro-chip, or 'Intellidge'™ chip, you will need to purchase our universal Epson chip resetter in order to reset the chip to full 
	  
	Getting started:  
	1. Before refilling,  there are two methods of treating the outlet hole(s)  
	while refilling: You may seal the outlet hole(s) in the base of the cartridge with adhesive tape. You will need to ensure the outlet is clean and dry for the tape to seal. You can then either remove the tape and wipe clean the outlet hole after refilling, or insert the cartridge with the tape still fitted. The tape is punctured when the cartridge is fitted to the machine 
	An alternative method that many experienced refillers prefer is not to tape up the outlet hole(s) at all. This tends to lessen the chance of producing an airlock in the cartridge, which is the main problem when refilling.  If you refill without covering the outlet hole, we suggest you press the outlet hole(s) against a damp cloth while refilling. This will eliminate mess, reduce leakage while refilling, and avoid cross-contamination when filling colour cartridges, i.e. where one colour bleeds into the outlet hole of another After filling, wipe the outlet hole and while watching out for drips refit to printer and run a clean cycle 
	2. To begin refilling: Assemble the syringe and filling needle and fill the syringe with the appropriate colour ink.  Remember, Epson cartridges hold a very small quantity of ink, typically 17ml or so for the black cartridge and 8ml or so per chamber for the colour/photo cartridges 
	4. There is no need to seal the refill holes as there are already breather holes situated on the top of the cartridge without which the cartridge would not feed ink 
	5. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle. Clean the syringe with water and dry for future use, or for use with a different colour ink 
	6. Replace the cartridge and run 1 - 3 cleaning cycles as per printer instructions 
	 
	Potential problems:  
	 
	Usually the cartridge will print immediately, or certainly after a few clean cycles, however it the ink stubbornly refuses to feed, leave the cartridge in the printer for up to 24 hours and try again (allows ink to flow to the print head and air to work it's way out of the cartridge). if you still get a feed problem after this we suggest you try introducing further ink using the method of not covering the outlet hole (see 1 above). Ink will appear at the outlet hole and force any unwanted air out of the cartridge. Then draw out a little ink from the fill hole to avoid overfilling, wipe the outlet hole and refit to machine. Note concerning  
	 
	Photocartridges:  
	 
	These are filled using exactly the same process as above, but they contain two further chambers, one of Pale Photo Magenta and the other of Pale Photo Cyan 
	Refilling Epson C70/ C80/ C82/ SP950/ 2100/ 2200 printer cartridges 
	 
	With these models, the cartridges retain their ink through a complex siphon design. However our compatibles are less complex in design, containing only a foam reservoir in the same manner as earlier Epson cartridges. We advise purchasing a set of our compatibles and refilling those when empty as they are simpler to refill, however we offer instructions for both OEM and compatible cartridges Both types of cartridge are fitted with a chip that will disable the cartridge  
	when it decides it is empty. This can by overcome by using our univeral Epson chip resetter which will allow the newly refilled cartridge to function in the same manner  as a replacement cartridge 
	Generalities Epson 
	 
	Introductions for refilling an original Epson cartridge:  
	 
	Reset the chip using our chip resetter as described in the resetter instruction sheet. Temporarily seal the outlet port with sellotape so that the ink does not leak through the port during refilling. If you prefer not to use sellotape, another method  is  to push the outlet hole against a damp J-Cloth (or similar) while refilling, then wipe clean the outlet prior to refitting the cartridge to the printer to access the cartridge, drill a refill hole into the cartridge with a small drill sufficient to take the hypodermic refill needle in the area indicated by the picture. 
	  
	 
	 
	Drill a second hole in front of the first. This is required to allow the escape of air as the chamber refills with ink (make the hole toward the Epson label otherwise you will create a permanent leak) .You will observe from the internal diagram of the cartridge that there are two layers of plastic that you will need to penetrate. Be careful not to penetrate further into the cartridge and damage it 
	  
	Use the supplied syringe/ needle to inject ink extremely slowly. Be aware the needle will only penetrate 10mm before meeting an internal baffle. 
	The ink must be fed slowly to allow it to run into the various chambers and allow any air to escape through the second hole. The black cartridge can accept a maximum of 25ml of ink, but if it overfills draw a little of the ink back out. The same applies to the colour cartridges which accept a maximum of 10ml. 
	Generalities Epson 
	 
	Remove any sellotape from the outlet and ensure the area around the hole is clean.  
	Do not seal the fill hole - if it is sealed the cartridge will not feed ink correctly.  
	Refit to printer and run a few clean cycles as described in your printer manual. If the cartridge does not feed correctly it is due to air being present. Leave it in the printer for a few hours then print out a block of the relevant colour until a solid printout is achieved. Refilling compatible Epson cartridges: 
	Refilling compatible Epson cartridges: 
	 
	Reset the chip using our chip resetter as described in the resetter instruction sheet. If the compatible chip does not reset you will need to remove a chip from an old original cartridge and replace the compatible chip. A dab of superglue will hold it in position. Temporarily seal the outlet port with sellotape so that the ink does not leak through the port during refilling. If you prefer not to use sellotape, another method is to push the outlet hole against a damp J-Cloth (or similar) while refilling, then wipe clean the outlet prior to refitting the cartridge to the printer.  
	You will discover that the compatible cartridge will accept the ink much more readily. Simply enlarge the breather hole that is created when you first break off the transport clip, at the top of the cartridge. Insert the needle as far into the cartridge as it will go - there will be resistance as the needle is forced through the internal foam. Inject slowly and the foam will absorb the ink. Try not to overfill or leakage may occur during use. 
	Generalities Epson 
	 
	Do not seal the fill hole - if it is sealed the cartridge will not feed ink correctly . 
	  
	General Tips:  
	refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible.  Ensuring a continuous flow of ink makes refilling quicker and the cartridge will last for many more refills  
	 Generalities Olivetti 
	 
	Introduction to refilling Olivetti cartridges:  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Generalities Hp 
	 
	Introduction to refilling HP cartridges  
	General tips 
	HP cartridges are straightforward to refill, therefore saving you a small fortune in the cost of printing in addition to the convenience of always having a refill to hand. Typical refill costs would be around 0,50$ per cartridge depending on quantity of ink purchased. Refill before the cartridge is fully empty if possible. The refilled cartridge will then print without problems and the cartridge will last for many more refills. If you let the cartridge run dry the print head may become damaged. If refilling tri-colour or photo cartridges you will need to rinse the needle and syringe thoroughly under running water between colour changes. If you're unsure which colour goes into which chamber, wipe the copper print head with kitchen towel and insert the hypodermic needle into one chamber. Gently blow into the needle while hooding some kitchen towel over the print head. Wipe clean and mark that chamber fill hole with the colour that appeared. Do the same for the other chambers. Never be tempted to overfill. If you fill a colour cartridge to the extent that ink drips out of the copper print head at the bottom of the cartridge, the ink is likely to run into the next chamber and mix with that colour! For instance you may find orange printing in place of yellow. There is no reason to overfill. However, if you do accidentally overfill and contaminate the colours, simply print out a large area of the three primary colours, cyan, magenta and yellow, and the contaminated colours will soon clear. 
	Refilling your empty HP Deskjet HP 51640, HP 51645, HP 51650, HP C6615 
	inkjet cartridges 
	  
	Generalities  Hp 
	 
	Black cartridges for the following printers 
	DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 810C, 812C, 820Cxi, 820Cse, 830C, 832C, 840C, 842C, 845C, 850C, 855C, 855Cse, 855Cxi, 870Cse, 870Cxi, 880C, 882C, 890C, 890Cse, 890Cxi, 895Cse, 895Cxi, 920C, 930C, 932C, 935C, 950C, 952C, 960C, 970Cse, 970Cxi, 980C, 995C, 1000C, 1000Cse, 1000Cxi, 1100C, 1100Cse, 1100Cxi, 1120C, 1120Cse, 1120Cxi, 1125C, 1200C, 1200C/ps, 1200Cse, 1200Cxi, 1220C, 
	DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 810C, 812C, 820Cxi, 820Cse, 830C, 832C, 840C, 842C, 845C, 850C, 855C, 855Cse, 855Cxi, 870Cse, 870Cxi, 880C, 882C, 890C, 890Cse, 890Cxi, 895Cse, 895Cxi, 920C, 930C, 932C, 935C, 950C, 952C, 960C, 970Cse, 970Cxi, 980C, 995C, 1000C, 1000Cse, 1000Cxi, 1100C, 1100Cse, 1100Cxi, 
	1120C, 1120Cse, 1120Cxi, 1125C, 1200C, 1200C/ps, 1200Cse, 1200Cxi, 1220C,  
	1220C/ps, 1220Cse, 1220Cxi, 1600C, 1600CM, 1600CN, Color Copier 110, 120, 140, 145, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 210, 210LX, 260, 270, 280, 290 PhotoSmart P1000, P1100, P1100xi DesignJet 700 Officejet R40, R60, R80, Officejet Pro 1150C, 1150Cse, 1170, 1170C, 1170Cxi, 1175, 1175C,1175Cse, 1175Cxi  
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	Refilling your empty C1816A Photo Cartridge 
	Photo cartridges for the following printers: 
	Generalities  Hp 
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	Refilling your empty HP Deskjet HP 51608A, 51633A, 51639 inkjet cartridges 
	 
	Black cartridges for the following printers: 
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	DeskWriter 310, 320, 340, DeskJet Portable. Draw 15ml of black ink into the syringe and push the needle through the centre filling hole of the cartridge (for the HP51633A you will need to remove the filling hole plug first). The cartridge contains sponge so inject deeply and gently inject the ink. If ink start to appear at the fill hole the cartridge is full.Stand the cartridge on some absorbent paper to draw ink from the print head and prime the cartridge. Refit the cartridge to the printer and run a number of clean cycles. Always try to refill BEFORE the cartridge has fully emptied. 
	  
	Refilling your empty HP#27, HP#28, HP#56, HP#57 & HP#58 inkjet cartridges 
	 
	stop and draw a little ink back into the syringe to avoid cross contaminating the colours and overfilling the cartridge which can cause it to drip constantly. Do not seal the holes.  
	When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few clean cycles.  
	If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a time to allow the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
	HP #27 & #56 Black Cartridge This is filled in the same manner as the colour cartridge above. You can access the cartridge through any of the holes. Do not seal the holes. When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few clean cycles. If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a time to allow the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
	  
	  
	Generalities  Hp 
	 
	 
	 
	HP No. 58 C6658AN Photo Cartridge Again, filled in the same manner as the tri-colour cartridge. Remove the label on the top of the cartridge, which will reveal 5 holes. Hold the cartridge so that the holes are at the top. Turn the cartridge so that the single hole is furthest away from you and the other 4 holes are nearest to you. You may fill through any of the following holes: The single hole furthest from you accepts pale red magenta ink. The hole closest to you on the left accepts standard black ink. The hole closest to you on the right accepts pale blue cyan ink. Do not seal the holes. When the cartridge has ceased dripping, refit to printer and run a few clean cycles. If the cartridge does not feed it may need to be allowed to stand for a time to allow the ink to migrate fully throughout the sponge.  
	Generalities Xerox 
	Introduction to refilling Xerox cartridges 
	1. Drill 3mm holes in the locations shown in the illustration.  
	2. Fill the syringe with the correct colour ink and slowly inject approximately 4 ml. of ink into the colour cartridges (8 ml. of ink into the black cartridge) filling hole until the chamber is almost full. Unused ink may be returned to the bottle.  
	3. Use plugs to seal the holes - these plugs are re-usable.  
	4. Rinse the syringe under running water between colour changes after use.  
	5. Reinsert the cartridge and run a priming cycle as per printer instructions.  
	Note: Immediately refill any empty cartridges.  
	Replace the cartridge and run a cleaning/priming cycle as per printer instructions.  
	  
	Black cartridge 
	 
	Enlarge the vent hole on the top of the cartridge if necessary (do not remove the cartridge top ) Fill the syringe with 30ml of black ink, insert the needle into the vent hole and push downwards into the centre of the cartridge. Slowly inject until the reservoir is full. Note: Empty cartridges should be refilled immediately.  
	  
	Color cartridge  
	 
	The filler holes of the cartridge are located under the red top. Remove the top before refilling by carefully prying it off with a large bladed screwdriver. 
	Insert the needle into the hole of the colour to be refilled, (see diagram above) and push downwards into the centre of the cartridge. Slowly inject up to 8ml. of ink until the sponge is saturated. Clean the syringe with running water between colour changes.  
	After refilling refit the top using sellotape. Please feel free to print out these instructions for reference. 


	Canon BJC 30 and BJC 70 Series Printers 

	Canon BCI-15 and BCI-16 
	Canon BJI-201  
	Many different Canon 600,610,620 and Apple Colorstyle, Color Stylewriter Pro Printers 
	Model BJI-201BK, BJI-201C, BJI201M, BJI201Y 
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